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On the weak equivalence of Elgot's flow-chart schemata 
b y Z . ÉSIK 
Notions and notations. 
Algebraic theories were originally introduced in [10]. An equational presenta- . 
tion of algebraic theories can be found in [1]. Following this latter work, by an 
algebraic theory we shall mean a many-sorted algebra T=[T(n,p); •, ( ), n'p) 
where n, p are non-negative integers; composition, denoted by • or juxtaposition, 
maps T(n, p) X T(p, q) into T(n, q); source-tupling associates a unique element 
(/i> •••>//>)€T(n,p) with each family of scalar elements / 1 ? ...,fndT(l,p); finally, 
there is an injection 7 t ' p £T( l ,p ) for each i and p such that z'€[p] ([/>] = {1, ...,/?}). 
Furthermore, the following identities have to be satisfied by T: 
(Ax) Xgh) = (fg)h ' if / € T ( m , n ) , gZT(n, p), h^T(p, q), 
(A2) f(nl,...,nrp)=f if f£T(n,p), 
(A3) < ( f i , . . . , L ) = f i if f^-Jntnhp), 
(A4) (nlf, ..., K f ) if ff_T(n, p). 
Although identities (Aj), (A4) above are suflicient to characterize algebraic 
theories, in order to have identity ( / ) = / if f£T(l,p) we require identity 
(As) <7ll) = 7ri1. 
In case of « = 0 , (A4) means that T(0,p) is a one-element set, its unique ele-
ment will be denoted by 0 p . It follows f rom the axioms that elements 1„ — (tiJ, ..., 
are identities with respect to composition. Therefore, an algebraic theory can be 
viewed as a small category. According to this analogy, we shall often write / : n—p€. T 
instead of f£T(n,p). 
Pairing, denoted also by ( ), and separated sum, which will be denoted by 4-, 
are frequently used derived operations in algebraic theories. As regards the defini-
1 In spite of the fact that identity is used many times by several authors, it is usually 
not explicited stately. This is the case in [6] and [7], too. 
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tion of these derived operations cf. [3]. Given a mapping g: [«]—[p] , there is a 
corresponding base element g: n-~p£T. It is defined by Q = (n°p(1\ . . . , n°pM). If 
the mapping g is surjective then the corresponding base element is also called sur-
jective. Injective and bijective base elements are similarly defined. If g: [«]—[«] 
is bijective then g~* denotes the inverse of g. 
Iteration theories were introduced in [2]. They were called generalized iterative 
theories in [6] and [7]. 
An iteration theory is an algebraic theory equipped with a new operation, called 
iteration and usually denoted by t. In an iteration theory /= ( / (« , /> ) ; • , ( ) , n lp, t) 
iteration maps I(n,n+p) into I{n, p). According to [6], iteration theories can be 
characterized by the following identities : 
(BO ( 0 „ + / ) t = / if / : n 
(82) ( / + 0 , ) t = / t + 0 , if f:n— n+p£l, 
(B3) < / , gY = (h\(gg)\hK ip>) where / : n - n+m+pO, 
g: m - n+m+pa, g = < 0 m + l „ , lm+0„> + l p , 
h = /< l„+O p , (gÉ?) t ,O n +l p >, 
( B J (nlggig^lp),..., nZgg{gm+ lp)>t = <?(g(i? + !„))* if 
g: n — m+p£l, and g: m - «£/, g1} ..., gm: m — m£I 
are base with g,g = ... = gmg = g and g is surjective, 
(B5) / < / t , l p ) = / t if f : „ - n+p£I. 
(B5) is called Elgot's fixed-point equation. It was shown in [8] that (B5) is no t 
independent f rom thé other defining identities of iteration theories. Iteration theories 
are natural generalizations of iterative theories (cf. [3]) and rational algebraic theories 
(cf. [13]). 
Given a ranked alphabet I — i.e. 1 = U(r„ | rc=0, 1, ...) with l ^ D I ^ - Q if 
njim, and a fixed countable set of variables X= , x 2 , . . . } , the iteration theory 
of all (partial infinite) Z-trees on X play an important role in the fixed-point theory 
of program schemes. Denote by N the set of natural numbers { 1 , 2 , . . . } and by 
X„ the set of the first n variables {xltx2, . . . ,*„} for each nÇ.N. Fur thermore , 
denote by A* the set of all strings over a set A. Then, according to [9], the set of -
n-ary T-trees is the set Tf (X„) consisting of all partial functions / : UXn 
satisfying the following condition : , 
i f f ( w i ) is defined where w£N* and i£N then also f(w) is defined, and there 
is an integer with f(w)£Em. 
The fl-ary T-trees give rise to an iteration theory T£°=(T™(n,p); •, ( ), n p , t ) , 
where T?(n, p) = Tf(Xp)n (k, p s O ) , composition is defined by tree substitution, 
source-tupling is the tupling of trees, injection np is the variable x{ considered to be 
a p-ary tree, and iteration is defined in the following way: let f = ( f i , ••-,/„): w — 
~-~n+p£T? and g=(gi, .,-,g„): n-^p€Tf. Then ff=g holds provided that 
2 17(Xn) is denoted by CTZ(X„) in [9]. 
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for any /'€[«] and w£N*, w e d o m ^ if and only if there exist r ( ^ 0 ) , i0(=i), 
h, ...,ire[n) and W j € d o m / ^ {j—0, ..., r) such tha t fill(w0)^xil, .,.,/ir.1(wir_1)= 
= x i r , f i r ( w , ) $ X „ and iv=>v0... w,. Fur thermore , in this case 
, W = ( A W if A K X X 
8, ) \xj if fir(wr) = X„ + J. 
Everywhere in the paper ±„p denotes (1„ + 0 p ) t . In T?, l w = < ± , . . . , ± > («-times), 
where J . is the totally undefined nullary tree. 
By viewing an n-ary operat ional symbol G€Z„ as an n-ary tree, Z can be 
embedded into T? in a natural way. Denote by RI—(RI(n,p); •, ( >, 7t'p, t) the 
subalgebra generated by Z in T f . RI is freely generated by Z in the class of all 
iteration theories. In more detail, any m a p <p: Z - * I into an iteration theory / 
can be uniquely extended to a homomorph i sm <p: RE->-1 provided tha t (p is a 
ranked alphabet map , i.e., <p(Z„)QI(l,n) ( n s O ) . 
Restricting ourselves to finite ¿- trees we obtain the algebraic theory Ts— 
={Tz{n,p)- • , < > , * * ) . Iri this theory TI(n,p) = TI(XFr and TI(Xp) = 
= {fd r r C ^ l d o m / is finite}. No te that T1 is a subtheory of Rx. Let 
' №„) = {/€TMlv'wdN*, r > 0, ie[r], f(w)£Zr => w i C d o m / } . 
Put TE=(Tz(n,p); • , ( ) , n'p) where Tx(n,p) = TI(Xp)K 0). I t is well-known 
that is a subtheory of Tz and in fact it is freely generated by Z in the class of all 
algebraic theories._ 
The trees in T ^ l , p) can also be represented as finite strings over the a lphabet 
ZUXp. Namely, T j ( l , / ? ) can be viewed as the smallest set satisfying 
(i) X ^ Z O Q T Z I H P ) , 
, (ii) if a £ Z r , r > 0 , A , . . . , / r € 7 i ( l , p ) then <r/i.../r€ ^ ( 1 , p). 
Another interesting iteration theory is the theory [A]=([A] («,/?) ; • , ( ), n'p, f ) on a 
set A. Here [A\{n, p) stands for the set of all partial functions / : Ax[n] -o-AX.[p], • 
is the composition of partial functions, source-tupling is the source-tupling of part ial 
functions, injection nlp is the mapping a>-*(a, i) with Ax[ 1] and A being »iden-
tified, finally, if f : AX[«]AX[n+p\ is a partial function then / t is the least 
fixed-point of the mapping g>-*f(g, l p ) (g: AX[n]-*AXfp]). Here least means least 
with respect to the na tura l ordering of part ial functions. 
Concerning flow-chart schemata we accept Elgot 's definition of flow-chart 
schemata in [4], with the exception that in order to make iteration to be a totally 
defined operation ra ther than a partial one?.we allow nodes to be unlabelled in a 
flow-chart scheme. In this manner, cf. [4], R z becomes the iteration theory of the 
strong behaviours of finite flow-chart schemata on a ranked alphabet Z. There-
fore, we may treat flow-chart schemata on Z as elements of Ry. 
F r o m now on we fix a ranked alphabet Z with Z„=0 if n^ 1 and n^2, 
and denote Zx and Z2 by Q and 77, resp. C2 is called the set of action symbols and 
77 the set of predicate symbols. Fur thermore , we shall assume that 77 is finite, say 
77 = {ii!, . . . , n,}. Given a set A, by an interpretat ior . / o f Z in A we mean any 
ranked alphabet m a p </: Z—[A] such that J{n) is a total predicate for each n£Tl. 
That is, if y(7r)(a)=(i>, i) (a, be A, /€[2]) then a=b, and J(n) is totally defined. 
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Denote by J the unique homomorphic extension of J f rom Rz into [A], as well. 
We say that f , g^R^n, p) (n, p^0) are equivalent under J provided that , / ( / ) = 
holds. M o r e o v e r , / a n d g are called weakly equivalent, written f=g, if 
J ( f ) = J(g) holds for every interpretation J (cf. [4], [11], [12]). 
Relation = is a congruence relation of the iteration theory Rx. The problem 
we are going to solve is the presentation of a generating system of this relation. 
If such a system is found then this system together with the defining identities of 
iteration theories can be viewed as an axiom system for the weak equivalence of 
finite flow-chart schemata on I . 
A generating system of the relation = 
In the sequel we shall frequently use some consequences of the defining identities 
of iteration theories. Among these identities there are identities of poor algebraic 
theories, which will be used without any reference. In the other part of these iden-
tities we have identities involving the t operation, and they are listed here: 
(B6) ( e / C e ^ + l p ) ) 1 = Qp if / : n - n+p and e : n - n 
is bijective, 
(B7) </<l , + .+0 i k + p ,A,0 1 1 + 1 I I + i t - | - l J ,> ,g > A)t = </>g,A>t 
if / : n — n + m + k+p, g: m — n + m+k+p, h: k — n + m + k+p, 
(B8) ( / (1„+S')) t =Pg where / : n - n+p, g: p - q, 
(B.) (l„ + 0j)<ai, a„, nJ„+01+p)t = (0l, ..., a„)t where 
fli, an: 1 - n+p, ak = ^ ( l n + O j + l p ) if k ^ i, 
a, = «i«lj-i + 0.+a-y, Kil Oj + K-j + O^+lp), i,je[n], 
(B10) ( l „ + 0 m ) < / ( l „ + 0 m + lp) ,£>t = / t if / : « — n+p, 
g: m —• n + m+p, 
( B n ) ^ + i < ^ + 1 + P , 0 1 + / ) t = 7r„1/t if / : n-n+p. 
Now we present the system (C) and prove that this system constitutes a generat-
ing system of the weak equivalence relation. (C) consists of the following pairs, 
written as equalities: 
(Cj) «</,/>=/ if ntn, f: 1 — p£Rs, 
( Q ) jr<jt '</i,/ ,>, *'</8,/«» = *'(*{fi,fz), n ( f 2 , f 4 ) ) where n, n'tll, 
A, 1 
(Ca) 7z(n(f1,f2), n ( f 3 , f i ) ) = n ( f } , f i ) where n£ll, flt ...,/4: 1 
(C4) / = _L if / : 1 - OCR;, 
(C5) f t = f ( ± l p , l p ) if f : 1 ± l + p e T n . 
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Denote by 9 the congruence relation induced by (C) in R^. The following state-
ment is immediate by (C) Q = . 
Lemma 1. 0 Q = . 
Later on the following statement will be frequently used. 
Lemma 2. Let f: n — n + m+p + q, g: m n+m+p + q, h\ p — n+m+p+q 
be arbitrary elements in Rz. Assume that ( g « 0 m + 1 „ , lm-t-0„>+ l p + s ) ) t 0 g holds 
where g: m n+p+q£Rs. Then also ( f , g, hyd(f, g(l„ + Om + \p+q), hy. 
Proof. First suppose that p — 0 and let o = (0m + 1 „, 1 m + 0„) + 1 T h e n 
( f , g y = (a\(ge)Kal, 1 , » follows by (B3), where a=f(\„ + Oq, (gg)1, 0„+ I,). Put 
a=f(\„ + Oq,g,On+\q). As (g8)Wg, also aOa and (f,gyO(a\ g(at, 1 ,» . How-
ever, (a t , g ( s t , l , » = < / , g ( l „ + O m + g > t follows by ( B J and (B3). 
If 0 then define f=f(x+1,), g t = ^ ( a + 1 „ ) and hl=h(a + 1 , ) where 
a = l n + <O p +l m , l p + 0m). Then ( g ! « 0 m + l „ + p , l m + 0„ + p >+ I J p O g holds by 
( a + i 9 ) - « o m + i n + p , i m + o „ + i , > + Q = < o m + i „ , i m + o n > + i p + „ . Thus, ( f ^ h ^ g . y e 
0 { f i , K, gOn+p+Om+l,,))1 ' by the previous case. From this the result follows by 
(B6): (f,g,hy = «z-\f,g,hy = 
= « ( a - i < / , g , A > ( « + g ) t = a ( f , , h,, g.ye^if,, lh, g{\n+p + Om+lq)y = 
= ( a < / 1 , / j 1 , g ( l „ + P + 0 m + l 9 ) > ( a - 1 + l , ) ) t = < / , g ( l „ + O m +l p + , ) , / i> t . 
Let %\ [r]— [r] be any bijection. We shall denote by nx: l-~2r£Tn the balanced 
tree visualized in the following figure: 
^ d ) 
Xi X2 X2r 
In the case that r is the identity mapping, the index r will be omitted in n t . 
Lemma 3. For any / : 1 -+p£Tn there exists a (unique) base element q: 2'-~p 
with fOnq. 
Proof. This statement is well-known. In spite of this, for the sake of complete-
ness, a proof will be outlined here. We shall show a little bit more than it is stated 
by our lemma. Namely, we show that for any / : 1 -*p£Tn and bijective t : [r]->-[r] 
there is a base element q: 2r — p with f9nzQ. 
If f=xt (/£[/>]) then put Q = (N'P, ..., N'P). Then fOnZQ follows by applications 
of (Cj). We proceed by structural induction o f / . Suppose that f=nifx f2.,fi8n<LQ1 
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and f20nxg2 where /£[r] and a : [r] — [r] is any bijection with a ( l ) = /. Then, by 
(C3), we obtain fdnae' for a suitable g': 2r—p. However, nxg'6n,g holds by (C2) 
for a satisfactory choise of g. 
Lemma 4. (f+0p)^0_L„P holds for every / : n—n^Ry. 
Proof. By (B2) it is enough to deal with the case p—0. If /7=0 then the state-
ment is obviously valid by 7 ^ ( 0 , / / ) = {0P}. Assuming n > 0 we have f — ( f i , f 2 ) 
where y i = ( l i + 0 . _ , ) / , / s ^ O x + l . -Oy- Thus, by (B3), P=(h\ ( / 2 e ) t / j t ) , where 
e = < 0 „ _ 1 + l 1 , l n - i+O, ) , h=fx(\1,{f2gy). As htRJl, 1), V0± holds by (C4). 
Therefore, n * p 0 ± . From this the result follows by (B6). 
Lemma 5. Given / : n-*n+p£T,, there exists a g: n-~pdTn with pOg. 
Proof. The statement is obvious if n—0. Now assume that « > 0 and proceed 
by induction on n. Define f1=(\1 + 0n_1)f / 2 = ( 0 „ _ 1 + By (C5) and the induc-
tion hypothesis there exist T,: 1 —n — 1 +D. /"„: n — 1 ^ - 1 + p with f\0F and 
( / 2 « 0 . - x + i i , l , - i + 0 i > + l p ) y e f l Therefore,' / ^ < 0 l + / , , / 2 ( l i + 0 n „ 1 + i p ) ) t holds 
by Lemma 2. By identity (B7), 
<o, + / i , / 2 ( i 1 + o „ _ 1 + i p ) > t = < / , c f . , 0 i + i p > 0 i + 0 1 I - l - i - g , / > ( i 1 + 0 1 I _ J + i p ) ) t . 
N o w let h=f1(f2,01+lp) and apply identity (B8): ( f f( l ,+0 1 1_ J + lp)) t = 0B_ 1 + /it ' 
As h£T„(l, 1 +p) there is an element h: \-~p£Tn with h T h u s , 
/ t0<O„+A,/ ,Cl 1+O f l_ 1 + llJ>t 
is valid by Lemma 2. Put g = {h, f2(h, lp>). Then, by (B,), (B3) a n d ' (B8), 
<0n + / K / 2 ( l ] + 0 „ _ 1 + l p ) > t = ( 0 n + £ ) t = £ . As g£Tn(n,p), this proves Lemma 5. 
Definition!. Let / = ( / i , •••,/„}: and let i,j€[n] be arbi t rary. 
We say that f directly depends on if there is an occurrence of variable Xj in f , 
i.e., fi(w) = xj holds for some w(iN*. The dependency relation is the transitive 
closure of direct dependency. A component / • is called coaccessible provided that 
either there is an occurrence of a variable f rom {x„+ 1 , • ••,*„+„} in / • or there is 
an integer j w i th / - depends on f} and f j is coaccessible. 
Lemma 6. Suppose t h a t / : ri— n+p£ Ts. Then there is an e l e m e n t g : ?i-~n+p£Tz 
which only contains coaccessible or undefined components , and such that p 6 g * 
holds. 
Proof Put / = < / , - , ...,/„> and let / , „ ...J,m (l ... be all those 
components of / which are not coaccessible. First suppose that /•=_/ holds for 
each In this case there is an element a: m-~m£Ts: with ( l m + 0 „ _ m ) / = 
= a + 0 „ _ m + p . T h u s , P 0 g * holds by Lemma 4 and Lemma 2, where 
g = (-Lm„ + p, (0m + I „_,„)/). 
On the other hand, g only contains coaccessible or undefined components . 
The general case, where /7, ...,/„, are arbitrary, is reducible to the previous 
one by (B6). 
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Definition 2. An element a: n-*n+p£Tz ( n ^ l ) . is in normal fo rm provided 
that each of its components n'„a has one of the following four forms for every /£[«]: 
(i) 7t'„a = 7ig+0p where g: 2T-*-m is base, 
(ii) N'„a = (OQ+0p where co£Q and Q: 1 -*n is base, 
(iii) - l l n + p , 
(iv) nlna = 0„ + e where Q: l—p is base. 
Furthermore, a is required to satisfy all conditions (v), (vi), (vii) and (viii) as well: 
(v) if 7i'„a is of type (i) then nJ„a has to have one of the forms (ii), (iii) or 
(iv) for each ./€e([2 rl), 
(vi) if it '„a is of type (ii) then rce„(i)a is of type (i), 
(vii) n\a is of type, (i), 
(viii) every component 7tna of type (ii) is coaccessible. 
Lemma 7. For every / : 1 -+p£Rs there is an .element y: k-~k+p in normal 
form such that fQn\yt. • 
Proof. By . a simple modification of Theorem 2.5.1 in [5] we obtain that there 
is an element a: n-^n+pd Tx -with f=n\tf and such that each of its components 
7z'„a (i'€[n]2 has one of the three forms (ii), (iii) or (iv), or n ' „a=a i +O p holds for 
some Tn(l, n). Furthermore, by identity (B9), we may assume a to satisfy the 
following modified version of (vi) : if n'na = oog + Op for some a>£ Q and Q: 1 —n 
then ne„wa=Ti£+p is,valid for an. integer ./€.[«]. .Finally, we may assume that 7 
= ±m+P since otherwise a can be replaced' by < a ( l „ + 0 1 + lp), ± ] n + 1 + p > (cf. (B,0)). 
_ Let ..., im£[n\ 0 ' i < . b e all those, indices for which n^a is in 
T n ( l , n+p)-{nnn%\,,.., nnnXpp}. First suppose tha t ' i j - j holds for each j. Put 
bi=(lm+0„^m)a, c=(0m + ! „ _ „ > . . T h e n - a = , c> holds obviously. Observe that 
bi — Op ..holds for some Ej: m-~n(LTn. Therefore, by Lemma 5 and (B2), there 
exists b2\ m-*n—m£Tn with b\9b2+0p. Thus, by Lemma 2, (0„, + 6 2 + 0 p , c^Oa. 
There is an element b3: m-+n—m+ i£Tn with b2=b3(ln_m+ J_). " P u t 
¿ 4 = i 3 < l n - m , ^ = S ) - Then < 0 m + & 2 + 0 p , c > t = < 0 m + 6 4 + 0 p , c > t follows by (B7) and 
= _L ln+p. On the other hand, by Lemma 3, we have 
< 0 m + 6 4 + 0 p , cyO(Om+b5+Op, c>t 
for some bb: m^-n—m .whose each, component is of type KQ for a suitable base 
element q: m. Next, by an; application of Lemma 6,.we get an element 
d\ n—n+p whose each component is either coaccessible or undefined, and 
( 0 m + i s + 0 p , holds.- It follows- f rom the proof of Lemma 6 that d satisfies 
all conditions in Definition 2 except possibly (vii). If ¿/ does not satisfy (vii) then let 
£=<7t0-l-Op, O x w h e r e Q: 2 r - « + l is.defined by g ( / ) = 2 , i'.€[2r]. Otherwise 
put g=d. In both cases g is in normal form and n},g^df (cf. ( B n ) and Lemma 3). 
The general case, i.e. where z\, ..., im are arbitrary, is reducible to the special 
one above (cf. (B6)). • -
Lemma 8. Let a: n—n+pdTx and b: m -*m-\-p£T1 be in normal form. Then 
Tt\a^ = n)„b^ if and only if = 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. Conversely, let f=n\d!, g=n}n№ and suppose 
that f=g. Define / : N* by /(A) =f().) and f(wi) =f(w)f(i) • if w£N* and 
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i"€[w]. A s f = g a n d a, b a r e in n o r m a l f o r m , f~}(x^)—g~1(xi), i .e. { i v | / ( v v ) = x , } = 
= {w|g-(tv)=x,} h o l d s f o r a n y /£[/>]• F u r t h e r m o r e , i f >v€ t h e n 
f(w)—g(w) w h e r e g is s imi la r ly d e f i n e d w i t h r e spec t t o g a s / w a s d e f i n e d w i t h 
r e s p e c t t o / . T h e a b o v e equa l i t i e s a r e essent ia l ly k n o w n f r o m [4] (cf. a l so [11], [12]). 
S u p p o s e t h a t f^g- T h e n , as f~~l(xi)=g~1(x,) h o l d s f o r e a c h i£[p], t h e r e 
is a s t r ing w£N* w i th f(w)^g(w) a n d b o t h f(w) a n d g(»v) a r e in Q o r o n e o f 
t h e m is u n d e f i n e d . T h u s t w o cases ar ise . H o w e v e r , s imi la r o r d e r of i d e a s y i e l d s 
a c o n t r a d i c t i o n in b o t h cases . T h e r e f o r e we a s s u m e t h a t / ( i v ) £ Q. By t h e l a s t c o n -
d i t i o n in t h e de f in i t ion o f n o r m a l f o r m s , t h e r e is a s t r i ng v£N* w i t h 
wv£ U ( / - 1 ( . x i ) | / € [ / > ] ) - A s f(w)?ig(w) a l so J(wv)9ig(wv). T h i s is a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . 
N o w we a r e r e a d y t o s t a t e o u r 
Theorem. 0 — =. 
Proof. 0Q= is val id by L e m m a 1. Conve r se ly , i t is e n o u g h t o s h o w t h a t 
f = g impl ies f6g f o r a r b i t r a r y f,g£Rs(l,p). B u t th i s is i m m e d i a t e b y L e m m a 7 
a n d L e m m a 8. 
An equational characterization of the strong equivalence of Elgot's flow-chart schemata 
was given in [6]. Here we present an equational characterization for the weak equivalence. An 
extended abstract of this paper has been already appeared in [14]. 
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Atomic characterizations of uniform multi-pass 
attribute grammars 
B y E . GOMBAS a n d M . BARTHA 
1. Introduction 
Several reasonable classes of attribute grammars can be defined based on the 
concept of computation sequence [1]. A computation sequence for a derivation 
tree is intended to describe a systematic evaluation of all the attributes of the tree 
without violating their dependencies. The attributes are evaluated during a walk 
through the tree. This walk starts at the root, and once it arrives at (enters) a node, 
it must return to that node later for exiting it. Between any successive entering and 
exiting a node — this period is called a visit to the node — the walk can make sev-
eral visits to the sons of the node. If in any derivation tree, the number of visits to 
a node required to evaluate all the attributes of it, and the set of attributes of the 
node evaluated in each of these visits can both be determined in a top-down manner, 
i.e. independently of the subtree below that node, then the grammar is called uni-
form [5]. It was proved in [5] that an attribute grammar (AG) is uniform iff it is 
absolutely noncircular (anc). The latter property is investigated e.g. in [3], where 
an efficient evaluator is given for these grammars. As the anc property can be decided 
in polynomial time, the class of uniform AG'is practically more interesting than 
the class of simple multi-visit AG introduced in [1]. (Recall f rom [1] that the prob-
lem deciding whether an AG is simple multi-visit is ./VP-complete.) However, if we 
ask whether an AG is uniform m-visit for a fixed w g N , then the answer cannot 
be given in polynomial time, generally. Thus, to answer this question in polynomial 
time we have to restrict ourselves to a smaller class of AG. In this paper we inves-
tigate the class of uniform multi-pass AG. A pass to a node is a visit such that during 
it each son of the node is visited exactly once in a left-to-right order. We present 
a natural characterization of this class and give an algorithm that provides the 
minimal number m for which an AG is uniform m-pass in polynomial time. 
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2. Definitions and basic concepts 
An attribute grammar [4] <§ consists of the following objects. 
(i) A reduced context-free grammar G=(T, N, P, Z). 
(ii) A finite nonempty set A such that A=ASUA,- and Asr\A~0. The ele-
ments of As and A-, are called synthesized (5-) and inherited (/"-) attributes, respec-
tively. 
(iii) A function v which assigns each nonterminal F ^ N a nonvoid subset 
of A. We assume that the start symbol Z has only j-attributes and it does not occur 
on the right-hand side of any production. S ( F ) and 1(F) will denote v i F J f l / ^ 
and v ( F ) n ^ ( , respectively, and an occurrence of an attribute a £ v ( F ) will often 
be referenced as a(F). 
(iv) A set V(a) of possible values for each attribute a. 
(v) A set rp of semantic rules associated with each production pdP. If 
p: F0 —ii'0F, ... Fkwk (F^N, wfcT*), then a rule of rp is a formal equat ion: 
a0(Fio) =/(adFnl am(Fim% 
where O ^ i j ^ k ( O ^ j ^ m ) , cij£v(F;) and / : K( f l l )X. . . X K ( a J - V(a0) is a (com-
putable) function. This equation is interpreted by saying that a0(F i o) depends on 
^ ( F . J , ...,am(Fim) in p by / . We assume that ^ is in Bochmann normal form, 
i.e. rp defines all and only the occurrences of attributes S(F0)U(U(/(F,-) | . /€[/r])) 
using as arguments only of the occurrences of /(F0)U(U(S ,(F J-) | ./£[£])). ([£] denotes 
the set {1, 2, ..., k}.) 
Df will denote the set of derivation trees with root labelled by F. Trees of 
* 
Dz are called complete derivation trees. If / is a tree representing a derivation F=> a, 
G 
where a is not necessarily a terminal string, then t is called a cut; in notation, tZ CF. 
Clearly we have DFQCF for all F£N. By a node of t we always mean a non-
terminal node, and if there is no danger of confusion, we identify the node with 
its label. U,, U,(F) and rt(t) will denote the set of all nodes of t, the set of 
all /"-labelled nodes of t and the root of t, respectively. 
The semantic rules are used to assign meanings to derivation trees of G in 
the following way. Let t be a complete derivation tree, u£U,, and assume that 
p: F0—u'0 F j . . . Fkwk is the production applied at u. For each a0£ S(Fn). the func-
t i o n / o c c u r r i n g in the rule a0(F0)=f(a^(Fh), ...,am(Fim)) can be used to deter-
mine the value of a0 at 11 when the values of all the neighbouring attributes 
•>flm(^im) have been determined. Similarly, the rule with left-hand side 
b(Fj) (j£[k], b(H(Fj)) can be used to determine the value of attribute b at the 
j'-th son of u. If it is possible to determine the values of all the attributes at any 
node of t in the above way, then the meaning o it is the set {(«, {va(u)\a£v(i/)})\u£ U, 
and va(u) is the value of attribute a at «}. 
If all the complete derivation trees have a meaning, then H is called well-defined 
or noncircular. 
The dependency graph for the production p\ F0-*w0F1... Fkwk (denoted by 
dp(p)) has as nodes the disjoint union of v(F ;) O ^ / S / : , and there is an arc f rom 
aj(Fh) to a^Fj,) iff a^F^ depends on al(Fh) in p. A graph with nodes v (F) 
(F6/V) and some arcs is called a dependency graph (¿-graph) fo r F. Fo r 
p: F0-'WI)F1... Fkwk and ¿/-graphs y%, ...,yk for F 1 ; ..., Fk define the substitu-
» * 
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tion dp(p)(yx, ..., yk) of yx,...,yk into dp(p) by adding all the arcs of yt z'6[A:] 
to dp(p), i.e. fitting on dp(p)\v(Fi). This substitution induces a ¿/-graph for F0 
by restricting the transitive closure of dp(p)(yl5 ..., yk) to v(F0). Now, the induced 
dependency graph for symbol F£N (ids(F)) is defined as the least rf-graph for F 
such that for any production p: F0-~wf)F1... Fkwk, the ¿-graph for F0 induced by 
the substitution dp(p)(ids(F1), ..., ids(Fk)) is a subgraph of ids(F0). The induced 
dependency graph for production p is idp(p)—dp(p)(ids(Fx),...,ids(Fk)). We 
write a, (Fh)~=:pa2(F;2) if there is a nonempty path in idp(p) f rom a2(Fh) to ax(Fh). 
Similarly, a-<Fb denotes that there is an arc in ids(F) f rom b to a. 
The induced dependency graph for a cut t (idt{t)) is obtained by pasting together 
the idp's of all the productions t consists of. Let ux and w2 be two nodes of t, ax£v(ux), 
a2£v(u2). As above, ax(ux)<,a2(u2) denotes that there is a path in idt(t) f rom 
a2(«2) to ax (»]). We write ax («1) if this path contains an R-arc. Recall 
f rom [2] that an R-arc leads to an /-attribute of a node from an ¿-attribute of itself, 
or one of its right neighbours. G is called absolutely noncircular (anc) if is a 
strict partial order for every cut /. 
The following AG will be used as an example throughout the paper. G has 
five nonterminals with attributes: 
v(Z) = {a0}, v(A) = {«„, ax, a2, bx, 6,} 
v(B) = \au a,, by, b2}, v(C) = {ax, bx), v(D) = {ax, a2, bx, b2}. 
a. 0 
r 
« 41 ' -1-
1 1 
a„ a, a, bx b.z 
1 :Z-*A 
a0 ax a2 bx b* 
o o a 
T K -
ax a2 bx b. 




t . r 
a\ 
7 N : I | i 1 
I I 
ax a2 bx b2 





x a2 bx b2 
5.C-+OD 
ax a2 bx b2 
o , > Ml 
Fig. I. 
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a2}, At= {bi, b2). The productions with the corresponding ф - g r a p h s 
are listed in Fig. 1. Dotted lines denote idp-arcs, 0 and 1 are terminal symbols. 
A partial computation sequence for a derivation tree t£D F is a sequence h 
of so called basic actions ([1]), where each basic action is either the evaluation of 
some /-attributes of a node, called entering the node, or the evaluation of some 
¿-attributes of a node, called exiting the node. Thus, a basic action can be repre-
sented by a basic action symbol (ba-symbol) i(u, B) or s(u, A), where U,, А Я S(u) 
and BQI(u). The order of evaluation is systematic and it cannot violate the depend-
encies of the attributes. By this we mean that h must obey the following restrictions. 
1. The first and the last ba-symbol of /; is i(rt(t), B) and s(rt(t), A), respec-
tively, where and В Q 1(F). 
2. For any two contiguous ba-symbols . . . . ^ ( w А х ) х 2 ( и 2 , A2)... in A, one of 
the following conditions holds. 
(i) u2 is a son of иг and x1 = x2 = i, 
(ii) u2 is the father of щ and x j = x 2 = j , 
(iii) u2 is a brother of щ and ^ = 5 , x2 = /, 
( i v ) И2 — H] a n d X1T£X2. 
3. For every U,, if 
i(u, Bj)s(u, Aj)...i(u, Bm)s(u, Am) 
is the sequence of all the ba-symbols for и occurring in h (from left to right), then 
(В^Аг, ...,BmUAm) is an ordered subpartition of v(u). This subpartition will be 
denoted by Eh(u) = (El(u), ...,Em(u))h or E(u) if h is understood. By an ordered 
subpartition of a set С we mean a sequence of sets (C 1 ; ..., Cm) such that 
m 
и Q g c and С ; П С , = 0 if 1 . ^ i ^ j s m . 
i= 1 
4. For any production p, consider an arbitrary occurrence of p in /, and let 
m15 м2 and ал, аг such nodes and attributes of this occurrence that a2(w2) depends 
on аг(щ) in p. If a2(u2) occurs in h (i.e. there exists a ba-symbol x(u2, A) in h with 
a2€A), then so does fli(Mj), and the occurrence of a ^ u , ) precedes that of а2(м2). 
If Eh(u) is a complete partition (i.e. U£'A(M) = V(M)) for all u£Ut, then h is 
a (total) computation sequence. If h satisfies 1, 2 and 3 only, then it is called a walk. 
A walk It is a pass if: 
— each node is entered and exited (i.e. visited) exactly once; 
— during the visit to a node, all its sons are visited in a left to right order. 
h is an w-pass walk (m£N) if h=hl...hm and Af is a pass for all /€[w]. 
A ba-symbol x(u, A) is empty if A=0. A pass is called empty if all the ba-
symbols occurring in it are empty. 
Example 2.1. Let t be the complete derivation tree of our example AG illus-
trated on the left-hand side of Fig. 2. The graph on the right-hand side indicates 
the dependencies between the attributes of t. A 4-pass computation sequence for t 
is the following. 




C m3 D w5 
0 D w4 1 
Fig. 2. 
h=h1h2h3hi, where 
K - i(«o. 0)K«i> {bi))i(u2, {b2])i(u3, 0) i" (w4, 0)s(w4, 0)s(«3 , 0) 
h2 = i(u0, 0)i'(w1, 0)i'(«2> 0) i («. . 0)'(«4. 0)s(«4> 0)s(«3> 0) 
»(«6» {M) s ( M s , W M ^ a , W M w i , 0)s(«o, 0), 
h3 = i(u0, 0)i(uu 0)i(u2, {bi})i(«3. {M) ' ( "4 . ( M M « « , {«2» 
s(«3 , 0)i(K6, 0)S(M5, 0)S(M2, 0)S(M15 0)S(Wo, 0), 
= i(w0, 0)i(ux, {b 2} ) i (u 2 , 0 ) i ( «„ 0)i(w4, (M)s(«4> W ) 
s("3> {«l})»'(«5> 0)s(«5> 0)s(«2, {fll})s(«l, {«1, <J2}M"o> W ) - ' 
Let p: F0 —WQ/^... Fkwk£P and tj£DFj for each 76[A:]. Let 
Tt=(A1\JB1,...,Am\JBm) 
be an ordered subpartition of v(F0) with AiQS(F0), Bt^I(F0) (/<E[w]), and let 
hj = h[J)...hjj] be an nij-pass walk ( m ^ m ) for each tj. no(h1, ..., /;,.) will denote 
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the 771-pass walk i(u0, B1)h[1\../1^s(u0, ;*,).../(«„, Bm)h™ ...h™ sfa, AJ for 
F o ( » o h - t k W k ) £ D F o , where u0 is the root and h j j ) is empty if i>rr i j . 
The proof of the following two easy lemmas are left to the reader. 
Lemma 2.1. Let f be a complete derivation tree and u£U,(F). Denote t'£DP 
the subtree of t below w, and let h=hx...hm and l'=l'x...l'm be m-pass computa-
tion sequences for t and t', respectively. Each /i( (/£[m]) can be written in the form 
h^ot j l iP i , where / = / ] . . . / m is an m-pass computation sequence for / ' . If Eh(u) = 
= Er(rt(t')), then h' = h'x...h'm —' where / / •=a i / i^ i — is also an m-pass computa-
tion sequence for t. 
Let 7z1 = (A1, ..., A„) and n2—(Bl,...,Bm) be two ordered subpartitions of a 
set D. Construct the ordered subpartition 
merge fa, 7z2)=(Ct, ..., Cmax(n ,m)) 
as fo l l ows : 
(i) C ^ A ^ B , , 
i 
(ii) C i + ] = y l i + 1 U J B i + 1 \ U Cj for each 1 ^ / < max (n, m). 
J=1 
Lemma 2.2. Let ht ( / = 1 , 2 , ) be m ;-pass partial computation sequences for 
t(LDF, m = max (m,, m^. Construct an m-pass walk merge (/?j, A2) as follows. 
For each w£ U, let 
Emerge (/.„/,,)(") = merge ( £ , , » , Eh2(u)). 
Then merge fa, h2) is a partial computation sequence. 
Note that an m-pass walk for t is completely determined by the set {£(w)|i/£ U,}. 
The operation merge can be extended to any number of walks by: 
merge fa,..., /(„+,) = merge (merge fa, ..., //„), hn+1). 
3. The atomic characterization and decidability results 
An atomic pass-description for H is a five-tuple 3l—{si, p, g, 7i0), where 
(i) si is a finite nonempty set, called the set of atoms. 
(ii) p: N-~P(si) assigns'each nonterminal a subset of si. 
(iii) x={xF\F^N}, where XF- is a function such that 
U XF(c) = v ( F ) a n d / F ( c i ) n z f ( c 2 ) = 0 if cx ^ c 2 . ctKF) 
(iv) g — {gp\p^P} is a family of mappings such that if p: F0-~w0F,... Fkwk, then 
j=i 
As in the case of attributes, c (F ) indicates an occurrence of an atom c£p(F), and 
we prefer the notation c(Fj)£Qp(c0) to ( j , c ) £ g p ( c 0 ) if no confusion arises. 
(v) 7r0 is an ordered partition of p(Z). 
Let n be an ordered subpartition of p(F). We say that an m-pass partial com-
putation sequence h for 7£Z)f respects ®/tt if it satisfies the following conditions. 
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1. F o r every node u£U,(Y) (Y£N) there exists an ordered subpartition nh{u) — 
= Cs/i, of n(Y) such tha t 
( £ , (« ) ) „= U O ^ I c i O for all ie[m}. 
2. Fo r any production p: F0 —u' 0F, . . . Fkwk consider an arbitrary occurrence 
Of D in t. Let h0, ..., uk be the corresponding nodes of t, respectively. If 
nh(U l) = ( < \ ( O S / S i ) , then 
a) for every i£[m] and j£[k] 
{c(Fj)\ce^} Q eP(^i0))nii(Fj); 
b) if c(Fj)£i)p(t'i)HQp(C2) fo r some c, ^c2 such that and qd.s / i 0 ' 
( / = 1, 2), then / s min ( / , , i2). 
3. nh(rt(t)) = n. 
Definition 3.1. ^ is a tomic m-pass with respect to OH if every complete deriva-
tion tree has an w-pass computa t ion sequence respecting & is atomic multi-
pass (amp) if there exist m and S> such that ^ is a tomic m-pass with respect to 
Example 3.1. In our example AG let ju, q, 7ToX where 
si = {d„ d2}U{(C1S 0 | i€[3]}U{(c2 , 0 | /6[2]}U 
U{(c 0 , i ) , (c, 0|i€[4]}; 
H(Z) = {(c0, ;)[/€[4]}, n{A) = {(c0 ,1), ¿ / J U ^ c , /)|/£[4]}, 
_ H{B) = {(Cl, 0I '€[3]}U{(c2 , 0 | /€[2]}U K , < / 2 } , 
H{C) = {(Cl , i ) | / 6 [ 2 ] } U K } , MD) = {(Cl, 1), (c2, 1)}; 
, / 0 if / S 3 / 0 if / s 
I {a0} if i = 4 I {fll5 a 2 , b2} if i = 
1) = W /.AUh) = = {bi} y.B{d-2) = {b2} 
S 3 
4 
. . . . f 0 if / S 2 , ., f 0 if / = 1 
* B ( C l ' , ) = i { f l l } if / = 3 * B ( C 2 ' 1 H { « 2 } if ¿ = 2 
Z c ( C l ' 0 = { { f l i > if I - 2 = { M . 
1) = K , M Xd(c2, 1) = {«2, b2}; 
6i(c0, 1) = {(c0, 1)04), dx(A), (c, 1) (/<)}, Si(c0 , 2) = {(c, 2)(/t)}, 
(c0, 3) = {(c, 3 ) { A ) } , i?i(c0> 4) = {(c, 4)(y4)}, 
¡?2(c0 ,1) = 62(di) = 0, e , (c , 1) = {¿ , (5) , (c2, 1)(Z?)}, 
e , ( c , 2 ) = { ( c 2 , 2 ) ( 5 ) , ( c l 5 l ) ( B ) } , 
Q2(C, 3) = {(c1; 2)(5) , d^B)}, e2(c, 4) - {(Cl, 3)(2?)}, 
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03(Ci, 1) = 0s(ci, 2) = 63(Ci, 3) = 0, 
Ca(c., 1) = {(ci, 1)(C)}, Qa(c„ 2) = {(Cl, 2)(C)}, 
= £>4 (¿2) = 0, ftfo, 1) = {(clf 1 )(£>)}, 
e 4 ( C l , 2) = K ( C ) , ( C l , 1)(C)}, e 4 ( C l , 3) = {(Cl, 2)(C)}, 
Qifa,1) = {(ci, l)(/>)}, 04(c2, 2) - {(c2, 1) (£>)}, 
= 0 . es(ci, 1) = {(C„ 1)(Z>)}, 0 5 ( C l , 2 ) = {(cL, 1)(/))}, 
es(ci. I) = Qefa, 1) = 0; 
«0 = ({(c0, 1)}, i(c0, 2)}, {(Co, 3)}, {(c0, 4)}). 
It is not difficult to check that the example AG is atomic 4-pass with respect to 3>. 
For example, the computation sequence h of Example 2.1 respects 3>ln0. 
Readers who are less familiar with attribute evaluation procedures are advised 
to read section 4 before going further. 
Lemma 3.1. Let /z; ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . , « ) be w,-pass partial computation sequences 
for t £ D F respecting ^/ t i ; . Then merge (A,|/€[«]) respects ^ /merge (7r,|/€[«]). 
Proof. Obvious. 
Definition 3.2. 'S is absolutely non-i?-recursive (anr) if it is anc and there is 
no cut t for which the following holds. There is a leaf «6 U, having the same label 
F a s u0 — rt(t) and an attribute a£v(F) such that : a (« 0 )<f a(11) or a(«)<,"a(u 0 ) . 
Let IS be anr. We shall prove that it is amp, too, moreover, we give an algorithm 
that provides the minimal number m for which 'S is atomic w-pass. In the first step 
the algorithm computes a relative difference r(F, a, b) for each triple F£N, a<Fb. 
{r(F, a, b)\F£N, a<Fb} is the system of minimal numbers such that for any p: F 0 — 
— w0 F , . . . Fk wk and idp (/>)-path 
a0(F0) <pa1(Fii) b^FJ < p . . . < p a„(F in) bn(Fin) <p b0(F0) 
containing I R-arcs, 
n 
r(F0, a0,b0)^l+ 2 r(Fij, « j , bj). 
j=1 
r(F, a, b) expresses that, during an amp evaluation of derivation tree, at any F-
labelled node, if b(F) can be evaluated in the /-th pass, then a(F) cannot be evaluated 
sooner than in the i + r(F, a, £>)-th pass. This statement will be proved in Lemma 3.6. 
In the second step a pass-number q(F,a) is computed for each F£N, 5 ( F ) 
such that if t£DF is an arbitrary derivation tree, and the values of all the /-attributes 
at the root are available, then — supposing an amp evaluation — a(rt(tj) can be 
evaluated in the q(F, a)-th pass, but no t sooner in general. If all these numbers are 
finite, then the required atomic description can be constructed easily. 
Algorithm 3.1. Input: An anr AG 2?. 
Output: pass-numbers q(F,a) for each F£N, ad S(F)\ 
inherited pass-numbers qp(Fj,a,a0) for each 
p: F0 - w0F1...Fkwk, jt[k], a£v(Fj), a0£S(F0) such that a0(F0)^pa(Fj). 
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(1) Compute for each F£N, a<Fb the number r(F, a, b) as follows. 
(a) Let r0(F,a,b)=0 and set i=0. 
(b) For each p: F0-<-w0F1... Fkwk£P 
begin for each b0£I(F0) 
begin let H0={b0(F0)}, x(b0(F0)) = 0 and set « = 0 . 
(i) Let 
Hn+1 = Hm\J{a(Fj)\aZS(Fj), j€[k], a(Fj)^pb0(F0) and for any a ' (F m K U 
\J(S(Fd\lZ[k])\JH0, a(F^pa\Fm)^pb0(F0) implies that a\Fm)£H„}. 
If Hn+1=H„, then goto step (ii), else for each a(Fj)£Hn+1\Hn let 
x(a(Fj)) = max (max (rt ( F , a, b)+x(a'(FJ)\a(Fj) b(Fj) <pa'(Fm)eH„)), 
ma x(r,(Fj, a, b)+x(a'(F,„)) + l\a(Fj) <F, 6 (*",-) a'(Fm)£H„)) 
(note that max (0)=O by definition); 
set « = « + 1 and repeat step (i). 
(ii) For each a 0 < F o b 0 let 
r f iU^o , «o, K) = m a x ( x ( a ( F j ) ) \ a ( F j ) e H B , a0(F0) < p a(F , . ) ) ; 
end 
enrf; 
For each F£N, a<Fb let 
ri+1(F, a, b) = max ( r i? \ (F , a, b)\p£P). 
. I f - r i + 1 ( F , a, b)=r-,(F,a,b) for all F£N, a^Fb, then let r(F, a, b) = r{(F, a, b), 
else set / = / + 1 and repeat step lb). 
(2) Compute for each F£N, ad S(F) the number q(F, a) as follows. 
(c) Let q0(F,a) = 1 and set i=0. 
(d) For each p: F0-w0Fx... Fkwk 
begin let Mo = 0 and set n=0. 
(iii) Let 
Mn+1 = M„U{a(Fj)\Mk], aeS(Fj) and for any a'(Fm) (m£[k], a'iS(FJ), 
a(Fj)^pa'(Fm) implies that a'(Fm)£Mn). 
If Mn+1 = M„, then goto step (iv), else for each a(Fj)£Mn+1\M„ let 
y(a(FJ)) = max(qi(Fj, a), max(max(r(Fj,a,b)+y(a'(Fm))\ 
a ( F j ) ^Fib(F;)^pa'{Fm)dMn), 
m a x ( r ( F j , a, b) + y(a'(Fm)) + i\a(Fj) b(Fj) a '(Fm)€M„))); 
set n=n+l and repeat step (iii). 
(iv) For each a0=S(F0) let 
q}&(F0, a0) = max (y(a (F , )) |a(F¡)(LMn , a0(F0) < p a ( F , ) ) 
end; . 
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For each F£N, aeS(F) let 
qi+1(F, a) = m a x ( g f f i ( F , d)\p£P). 
If qi+1(F,a)=qi(F, a) for all F£N, a£S(F), then let q(F, a)=qi(F, a), else set 
i=i+1 and repeat step (d). 
(3) Compute for each p: F0— h>0 F t . . . F k w k , ./€[&], a£v(Fj), a0£S(F0) such 
that aa(F0)<pa(Fj) the number qp(Fj,a,a0) as follows. 
Let N0={a0(F0)}, qp(F0, a0, a0)=q(F0, a0) and set n=0. 
(v) Let 
AWi=^nU{a(F,.)|y<E[*], a i v ( F j ) , a 0 (F 0 )< p a(F, . ) and for any a'(Fm) 
(0 ^ m ^ k, a ' € v ( F J ) , a(F0) ^pa'(Fm) < p a ( F / j implies that a'(FJeNn}. 
If Nn+1=Nn then halt, else for each a(Fj)£Nn+1\Nn; 
if a£I(Fj), then let 
qp(Fj, a, a0) = min (qp(Fj, a', a0)-r(Fj, a', a)\a'eS(Fj), a'(Fj)iNn)-, 
else (i.e. if a£ S(Fj j ) let 
qp(Fj, a, a0) = min(min (qp{Fm, a', a0)\a'(Fm)£Nn, a'(Fm,) < p a ( F / » , 
min {qp(Fm, a', a0)-\\a'(Fm)£Nn, a'(FJ a(F,.))); 
set / i = n + l and repeat step (v). 
Example 3.2. Executing the algorithm on our example AG we get tha t : 
r(D, b,) = r(D, a2, b2) = 0, r (C, ^ , bj = 1, 
r(B, bt) = r(B, a2, b2) = 1, r(A, a2, b2) = 0, 
r(A,a2, bj) = 1, r(A,a1,b,) = 3; 
q(D, a,) = q(D, a2) = 1, q(C, a,) = q(B, a2) = 2, 
q(B, Qj) = 3, q(A, a2) = 2(but q,(A, a2, a0) = 4), 
q(A, O]) = 4, q(A, a0) = 1, q(Z, a0) = 4. 
Lemma 3.2. For every i s 1, F£N and a<Fb, if ri(F,a,b)>0, then there 
exists t£DF such that a(rt(t))<?b(rt(tj). 
Proof. Trivial, by construction. 
Lemma 3.3. If ^ is anr, then the numbers r(F,a,b) and q{F, a) computed 
in steps (1), and (2) are all finite. 
Proof, (a): r(F,a,b) is finite. 
Let i0=\\{(F,a,b)\F£N, a < f 6 } | | + l ( | |5 | | denotes the cardinality of set B), 
and suppose that r i o + 1 (F 0 , a0, b0)>rio(F0, a0, b0)~r0 for some a0<Fob0. Then 
there exists p: F 0 —w 0 F 1 . . . Fkwk^P such that r/0p]i(F0, a 0 , 6 0 ) > r 0 , i.e. fo r some 
a (F j )ZH n we have 
ao(Fo) ^a(Fj) ^pa'(Fm) < f m Z / ( F m ) < „ ^ 0 ) , 
where x(a(Fj))>-r0, and consequently r,0(Fm , a', br)>rio_l(Fm, a, b') for some 
jtj6[A:], a'-=.Fmb'. (Note that i 0 S 2 , else we have nothing to prove.) Let a 0 = 
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= ( F 0 , a 0 , 60) = (F<°>, „«•>, &«»), a i = ( F m , a ' , b') = (FW, ¿>(1)), and construct a 2 = 
= (F{2\ aS'\ Z>(2)), . . . , a i ( |_j in the same way. I t follows tha t for any 0 s z ' < y s z ' 0 — 1 
there exists a cut / £ C f M and a leaf u of t labelled by F(i) for which we have: 
a < o ( r / ( 0 ) a ( J>(w) <fO> b{i\u) < , b ( i , ( r i (0) - (1) 
Moreover , by Lemma 3.2, if all the cuts t with proper ty (1) are such that neither 
a<°(rt(0) au)(")nor 6<°(rf(0), (2) 
then r i 0 _ i + i ( a 1 ) = r l 0 _ J + i ( a J ) . By the choice of /'„, a — a ; for some O s i < / s / 0 —1. 
In this case, however, rio_i+1(ai) = rla_J+1(aJ) is impossible, thus (2) contradicts 
the anr proper ty . We conclude that rio+1(F, a, b)=rio(F, a, b) fo r all F£N, a*=Fb, 
which was to be proved, 
(b): q(F,a) is finite. 
Let n o n i u s a)|F€JV, a € S ( J 0 } l l + l . and suppose that g„t+1(F0, a 0 ) > 
>q„o(F0, a0) = q0 fo r some a0£S(F0). Then there exists p: Fn-~w0Ft ...Fkwk£P 
such tha t qil\->{F0, a0)>q0, i.e. f o r some a(Fj)£Mn we have a0(F0)^pa(Fj) and 
y(a(Fj))>q0. Choose this a(Fj) so tha t 
(i) y{a(Fjj)=qno(Fj,ay, 
(ii) if a0{F0)^pa\Fm)^pa{Fj), then y(a'(Fn))>qjFm, a'). 
Clearly, 9 n o ( F ; . , a ) > ? n o _ 1 ( F , . , a ) . Let p0 = (F0, a0) = (F^, a<°>), /J1 = (F , . ,a ) = 
== (F(1>, a (1 )), and construct j? 2 =(F ( 2 ) , a (2 )), ...,/?„„_! in the same way. It follows 
that for any O g i : < m S n 0 - l there exists a cut ?€CFtk) and a leaf u of t labelled 
by f(»0 f o r which: 
(i) a ^ ( r t ( t ) ) ^ m \ u ) ; 
(ii) if a W ( r t ( t ) ) ^ « a W ( u ) , then qna-k+1(Pk)=q„0-m+1(PJ-
By the choise of w0, Pk = Pm fo r some 1. As in the par t (a) of the 
proof, qno-k.i.i(Pk)=cln0-m+i(fim) is again impossible, thus (3) contradicts the anr 
property. Consequently, q„0+1(F, a)=q„0(F, a) for all F£N, a£S(F). 
N o w we construct si, n, X, Q and 7t0 such tha t 'S is a m p with respect to 
B=(st, p, x, 6, Let 
s i = y4 ;U{(a, i)\a£As, 1 si / =s max (q(F, d)\F£N such tha t a € 5 ( F ) ) } . 
Define the mappings a : si-*A and /?: si->-N by 
( \ = i b i f c = b^Ai' flMzri1 i f c € A " 
a ( C ) l a if c = (a,i),a£As P{ J I z if c = (a, i), a£As. 
To simplify the formalism let q(F,b)=\ fo r each b£I(F). For F£N let 
f i ( F ) = {c | a ( c )€v (F ) and P(c) ^ q(F, a(cj)}, 
and if c£n(F), then 
y ^ = /{«(c)} if P(.c) = q(F,x(c)), 
X f ( } 10 otherwise. 
For p: F0-*w0F1...Fkwk and a0dS(F0) consider the inherited pass-numbers 
qp(Fj, a, a0) computed in step (3) of Algori thm 3.1. Extend qp to triples (Fj, c, a0) 
c £ n ( F j ) by 
qp(Fj, c, a0) = qp(Fj, < x ( c ) , a 0 ) a ( c ) ) - 0 ( c ) ) . 
2* 
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For each c0£p(F0), if c 0€a - 1(y4 s) , then let 
QP (c0) = {c (Fj) | a (c0) (F0) < p a (c) (Fj) and 
P(c0) = qp{Fj, c, a(c0))}, 
else let gp(co) = 0. Finally, let 7t0 = (si1, ..., sfm), where 7« = max (q, (Z, a)\a£ v ( Z ) ) 
and for every /£[«?] si— {c£p(Z)\fi(c) = i}. 
The reader is advised to construct the atomic pass description of the example 
AG. Since this is similar to that of Example 3.1, we do no t detail it here. 
Lemma 3.4. Let F£N, a^S(Fr) and t£DP be arbitrary, n = (s/1, . . . , an 
ordered subpartition of p(F) such that 
(i) U s / j = { c t n ( F ) \ a = * M c ) } , 
j=I 
(ii) (a, q(F,a)-i)£sin_i for every 0 ^ i ^ q ( F , a), 
(iii) if a<Fb and bdsttj, then j^n-r(F, a, b). 
There exists an «-pass part ial computat ion sequence fo r t respecting ^/n. 
Proof. Induction on the depth of t. For t = F(w) (F-*-w£P fo r some w£T*) 
the statement is obvious. Let t = F0(w0t1...tkwsuch tha t the t op product ion of 
t is p: .F0—Wo-Fi...Fkwk, and let a0(LS(F0). It is enough to prove the s ta tement 
for the subpartition 7 i 0 = ( ^ 0 ) , ...,si^) of p(F0) which satisfies (i)—(iii), moreover , 
n0 = q(F0,a0) and b0^^Lr(Fo,aotbo) if a0<Fob0. F o r j£[k] and a£S(Fj) such 
that a0(F0)<pa(Fj) let 7ij(a)=(s/(J\ ..., s/<f), where nj = qp(Fj, a, a0) and 
si^ = {c(Fj)\a^F.a(c) and qp(Fj, c, a) = i}. 
As r>F. and 7ij (a) satisfy the requirements of the lemma, by the induction hypoth-
esis there exist «j-pass partial computation sequences hj(a) for tj respecting 
2>lTij(a). Let 
hj = merge (hj(a)\a£S(Fj), a0(F0) < p a (F , . ) ) . 
By Lemma 3.1, hj respect B/iij, where nj=(01j), . . . , is an appropr ia te ordered 
subparti t ion of p(F'j). Observe that nj^n0, and by the construction of q we have 
a i J ) = e P ( f lo , i ) r \n (F j ) - This implies that (z f o (^ i ( 0 ) ) , X F o ( ^ ) ) o ( l h , . . . , hk) is 
an «O-pass partial computat ion sequence for t respecting ^/TT0, which was to be 
proved. 
Proposition 3.1. If $ is anr, then it is amp. 
Proof. First suppose tha t ^ is connected, i.e.: 
a) none of the /-attributes of any F d N is isolated in i d s ( F ) ; 
b) for every p: F0—w0F1... Fkwk and a£S(Fj) (j£[k]) there exists o0€ S(F0) 
such that a 0 ( F 0 ) < p a ( F J ) . 
By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4 every t£Dz has a (total) computa t ion sequence respecting 
SI/TIQ, thus H is a tomic w-pass with respect to 3). To treat the general case extend 
^ as follows. For each F£N let v ( F ) = v ( F ) U {a}, where a is a new ¿-attribute. 
Correspondingly, for each p: F0—w0F1...Fkwk add the rule a(F0)=f(b1(F0), ... 
••••> bi(F0), a^Fjj, ...,a„(Fjn), « ( F J , ..., a(Fk)) to rp, where b1, ...,bi are all 
the isolated /-attributes of ids (F0), (F^) , ... , a„(Fjr) are all those ¿-attributes 
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that cannot be connected with any a0£S(F0) in idp (p) and / is a hypothetical 
function. Let ^ d e n o t e this extended grammar. As is connected, we can construct 
P-Xi 6 a r , d 7t0 as above. Returning to the original grammar , let 
n(F)=fi(F) for each F£N, 
„ if « ( c ) ^ a , 
Z f ( C ) " l 0 if <x(c) = a, 
6 = 6 a n d 7r0 = 7r0. It is clear that ^ is amp with respect to 3l=(s#, fi, g, 7t0) 
defined in this way. 
A top-down assignment of partitions for H is a quadruple ^={3., x, <p, q0), 
where 
(i) & is a finite nonempty set, the set of states; 
(ii) x = {tF\F(iN} such that xF is a mapping of 2L into the set IJF of all ordered . 
partitions of v(F); 
(iii) <p = {<pp\p£P} such that if p: F0-+w0F1... Fkwk, then cpp is a partial 
mapping of 2, into £tk. 
(iv) q 0 d £ is the initial state. 
Concerning states, ST is considered as an ordinary deterministic top-down tree 
automaton working on the derivation trees of G. sql(u) will denote the state in which 
passes through a node u of a derivation tree t, starting f rom state q at the root. 
q will be omitted if t£Dz and q=q<,-
Let ( b e a derivation tree and q££l. An m-pass computation sequence h for t 
is said to respect STjq if Eh(u) = xF(sqt(u)) for all nodes u(£Ut(F)). 
Definition 3.3. ^ is generalized uniform m-pass with respect to ST if every 
complete derivation tree has an w-pass computation sequence respecting 
<§ is generalized uniform multi-pass (gump) if there exist N and 3~ such that 
0 is generalized uniform w-pass with respect to 9~. • <$ is uniform multi-pass (ump) 
.f Fcan be chosen so that SL= U(nF\F£N), xF(n) = n for all F£N, n£nF, and q> 
.s a top-down assignment of partitions in the sense of [5]. 
Lemma 3.5. If ^ is gump, then it is ump, too. 
Proof. Let be gump with respect to ST. For each F£N let 
StF = {s,(u)\teDz, «€ U,(F)} 
beJthe set of possible states at an F-Iabelled node. Consider an arbitrary t£ Dy 
and a node u£ U,(F). Intervene in the work of ^"on t at node u as.follows. 
(i) Force 5"to change the state st(u) to any other state q£2.F for which xF(q) = 
= xF(st(u)). 
(ii) Let it continue working as if q were the state in which it had reached u. 
Let s'(v) denote the new state assigned to any vd U, in the above way. By 
Lemma 2.1 there exists a computation sequence h' for t such that Eh,(v) = xr{s'(v)) 
for all nodes v£Ut(Y). By successive interventions ST can be forced to perform a 
uniform top-down assignment on t, thus can be made uniform. Moreover, the 
pass-number m also remains the same. 
Proposition 3.2. If ^ is amp, then it is ump. 
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Proof. Let 'S be atomic m-pass with respect to p, y_, g, n0). Define 
$~=(£l,T,<p,q0) as follows. 3.= U({F}X-/7 ( l ( F ) | / r£A'), where / 7 ^ , denotes the set 
of all ordered w-partitions of p(F); q0 = (Z, jr0). For each F£N let 
RF{F, ..., s / J ) = OFC^X), ..., X F W ) -
If p: F0-w0F1...Fkwk£P, then 
<pp(F0, rt(0)) = ( (F l 5 ttU)), (Fk, *<*>)), 
where i6n)=(st[n), O^n^k, and for any j£[k] and c£p(Fj), c € ^ 0 ) iff 
i is the minimal number such that c(Fj)Zgp(s/<i0)). Let h be an w-pass computa -
tion sequence for t£DF and An easy induction on the depth of t shows 
that h respects Si/n iff it respects ^/(F, n). Thus , <§ is gump with respect to ST, 
and by Lemma 3.5 it is ump , too . 
Proposition 3.3. If is u m p , then it is anr. 
Proof. Let t£Dz, u£U,(F) and a<Fb be arbitrary. I t was proved in [5] 
(Lei ima 4) that if h is a un i form computat ion sequence for t, then b(u) must be 
evaluated sooner than a(u) in h. Suppose <8 were no t anr. I t is clearly anc, so there 
must be a cut t£ CF, a leaf u£ U,(F) and an at t r ibute a£v(F) such tha t 
a(rt(t))<?a(u), or vice versa. Let tk denote the cut which can be obtained by /c-fold 
composition of t at node u. Since ^ is reduced, there exists a complete derivation 
tree t0 that contains tk. But in idt (i0) there is a pa th containing at least k R-arcs, 
thus <$ cannot be uni form w-pass for any m^k. This is a contradiction, since k 
is arbitrary. 
By Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 we have proved 
Theorem 3.1. ^ is anr iff it is amp iff it is ump. 
m 
Let H be uniform 7M-pass with respect to r. If n=(A1, ..., Am)d3. and a£ 1J A;, 
¡=i i 
then let in(a) denote the n u m b e r / ' f o r which a£Ai. 
Lemma 3.6. (a) F o r every F£N, a<Fb and n££lF: 
i«(a)-in(b)^r(F,a,b). 
(b) For every F£N, a^S(F) and in(a)s=q(F, a). 
Proof, (a) Let r(F, a, 6) = min (iK(a)-in(b)\n££lF). We have to prove tha t 
r(F,a,b)^r(F,a,b). Fix F0£N, a0<Fob0 and p: F0 —w0F1...Fkwk arbitrari ly, 
and let n0£MFo. If gp(n0)=(n1, ..., nk), then there exists a complete derivation 
tree t and nodes w„, wl5 ..., uk of t (un labelled by F„) representing an occurrence 
of p such that st(u„) = nn for every O^n^k. Let 
a0(F0) < p a 1 ( F i l ) ^ ¿>i№,) <„...<„ a„(Fin) ^ b„(Fin) <p b0(F0) 
be any path in idp (p) containing / i?-edges. Since there exists an w-pass computa -
tion sequence for t respecting T /q 0 , 
¡ M - i M - /+ 1(«„ K-)-',,• (bj)) S / + 2 m r aj, bj). 
j=1 ' J j=l 
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n 
Thus, r (F 0 , a0, ¿ 0 ) S / + 2 f(Ftj, aj> bj). However, by construction r(F0, a0, b0) is 
the minimal number satisfying this property, i.e. r ( F 0 , a0, b0)^r(F0, a0, b0) for all 
F0£N, a0<Fob0. Statement (b) can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 3.2. If ^ i s anr, then m0 = max {q(Z, a)\a£v(Z)) is the minimal num-
ber m for which 'S is atomic wz-pass. 
Proof. Suppose (S were atomic wi-pass for some w < m 0 . Then, by Proposi-
tion 3.2 is uniform w-pass, too, which contradicts (b) of Lemma 3.6. . 
Now' we give an algorithm that decides the anr property. It is assumed t ha t 
the well-known test for the anc property has been executed before. In the first s tep 
we construct the set 
R={(F,a,b)\F£N, there exists t£DF such that a(rt(t))<?b{rt{t))}. 
Step (2) constructs for each F£N and a£S(F) the set 
i ? (a ( iO)={a ' ( iO |a '€S ' (y ) and there is a cut t£CF and a leaf u£Ut(Y) such 
that a(rt{t))*=*a\u)}, 
while step (3) constructs for each F£N and b£l(F) the set 
R(blF))={b\Y)\b'£I(Y) and there is a cut t£Cr and a leaf u£U,(F) such 
that b(u)^b'(rt(t))}. 
Algorithm 3.2. Input: An anc AG . 
Output: "yes" if ^ is anr, " n o " otherwise. 
(1) Construct the set R Q N x A s X A t as follows. 
(a) Let RQ ~ 0 and set / = 0 . 
(b) For each p: F0 —WoFj...Fkwk£P let 
= {(^o, «o, b0)\aa(F0) fc0(F0) or a„(F0) a (Fj) <Fjb(Fj) b0(F0) 
for some (Fj , a, b)£Ri}. 
Let If Ri+1=Ri, then let R=Rt, else set / = / + 1 
and repeat step (b). 
(2) Construct for each Ff_N, a£S(F) the set R(a(F}) as follows. 
(c) Let L0(a(F))={a(F)}, R0(a(F)) = @ and set / = 0 . 
(d) For each p: F0-*w()F1... Fkwk£P and a0£S(F0) let 
L^\{a0(F0)) = U{Li(a(FJ))\jm, a0(F0)^pa(Fj)); 
m(ao(Fo)) = U (* , (« (F , ) ) | j £ [k ] , a0(F0) < p a(F,.))U 
U (LiiaiFjWm, a0(F0) a (Fy), or a 0(F 0) < p a'(FJ <Fm 
^Fmb'{Fm) ^ta{Fj) and (Fm,a\ b')ZR). 
Let L i + 1 ( a ( F ) ) = L I.(a(F))U(U(L1ii\X«(/ ; '))|/7€JP)); 
If both Li+1(a(F))=LAa(F)) and Ri+1(a(F)) = Ri(a(F)) for all F£N, a£S(F), 
then let R(a{F)) = Ri(a(F)), else set / = / + 1 and repeat step (d). 
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(3) Construct for each F£N, b£I(F) the set R(b(F)) as follows. 
(e) Let L0(b(F)) = {b(F)}, R0(b(F))=Q and set i = 0 . 
(f) For each p: F0-w0F1... Fkwk£P, F£N and be 1(F) let 
( 6 0 ( ^ ) 1 ^ = ^ for some j£[k] and b(FJ)^pb0(R0)) 
fifp+\(b(F)) = U(Ri(b0(F0))\F = Fj and b(Fj) ^pb0(F0))U 
U (LMFoW = Fj and b(Fj) b0(F0))U 
U (Lf(bo(F0))|F = Fj and b(Fj) a'(FJ b'(Fm) fc0(F0) for 
some [fc], (Fm, a', b%R). 
Let 
*i+i{b{F)) = Ri(b(F))U (U {R}&ib{F))\pZP)). 
If both Li+1(b(F))=Li(b(F)) and Ri+1(b(F))=Ri(b(F)) for all F£N, b£l(F), 
then let R(b(F))=Ri(b(F)), else set i = i + l and repeat step (f). 
(4) Output " n o " if there exist F£N and a£v(F) such that a(F)£R(a(F)). 
Otherwise output "yes". Halt. 
Theorem 3.3. The atomic (uniform) w-pass property can t e decided in poly-
nomial time. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 it is enough to prove that Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2 are 
both polynomial. The size of ^ will be expressed in the parameters n = ||JV||,/> = | | / ' | | , 
a = M | | and which is the maximum number of nonterminal occurrences in a 
production. First consider Algorithm 3.2. One execution of step (b) requires 0(pxa2) 
time, and it must be executed at most times. Thus, the total amount 
of time required for step (1) is 0(pxnai). In step (2) consider the sum 
s, = |F€JV, aeS(F)) for each /. 
Since 2na is an upper bound for all the Sh step (d) must be executed at most 0(na) 
times. One execution of step (d) requires 0(pxa2) time, so step (2), as well as 
step (3), needs 0(pxna3) amount of time. Thus, the complexity of Algorithm 3.2 
is 0(pxnai). Now consider Algorithm 3.1. One execution of step (b) requires 
0(pxcP) time, and by Lemma 3.3 it must be executed at most ?'0<«o times. Sim-
ilarly, step (d) must be executed at most n 0 < n a times, and one execution needs 
0(pxa2) time. Step (3) is not relevant, thus the complexity of Algorithm 3.1 is 
0(pxna4), too. 
4. Implementation 
As it is usual, a node u of a derivation tree is considered an object consisting 
of the following data. 
— u.prod: number of production applied at u; 
— u. j : reference to the j-th son of w; 
. — u.a: attribute a at u for each a£v(u); 
— u.on_c and u.off_c: Boolean flags for each atom c£p(u). 
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The initial value of all the flags is false, u.on c can be set to true by procedure 
activate (u, c), while procedure release (u, c) sets u.on c= false and u.ojf_c = 
= true. Boolean functions active (u, c) and done (u, c) are used to test the value 
of on c and off_c at u, respectively. For each F£ N we have a procedure F pass (u), 
which makes one visit to an F-labelled node u as follows. 
Procedure F pass(u) node u 
begin 
for each c£/i(F) 
if active (w, c) then 
begin 
case u.prod of 
p: c o m m e n t p : F0 — w0F1 . . . Fkwk 
for / '= 1 to A: 
begin 
for each d£Qp(c)Clp(Fj) 
if not done (u.j, d) then 
begin 
activate (u.j, d); 




evaluate attributes z F o ( c )n S(F0) at m . . 
esac; 
release (u, c) 
end 
end 
Procedure evaluate (w) controls the evaluation of a complete derivation tree with 
root u. 
Procedure evaluate (u) node u 
comment 7t0 = ( j / J , . . . , s i n ) 
begin 
activate (c,u) for all 
Z pass (u); 
activate (c, u) for all c£$4m; 
Z_pass (u) 
end 5. Conclusion 
The main advantage of: the atomic characterization is that the evaluation pro-
cedure can be implemented in a simple and efficient way. It is not practial to base 
the evaluation procedure directly on a uniform top-down assignment of partitions, 
since the number of possible partitions is exponential. Using the atomic characteriza-
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tion, however, the size of implementation becomes polynomial, and the characteriza-
tion itself can be carried out in polynomial time. Unfortunately, the atomic char-
acterization of uniform multi-visit (i.e. anc) AG is not so useful (although it is possible 
to do it) because it can be proved that the decision problem of the uniform m-visit 
property is P-space complete. On the other hand, if we consider subclasses of anc AG 
in which the way of walking through the derivation trees is fixed independently of 
the grammar, then the atomic characterization is always useful. For example, it is 
worth doing the atomic characterization of /lS£"-like anc AG in which the attributes 
are evaluated in alternative left-to-right and right-to-left passes. 
A natural characterization of uniform multi-pass attribute grammars is intro-
duced. An CASY algorithm IS giver, to test the uniform multi-pass property, and it 
is proved that the uniform w-pass property for fixed N is decidable in poly-
nomial time. 
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On the equivalence of the frontier-to-root tree transducers I. 
B y Z . ZACHAR 
J 
It is known in finite automata theory that the equivalence problem can be 
traced back to the isomorphism of automata. Then, in a natural way, one can raise 
the question whether two frontier-to-root tree transducers (/-"-transducers) are iso-
morphic if they are equivalent. 
In this paper we deal with this problem. We introduce the class of the con-
nected F-transducers with adapted rules and that of the inferior F-transducers. 
It will be shown that for each F-transducer there are equivalent F-transducers f rom 
the above classes. 
Moreover, in the second part we define a subclass of the class of deterministic 
F-transducers, namely the class of normalized F-transducers. It will be proved that 
two strongly normalized F-transducers are equivalent if and only if they are 
isomorphic. 
The terminology is used in the sense of [1]. The algebraic notations developed 
by Gecseg and Steinby in [3, 4] will be used throughout this paper. 
1. Notions and notations 
By a ranked alphabet we mean a finite nonvoid union F=U(Fk\k=0, 1, ...) 
of pairwise disjoint sets Fk. 
Take an arbitrary ranked alphabet F and a set R. Then the set of all F-trees 
over R (or trees, for short) is the smallest set TF(R) satisfying the following con-
ditions. 
(i) F 0 U R ^ T F ( R ) . 
(ii) I f / 6 F , (k>0) and Pl, ...,PkeTF(R) then f ( P l , ..., pk)£TF(R). 
We can define the height (hs(p)) and frontier- (frs(p)) of a tree p(c TF(R)) 
with respect to S(QR) in the following way: 
(i) if peTF(R\S) then frs(p)=s, hs(p) is undefined, 
(ii) if p e s then frs(p)=p, hs(p)=0, and 
(iii) if P = f ( P l , ...,pk)(iTF(R)\TF(R\S)) then fr(p)=fr(pi)...fr(pk) and 
hs(p) = max(hs(pd\i=\, ..., + 
Here e denotes the empty string. If S=R then the symbol S can be omitted. 
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The set of subtrees (sub (p ) ) and the set of proper subtrees (sub (p)) of a 
tree p are defined in the usual way. 
In the rest of this paper the pairwise disjoint sets of variables X= x2, ...}, 
Y— y2, . . .} and Z = {z1; z2 , . . .} are kept fixed. The symbols z l 5 z 2 , ... a re 
used as auxiliary variables. For arbitrary integer « ( S O ) , X„, Y„ and Z„ denote the 
sets {*!, . . . ,*„}, {y l 5 ..., and fa,...,z„}, respectively. 
If p£TF(XnUZk) and frz(p)=zh...zu then for p we also use the no ta t ions 
pfa,...,zk) and p{zh, . . . , z1(>. Substituting / ¡ ( 6 r f ( J „ U Z ) ) (1 Si^k) fo r the 
auxiliary variable z ; ( 1 ^ / s / c ) in a tree p we obtain another tree which is denoted 
by p(h, ...,tk). Let p=q(zil, ..., z;,) where q£TF(Xn\JZ,) and frz(q)=z1...zl. 
Then p{tj,...,t,) will stand for q(t1, ...,/,) (t£TF(X„\JZ), i=\, . . . , /) , tha t is 
the tree p(t1, ..., '¡) is obtained by replacing each variables of zh, ..., zh by the 
tree tx, ..., t, one af ter another . 
The auxiliary variable zx of Z j will also be denoted by # • 
in the sequel we shall use the notations 
fp(X„) = {p\p£TF(Xn\JZJ, frHp) = # } and 
TF(Xn) = TF(XnUZx)\TF(Xn). 
If pefF(X„) and p£TF(Xn) then we denote the tree p(p) by p • p. 
Now we can define the set of the supertrees (sup (p)) fo r a tree p(d TF(Xn)): 
i/6 7>(X,,) is in sup (p) if there exists a q£TF(X„) such that p=q-q. 
We now turn to the definition of a frontier- to-root tree transducer (/"-trans-
ducer). An F-transducer is a system \ = (TF(Xn), A, Tc(Ym),A', I ) , where F and 
G are ranked alphabets, A is a finite nonvoid set of states, A'^A is the set of final 
states, and I is a finite set of rewriting rules of the following two types: 
(i) x-*aq ( x € X „ U F 0 , a£A, g£Tc(Ym)) and 
(ii) / O i , ...,ak)-~aq(z,, ...,zk) (f£Fk, k>0, ax, ...,ak, a£A, q£TG(YmUZ*)). 
The transformation induced by A will be denoted by T a . Moreover, let d o m r A 
and range Ta be, respectively, the domain and range of T a . For an arbi t rary tree p 
we put rA(p)={q\(p, <7)€ta}. 
For an F-transducer A = ( T F ( X „ ) , A , T G ( Y M ) , A ' , I ) and two sets A X , A 2 ( ^ A ) 
we denote by the transformation induced by 
(Ff(X„UZJ), A, TG(YmUZ]), Als rU{# —\a£A2}). 
Moreover, let 
dom Z I U , = d o m RTU, 0 fF(XN) and 
range T a ^ = {q\p£dom ti\At, q<ni)Al(p)}-
If AX = A ' and A 2 = 0 , then AX and A 2 will generally be omitted in T a ^ . Fur the r -
more, if there is no danger of confusion then we write t instead of r A . Let us no t e 
that a singleton will also be denoted by its element. 
Take an arbi trary F-transducer A = (7>(A'„), A, TG(Ym), A', Z). If Ta is a ' 
partial mapping then A is called functional. Moreover , A is deterministic, if all its 
different rules have different left sides. 
Let A = ( T F ( X T T ) , A , T G ( Y J , A ' , I A ) and B = (7>(;rn), B , T C ( Y J , B ' , Z B ) be 
two F-transducers and take a bijective mapping pi of A on to B . If the following 
three conditions are satisfied then p is called an isomorphism. 
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(i) x — a q £ Z A ( x £ X n U F g , a£A) if and only if x-*p(a)q€ZB. 
(») f ( f l 1» ak)-+a0qeZA if and only if f ( p ( a . . . , p(ak))-p(a0)q£ZB, where 
f£Fk (fc>0) and a£A («'=0, 1, ...,k). 
(iii) p(A') = B'. 
We can say that A and B are isomorphic. 
Finally, two F-transducers are called equivalent if the transformations induced 
by them coincide. 
2. Inferior F-transducers 
Let A = ( T F ( X „ ) , A , T G ( Y M ) , A ' , Z ) be an arbitrary F-transducer. It is called 
connected, if for each rule of the form x-^aq (xgA^UFo) and f(a aq 
(f£Fk,k>0) in Z, there are trees plt ...,pk, p such that p£dom xa and p-^dom xat 
0 = 1, ..., k), moreover, the set A of states coincides with {a\p—aq£Z}. 
One can easily show that for every A there is a connected F-transducer B with 
Definition 1. By a connected F-transducer with its adapted rules (^F- t rans-
ducer), we mean a connected F-transducer A=(Tt(X„), A, Ta(Ym), A', Z) such that 
each state a ((LA) satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) if range t" is a singleton then for each tree |>£dom r a \ { # } , the inclusion 
r a ( P ) ^ r G ( r j holds, 
(11) if range T0(YJ then range ra={y,}. 
It is easy to prove that range raQTG(Ym) if and only if range TG(Ym). 
Thus the condition (ii) of the above definition can be replaced by the following: 
- (ii)' if range TaQTG(Ym) then range xa= {jj}. 
Lemma 2. For any connected F-transducer an equivalent A F-transducer can 
be constructed. 
Proof. Let A = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', Z) be an arbitrary connected F-trans-
ducer. We shall construct the F-transducer A = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', Z) by 
rewriting the rules of I . 
Assume that r a n g e r ^ is a singleton i.e., for .each tree /?£dom T "A(p) = q. 
Then we replace every rule / ( a 3 , ..., a0r in Z by the rule f(a1, .... ak) — 
..., tk), where t—q if at = a and ti=zi otherwise ( i = 1, ..., k). 
If range TAi a^TG( Ym) then a$A', thus every rule of the form f(ay, ..., ak)-~ ar 
and x-*ar may be replaced by the rule of the form f(a1, ..., and 
x—ay1, resp. 
I t is clear that the set I of rules constructed in this way satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 2. 
Lemma 3. If the ^F- t ransducer A = { T F ( X n ) , A, Ta(Ym), A', I ) is functional 
then for each state a(£A), T" and r a are mappings. 
Proof. Assume that z" (a£A) is no t a mapping. Then a$A' and there are 
trees />6dom x" and q^, <72£T"(/0 such that q17iq2. Since r a n g e r " is no t a sin-
gleton, thus by condition (ii) of Definition 1 there exist trees p £ d o m T„ and qdT a(p) 
such that the tree q contains the symbol # in its frontier. Then p • p d d o m T, SO 
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Qi'qitiP • P) 0 = 1,2). It means that qxq=q2-q, therefore qx — q2 which con-
tradicts our assumption. 
Next let us consider the t ransformation xa. We have that dom T a = d o m t U 
U{p |p€7V(A r n )ndom T0}. Since r is a mapping, it suffices to prove tha t if 
p 6 d o m r a \ 7 > ( A ' n ) \ { # } and q i , q 2 £ x a ( p ) then ¡ h = g 2 . 
If range x" is a singleton then by condition 0) in the definition of an / - t r an s -
ducer we know that ¡7,, q2£TG(Ym). It means that for an arbi trary tree />£dom xa 
the equalities x(p-p)—q1 and x(p-p)=q2 hold. Consequently qx=q2. 
If r a n g e r " is no t a singleton then there are trees p i , p 2 £ d o m T" fo r which 
T a ( A ) = 0 I 5^2=*"(/>«)• We have that 
• T ( P I - P ) = = 
and 
*(p2-P) = qz-qi = 92-^2, 
which imply that 5 I=42- This ends the proof of Lemma 3. 
Definition 4. Let A = (J'F(A'n), /4, TC(Y„), A', Z) be an ^ / - t r a n s d u c e r . The 
t ransformation induced by the state a(£A) can be cut by the tree qa£ 7 G ( y m ) \ { # }, 
if for all a£A', /?€dom x\ and qdx-a(p) there is a tree q such that q-q-qa. The 
tree qa cuts the transformation x" maximally, if x" can not be cut by any tree q • qa, 
where « € f e ( y j \ { # } . 
By the above definition the t ransformation x" can be cut by the tree qa if and 
only if qa is a supertree of each tree f rom the set {q\q£rangt xa~, a£A'}. 
Theorem 5. There is an algorithm to decide for each ^ /" - t ransducer 
A = ( T F ( X „ ) , A , T C ( Y M ) , A ' , X ) and arbitrary state A ( £ A ) whether the t rans forma-
tion T" can be cut. Moreover, every tree qa cutt ing x" can be given effectively. 
Proof. Let K=max(q\q£xag(p), p€domx"s, h(p)^\\A\\, a£A, a£A') and 
L=(K+6)-\\A\\. We denote by Q the set {p\p£ TF(X„), h(p)^L). Let a£A and 
qa£ f G ( y m ) \ { # } be arbitrary. It is sufficient to show that the following statement 
is valid: 
if fo r all a£A', p£domxasC\Q and q£xi(p) there exists a tree q such tha t 
9 = 9 ' 9 a , then the t ransformation xa can be cut by qa i.e., for all a£A', />£dom x\ 
and q£x"s(p) the tree qa is a supertree of q. Obviously, every such qa can be given 
effectively. 
The proof of this statement can be performed by induction. If h ( p ) ^ L then 
by our assumption the tree qa is a supertree of each tree f r o m the sets range 
(a€A'). Now let h(p)>L and assume that our s tatement holds for all trees which 
have less number of occurrences of symbols f r o m F than p has. Then there are 
two sequences p0, ...,pK+e and q0, ...,qK+e of trees and a state a(£A) such tha t 
Q O ^ I I P O ) , Q & 4 ( P I ) 0 = 1 , —» K + 5 ) , Q K + E ^ A P N + E ) , P O ' • • • • P K + E = P and 
9 o " • • • - 9 k + 6 = 9 -
N o w there are three cases. 
Firstly, we assume that there is an index j A"+6) for which qj£TG(Ym). 
Thenq=qj- ...-qK+^qo-qj- ...-qK+E^LIPO-PJ- ••• - P k + s ) - By the induction hypoth-
esis concerning the tree p0 pj • . . . • P K + S we have that qa is a supertree of q. 
Secondly, we suppose that there is an index j for which qj= # . 
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It means that q = q0 •... • qj_t • qj+1 •... • qK+ae-cas(p0 •... • Pj-i-Pj+i-••• -pK+s)- Again 
by the induction hypothesis, we get that there exists a tree q for which q = q- qa. 
Finally, we may assume that h*(qj)>0 (j=2, ..., K+5) and TG(Ym). 
Let q=q5 •... • qK+6- Furthermore, we have that r=qQ-qx-q2?iq0-qx-q2-qz—s. 
By the induction hypothesis there are trees r and £ such that r - q = r - q a and s - q = 
=s-qa. We know that h(qa)^K and h(q)>K. F rom this we obtain that the 
tree q can be given in the fo rm q-qa, i.e. qa is a supertree of q. Since 
-<l2-<lz-<li-q-<li,i thus there is a tree q for which 
q = q-qa. This ends the proof of our lemma. 
Definition 6. An ^ / - t r ansduce r \ = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', I ) is called inferior 
if none of the transformations induced by its states can be cut by any trees. 
Take an /1/"-transducer A = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', I ) . Assume that the trans-
formations induced by the states ax , ..., at can be cut and the tree qa. cuts xa> max-
imally (i—I, ..., I). For a state a, if x" can not be cut . . . ,a ;}) then let 
< 7 n = # . It means that for all ad A, a£A', p£domx"a and q£xa-(p), the equality 
q = q~q a holds under a suitable q. 
The following lemma is valid under these notations. 
Lemma 7. There is an inferior /"-transducer A which is equivalent to A. 
Proof. We shall show that one can construct an / - t ransducer 
A = (TF(X„), A, Ta(Ym), A', I ) 
such that for all states a£A and a(LA' the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) dom xA = dom x\ and dom tAj .s — dom x\yS. 
(2) dom xAia — dom xA<a. 
(3) { ( p , q - q a ) \ q ^ l J p ) , P ^ o m x % J = x%tS. 
(4) {(p, qa• q)\q^A,a(P%/?€domTa,0} = xLa. 
From this Lemma 7 will follow. Indeed, f rom (3) we get that A is equivalent 
to A. If range T | is a singleton then range x \ is a singleton by (3), too. Using 
condition (i) of Definition 1 we have that for each p g d o m t A ; „ \ { # } , xA a(p) Q 
Q TG(Ym)._7herefore, by (4), xA,a(p)^TG(Ym). It means that (i) of Definition 1 
holds for A. Similarly, we obtain that A jsatisfies condition (ii). Consequently, A is 
an ^. / - t ransducer . It is also clear that A is an inferior /"-transducer, too. In the 
opposite case we would arrive at a contradiction by assuming the maximality of 
the trees qa (a£A). _ 
Next we define the rules of A in the following way. 
(i) x-+arel (x£XnUFQ) if and only if 
x-~ar£Z, where r = f-qa. 
(ii) / ( « I , ..., ak)—ar£Z (f£Fk, k>0) if and only if 
/(%, ..., ak)^ar, where the tree r=r(qai(z1), ..., qak(zk)) is equal to f-qa. 
First, we show that the rules of Z can be constructed. It is obvious, that this 
construction can be performed if the rule satisfies the assumption (i) or (ii) provided 
the equality qa— #. 
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Then let f{ax, ..., ak)-*ar££ (f£Fk, £ > 0 ) be an arbitrary rule such that 
Ta(YI1)\{ # }. We have that for every final states a and all trees pt£dom tg', 
Qi£ra'(Pi) 0 = 1, •••, k) the following conditions hold. 
(a) r(qx, ..., qjttiifip!, ...,pk)) and 
(b) r(qx, ..., qk) = r(qx • qai, ..., qk • q„k) = 
= r{qai(zi), ..., ?a(tO*))(?i, • ••, qk) = r(qx, qk). 
Let f(Pi, ...,Pit) =p and r(q1, ..., qk)=q. By Definition 4, q = q-qa. Therefore, 
r(qi, •.•,qk) = q-qa-
Let s be a tree for which there exist trees r l , ..., rm£TG(YmUZk) and 
h, ..., i m € r G ( F m U { # } ) 0) such that s{rx, ..., rm> = r and s{h, ..., tm) = qa, 
moreover, for each index j (1 ^j^m) at least one of the conditions rj£Zk and 
tj= # holds. It means that for an arbitrary index j ( l s j ^ m ) , ..., q^ — 
= 9-tj. 
Assume that r}£Zk, i.e. there is an index / ( l s / s A : ) satisfying rj=zl. Thus 
for each tree /?,(|dom and qi£x"i'(pl) the equalities qrqa=qi and qi = q-tj 
hold, that is tj is a supertree of qx. 
If tj£TG(Ym) then qi = q-tj-qa=tj-qa t implies that range x"' is a singleton. 
On the other hand the symbol z, is contained in the frontier of the tree r. There-
fore, it should occur in the frontier of r, too. This means that range xai% TG(Ym), 
thus by the condition (i) of Definition 1 range t"< is no t a singleton which is a 
contradiction. Then we have that tjdfG(Ym). 
If tj ^ 4i- then, by qt = q • tj • qat, the transformation t°< can be cut by the 
tree tj • qai which contradicts the maximality of qai. 
Now we have that for each index j ( lSy'S/w), # . It implies that s = qa. 
Therefore, r = qa(r1, ..., rm). Using (b) we obtain that 
r(q1, •••, = qa(rA<il, qk), r,n(<il, 9fc)> = ? " 4„, 
consequently, q=rj(q1; ..., qk) ( j = 1, ..., m). 
We shall prove that the trees ri,...,rm are equal to each other. . Let 
s1,s2£{r1, ..., rm} be arbitrary. Then the equality s ^ , ..., qk)=s2(q1, ..., qk) holds 
for each pt£ dom Ta< and q^^'ipi) (i=i,...,k). Let j (1 ^j'^k) be an arbi t rary 
index. Let pfcdomTa< and ti£x"i(pi) (i=l, ..., k; i^j) be arbitrary fixed trees, 
moreover f , = # . Denote the trees i j ( i l 5 ..., 4) and s2(i1, •••, 4 ) by Uj and Vj, 
respectively. We have that for each /»jCdom X"J and qj£xai(pj) the equality qj-Uj = 
= qj • Vj holds. It is obvious that Uj£TG(Ym) if and only if Vj£TG(Ym), more-
over, if Uj£TG(Ym) then range T".» is not a singleton. F rom this we obtain that 
UJ = VJ. It means that for all indices j (1 ^j^k) the equality Uj — Vj holds, which 
implies that i j = s 2 • 
We now have that rx=r2=,_..—rm, and this tree is denoted by r. It follows 
that r = r-qa, thus the rules of can be constructed. 
Consider the / - t ransducer A = ( T F ( X „ ) , A , T G ( Y M ) , A ' , I ) constructed in this 
way. We will show that A has the properties (1)—(4). By the construction, it is 
easy to see that (1) and (2) hold. The property (3) shall be proved by induction. 
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Let a£A and a£A' be arbitrary states and />edom z"Ayi. Assume that h(p)—0. 
If p£XnUF0 then p—aq^Z if and only if p—aq-qa£Z. Therefore, (p, q)£z\~ 
if and only if (p, q-qa)ez%,s. 
I f / ? = # then a = a and qa=#, thus xaAiS(p)=r\,s(/?)=# • 
Assume that p=f(pi, •••,Pk) and q€.x%,s(p)- There is a rule / ( o 1 ; ..., a t ) — 
—ar£Z and there exist trees qi€z%B(Pi) 0 = 1, such that q—r(q1,...,qk). 
By the induction hypothesis we have that there are trees _(pt) for which 
9i'-9a>=9i 0 = 1 , k). Therefore, q=r(qai(zl), ..., q^z^fa, ..., qk). 
By our construction there is a rule f(air..., ak)—ar£Z, where 
r(qai(zi), •••,<lak(zk)) = r-qa. 
Then q ...,qk)£z\iS(p) a n d _ q = q - q a . Similarly, we get that if q£r\,a(p) 
then q-qa€*A.a(P)- It means that A has property (3). 
Let p £ d o m r A ; a and r£zA<a(p) be arbitrary trees. By the proof of (3), there 
is a tree r£zAta(p) such that for each />£domr"A and q€.zaA(p), q r = q-r and 
q • qa=q under a suitable tree q. It is easy to show that r£TG(Ym) if and only if 
r£TG(Ym). I t follows that if r£TG(Ym) then f=r=qa-r. If r£ TG(Ym):: then none 
of range zaA and range z"A is a singleton. Using this we obtain that r=qa • r. It 
means that if (p,r)£zAta then (p, qa • r ) € r A i 0 . The inverse claim can be shown 
in a similar way. 
This ends the proof of Lemma 7. 
Let A = ( T F ( X „ ) , A, TG(Ym), A', ZA) and B = ( T F ( X „ ) , B, TG(Ym), B', ZB) be 
A / - t ransducers for which dom t A = d o m Tb . We construct the F-transducers A1 = 
= (7>(JQ, AXC, Ta(Ym), A'XC', Z\) and Bl = ( T F ( X N ) , BxC, Tc(Ym), B'XC', Z\), 
where C=AXB, C'=A'xB' and the sets of rules satisfy the following condi-
tions. 
(a) For each c = (a,b)£C and x ( I „ U F 0 , 
x-~(a, c)q£ZA and x—(b, c)r£Z]} if and only if 
x-*aq^ZA and x-~br£ZB. 
(b) For each f£Fk 0) and C;=(a;, bt) 0 = 0 , 1, ..., k), 
/ ( ( % , cx), ..., (ak , c* ) ) - (a 0 , c 0 ) q e Z \ and 
/ ( ( ¿ j , cO, ..., (bk, ck))-(b0, c0)reZlB if and only if 
/ ( « i , •••,ak)-a0q£ZA and f(bu ..., bk)-~b0r£ZB. 
Using a standard construction we get two connected / - t ransducers A2 = 
= (TF(Xn), AXC, TG(Ym), A'XC', Z\) and W=(TF{Xn\ B^C, TG{Ym), WxC, Z%) 
such that A2 is equivalent to A1 and B2 is equivalent to B1. Moreover, using the 
constructions of the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 7 we obtain two inferior / - t ransducers 
A = (TF(Xn), AXC, TG(Ym), A'XC', ZA) and B=(TF(X„\ B~XC,TG( Ym), B'XC', ZB) 
which are equivalent to A2 and B2, resp. Let us denote the inferior F-transducers 
A and B by A(B) and B(A), respectively. Since T A =T a ( B ) bo th r A and RA(B) will 
be denoted by <p. Similarly, i¡/ will denote zB and T B ( A ) . 
In the next lemmas and Theorem 11 we shall use the above notations. 
Lemma 8. Let (a ,b) = c, (a, 5) = c£C. Then the following conditions are sat-
isfied : 
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(i) (a, c)£AXC if and only if (b, c)£BxC, 
(ii) (a, c)£A'XC' if and only if (b,c)£B'xC', 
(iii) dom (p" ' c =dom \l/b'c, 
(iv) dom <pfl> c=dom \]/iiC, 
(v) dom <p%l=dom ipfe . 
Proof. By the definitions of I \ and there is a natural bijective mapping 
of I \ onto Eg. It is easy to see that the restriction of the above mapping to I A 
is a bijective mapping, too. Using this the statement this lemma is obvious. 
In Lemmas 9 and 10 and in Theorem 11 we assume that the ^ /"- t ransducers 
A and B are equivalent i.e., (p = ij/. Then d o m T A = d o m r B , thus we may use 
the above notat ions and Lemma 8. 
Lemma 9. Let c=(a,b)£C and p£dom<pa c be arbitrary. Assume tha t the 
¿ / - t r ansduce r A is functional. Then <p„ r(p)£ TG(Ym) if and only if ij/b c(p) Q 
Proof. First of all we note that , by Lemma 3, the t ransformat ions ip, tpb'c 
and ipbtC are mappings. Assume that there is a tree p fo r which the conclusion of 
this lemma does not hold. Let (parC(p)—q and ^b,c(P)— r- Then exactly one of 
q and r is in TG(Ym), say r£TG(Yj and q£TG(Ymj. We have that p^ # . Thus 
by condition (i) of Definition 1, range <p"'c is no t a singleton. It means tha t there 
are trees pj, />2(6dom (p"'c) for which q\ = (p"'c{p\)7i(pa,c(p^~q2- Then qt-q = 
= q>(pr p) = ijj(pr p) = r (i — 1, 2), consequently, qt- q = q2- q, which contradicts 
the assumption q ^ q i - Similarly, we arrive a t a contradiction by assuming 
r e f c ( r j and q£TG(Ym). 
Lemma 10. If A is functional, then (p"-c = \pb-c fo r all (a, b)=.c(£C). 
Proof. First we note that if (a, c) and (b, c) are final states then the equality 
<p = i/i implies (pa'c — {jjb-c. We may assume that (a, c) and (b,c) are n o t final 
states. By Lemma 9, range (p"'c is a singleton if and only if range ijjb,c is a sin-
gleton, too. If bo th range <p"'c and range i¡jb'° are singletons then the equality 
<p"'c(p)=yi=4'b'c(p) holds for each tree />£dom <pa'c. Therefore, in this case 
(pa,c = ljJb,c 
Suppose that range <p"'c is not a singleton. By the note following Definition 1. 
we have that rangejpatC% Ta(Ym) i.e., there is a tree p£dom cpa c satisfying the 
inclusion <pa,c(P)£TG(Ym). Let <pa,c(p)=<i and ip b i C (p ) = f . In the same way as 
in the proof of Lemma 7, one can see that there exist trees s£Ta(Ym), rx, ...,rm 
and ..., qm ( m > 0 ) such that the equalities r=s{rx, ..., rm) and q=s(q,, ..., qm) 
hold, moreover, at least one of qt and rt is # for each index i ( l s i ^ m ) . It is 
easy to show that q{, rfcfG{Ym) (/ = 1, ..., m). 
Next we prove that all the r ; and q-, are equal to # ( / = 1 , ...,m). Let i be 
an arbitrary index ( l ^ i ^ m ) . Assume that q~ # and r c ( y m ) \ { 4 r }• For 
each final state (a, c) ((a,B) — c) and for all trees />£dom (pas'l(p) = d o m ipf'l, if 
<j€(Ps,Cc(p) and r£xl>lce(p) then 
(Ps.c(p-P) = q q = s(q-qu ..., q- qm) and 
tsAP-P) =r-r = s<r-r1; ..., r •!•„,). 
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Since (a, c) and (b, c) are final states (ps-s = \pB-i, which implies <pa,c(p-p) = 
= ih , c (P 'P) - Therefore, r-ri=q-qi, i.e. r-r—q. It means that the transforma-
tion <pa'c can be cut by the tree r ; , which is a contradiction. Similarly, the assump-
tions r ; = # and q i £ T c ( Y m ) \ { # } imply the equality 
Now we have that r=q—s and r=q. It means that for each 
p£dom<p'-e(Qdom<ft$, <pa<%p) = x\ib'c(p) 
holds. This ends the proof of Lemma 10. 
Theorem 11. If the /1/- transducer A is functional then the inferior /"-trans-
ducers A(B) and B(A) are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let us define a mapping p: AXC—BXC, such that for an arbitrary 
state (a, c)(£AXC) the equality p(a,c) = (b,c) holds if c — (a,b). It is clear 
that p is a bijective mapping of ^ X C onto BxC, moreover, p(A'xC') = B'xC'. 
Next suppose that x—(a, c)q£ZA (x6XnU/'o) , where c — (a,b). We have 
x g d o m (pa'c_ thus x £ d o m t¡jb-c. By Lemma 10, q = (pa,c(x) = \l>b'^(x) implies 
x—(b, c)q£ZB. Similarly, if x-*(b, c)r£ZB then we get x —(a, c)r£ZA. 
Let / ( ( f l i , Cj), (ak, ck))-*(a0, c0)q£ZA where c =(an ¿>;) (/ = 0, 1, ..., k). By 
the construction of A(B) and B(A) we know that there is a rule of the form 
f((bucj), ...,(bk,ck))-*(b0,c0)r in ZB. Let /7,(€dom <^ ' c . =dorn I//6..'«) be 
arbitrary trees ( / = L •••, k) and let j be an arbitrary index (l^j^k). We define 
the trees st (i=\, ..., k) in the following way. If i—j then otherwise 
Denote by qj and the tree q(st, ...,sk) and r(.s-j, ...,sk), respectively. We 
have that (parci(pJ) = \j)bj'cj(pJ) for each pj£dom (p"j-cj. F rom this it follows 
easily that the equality fj=qj holds. Since j is arbitrary we get / =q. It means 
that / ( (¿x , cO, ..., (bk, ck))-{bQ, c0)q£ZB. 
Similarly, one can see that if f((b1, c,), ..., (bk, ck))—(b0, c„)r£ZB then the rule 
/((«!, Cj), ...,(ak, ck))-*(a0, c0)r is in ZA. 
Therefore, the inferior /"-transducers A(B) and B(A) are isomorphic. 
The next corollary is known f rom [2], where the result has been achieved in 
a different way. 
Corollary 12. There exists an algorithm to decide for an arbitrary /"-trans-
ducer B and a functional /"-transducer A whether they are equivalent, i.e. TX = tB-
Proof. Let A and B be ^/"-transducers equivalent to A and B, respectively. 
Clearly, A and B are equivalent if and only if so are A and B. By Theorem 11, t a = t b 
if and only if dom r A = d o m r B and the inferior transducers A(B) and B(A) are 
isomorphic. It is known that the equality dom r A = d o m r B is decidable (c.f. [3, 4]). 
Obviously, A(B) and B(A) can be constructed. Moreover the isomorphism of these 
inferior transducers can be verified. Thus the statement of Corollary 12 is valid. 
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On the equivalence of the frontier-to-root tree transducers II. 
B y Z . Z A C H A R 
In this paper we continue our study started in [6] about the equivalent and 
isomorphic frontier-to-root transducers (F-transducers). First we introduce the 
superior F-transducer which can be seen the dual of the inferior F-transducer f r o m 
part I. Then we deal with a subclass of the class of deterministic F-transducers, 
namely the class of normalized F-transducers. It will be proved that the strongly 
normalized forms of equivalent deterministic F-transducers are isomorphic. 
Since this paper connects with [6] closely thus we use the notions, notat ions 
and results of part I. 
1. Notions and notations 
Take an arbitrary positive integer k. Let py,p2£TF(XnUZk) be arbitrary trees 
and zl£Zk. Then the zrproduct px /?2 of by p2 is the tree 
Pl(zJ, ••••> Zt-l,Pl, zi + l5 ••••> zk)-
For an F-transducer A = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', I ) and sets At<gA (i=0, ..., k) 
we denote by ^ . " ¿ „ . . „ ^ the t ransformation induced by 
{TF(XnUZk), A, Ta(YmUZk), A0, I U { Z , . - aizilai€Ah /=1, ..., &}). 
Finally, when we will refer to a definition or a result f rom a par t of our paper 
if the serial number of the par t is I then it will be marked otherwise it will no t be. 
2. Superior F-transducers 
Definition 1. Let A = ( T F ( X „ ) , A, TG(Ym), A', I ) be an ^F- t ransducer . The 
transformation induced by the state a(€A) can be increased by the tree 
qa€ Tc(Ym)\{ S } if for all pddom and ?<ETAi a(p), there is a tree qdT0(Ym U { | } ) 
satisfying q=q"-q, provided that range Ta is not a singleton. The tree q" increases 
the transformation Ta maximally if the tree q" is a proper subtree of a tree q" then 
cannot be increased by q". 
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Definition 2. An ^F-transducer A = (TF(Xn), A, Ta(YJ, A', Z) is called a 
superior A F-transducer if none of the transformations induced by its states can 
be increased by any trees. 
Take an A F-transducer A=(TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', Z). Assume that for each 
state a£A the tree q" increases z" maximally if z" can be increased and q°=$ 
otherwise. It means that for all a£A,p£dom za and q£za(p) there is a tree q such 
that q—qa q. We suppose that the tree q" is given for every state a(£A). Then 
the following lemma is valid under these notations. 
Lemma 3. There is a superior A F-transducer A = (TF(Xn), A, Tc(Ym), A', Z) 
which is equivalent to A. 
Proof. We shall show that one can construct an A F-transducer 
A = (TF(X„), A, Tc(Ym), A', I ) 
such that for each state a£A the following conditions hold. 
(1) dom t A = d o m Ta . 
(2) dom TA>0=dom Ta>0 and dom rAa=dom T A I 0 . 
(3) {(P, q • q")\q^°A(p), pi dom T"a} = T | . 
(4) {{p, qa • q)\q^A<a(p), p€dom TA>a} = TA;n. 
In a way similar to that in the proof of Lemma 1.7 we can see that A is an equiv-
alent superior AF-transducer for A. 
Next we define the rules of Z in the following way: 
(i) x—ar£Z (xeXn{JF0) if and only if 
x-~ar£Z where r=r-q", 
( i i ) / ( a l 5 ..., ak)-arfl_ ( / € F t , k>0) if and only if 
f(aly ..., a*) —ar£Z where the tree r(qai(z1), ..., qak(zk)) equals the tree 
r-q\ 
I t is clear that this construction can be made for each rule of form (i). Assume that 
f(au...,ak)-~ariZ(f<iFk,k> 0). 
Then let ^ g d o m z% and tjZza^(pi) be arbitrary fixed trees ( j = l , ..., k). 
For each index j (1 ^jsk) we use the following notations: 
pj = f ( p \ ...,PJ-\ #, pj+1, ..., pk), 
rs = r(h, ..., tj^, tJ+1, ..., tk) and 
f j = rj • q". 
It is sufficient to show that for each index j (1 ̂ j^k) there is a tree qj such that 
f j = q " J . q j . From this we obtain easily that the tree r with 
r-q" = r(?°i(z1), q°*(zk)) 
can be constructed. 
Let j be an arbitrary index (1 Sj^k). If Tc(Ym) or qaj= # then let 
q j = f j . In this case our statement holds obviously. 
We may assume that r£fG(Ym) and qaj£TG(Yj\{$). If r a n g e r 0 is a 
singieton then by the construction from Lemma 1.2 the tree r is in TG(Ym). It fol-
lows that fj^TG{Y^) which is a contradiction. It means that rangez" is not a 
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singleton. From this we obtain that there are trees p£dom xa and q£xa(p) such 
that q£TG(Ym). It implies that rr q£xa.(pr p) and rj-q£TG{Ym). By Defini-
tion 2 we know that rj-q = q"j-q under a suitable q. It means that q£TG(Ym). 
Moreover, one of the inclusions ¿¡fjgsub (r}) and f j€sub (qai) holds. 
Firstly, assume that ^°j€sub (rj). Then there exists a tree q£TG(Ym) for which 
rj = qai-q. In this case let qj=q-qa• It means that fJ = rj-qa=qaj-q-qa=qaj-qj. 
Secondly, assume that rfisub (q"j). Then there is a tree ^6 r G ( 7 m ) \ { s } for 
which q"i = rj • q. "We have that for each tree p£domxa and q£xa(p), the inclusion 
rj" • p) holds. Moreover, there is a tree q such that rj • q=q"j • q. From 
this we obtain that rj-q=rj-q-q. Since r j£TG(Ym) the equality q=q • q holds, 
too. It means that xa can be increased by the tree q. 
On the other hand we have that q=qa • q under a suitable tree q. Since the 
tree q" increases x" maximally thus f rom the two equalities above we get q£sub (qa) 
i.e., there exists a q for which q • q = q". Let qj = q. It follows that rj — rj-qa = 
= rj-q-q=qai-q=qaj-qj. 
It means that our statement is valid, thus the rules of X can be constructed. 
Finally, one can see easily that the /- transducer A = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', I ) 
constructed in this way satisfies conditions (1)—(4). 
This ends the proof of Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. There is an algorithm to decide for each ^ / - t ransducer 
A = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', I ) 
and arbitrary state a(£A) whether the transformation x" can be increased. More-
over, every tree q" can be given effectively which increases x". 
Proof. We have that if the transformation x" can be increased by the tree q" 
then h (qa) S min (xa (p)\p 6 dom xa). It means that the number of trees which increases 
xa is finite. Moreover, by the proof of Lemma 3 it is easy to see that for each tree 
q" the transformation x" is increased by q" if and only if the rules of I can be rewritten 
according to the conditions (i)—(ii) f rom the proof of Lemma 3. From this the 
statement of our lemma is obtained obviously. 
3. Normalized /-transducers 
Definition 5. A deterministic ^./-transducer A = ( T F ( X „ ) , A, TG(Ym), A', I ) is 
called a normalized /- transducer (/ / /- transducer) if conditions (i) and (ii) below hold. 
(i) For every state a£A, range x" is either a singleton or infinite. 
(ii) For all states a, a if both ranger" and ranger® are infinite, dom xa = 
=domxs and there exist trees q, q£Ta(Ym) such that for each tree p£domxa, 
Q • Ta(.P) = < i • za(p) then at least one of the following conditions are satisfied. 
(iij) There are trees r, r£TG(-Ym) such that at least one of them is equal to 
the tree # and for each tree pddotn xa the equality r • xa(p) = r- xs(p) holds. 
(ii2) The sets range xT)q and range x^Dg are empty. 
The next ' lemma, in a different form, can be found in [2]. The proof can be 
performed easily thus it is omitted. 
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Lemma 6. Let q],rj^Tc(Ym\JZ) be arbitrary trees 0 = 1 , ..., 5). F o r each 
positive integer / the equalities (1)—(7) imply the equality (8). 
( 1 ) N R5 = ft -i ft 
(2) rx -i r2 r 5 = ft q2 -i ft 
(3) r1-irs.-ir&= q1-iq3-iq5 
(4) r j- i r4-i r5 = ft-¡ft-¡ft 
(5) rx •i r2 r 3 -f r8 = ft •/ q2 q3 -i q5 
(6) r1 r2 r4 -f r5 = ft ft •• ft ft 
(7) rx •i r3 r4 r 5 = ft -i ft -f ft -f ft 
(8) rx r2 r3 r4 r£ = ft ft -i q3 ft ft 
Lemma 7. Fo r any deterministic F-transducer A = (TF(X„), A, Tc(Ym), A', Z) 
an equivalent TVF-transducer can be constructed. 
Proof. Let A:=max( / i (T a O)) | ;?edomT 0 , a£A, /Z(F) = MII) and 
Li = max (h(ra(p))\p^dom xa, at A, h(p) 4-\\A\\2), 
L2 = max (h(xa(p))\p(ldom r 0 , a^A, h(p)^2-\\A\\, h* (p) S M | | ) and 
i , = i 1 + Z . 2 . 
Moreover, set Q={q\q£Tc(YJ, h(q)^max (K, L)} and C=QU{$}. 
Construct the deterministic F-transducer 
A 1 = (TF(X„),AxC, T0(Ym), A'XC, I 1 ) 
such that x—(a,c)r£Zi if and only if x-*ar£Z and c=r, moreover, 
/ ( ( « i , C'x), •••,(ak, ck)) - (a, c ) r € Z 1 
if and only if / ( f t , ..., ak)—ar€Z where c and r are defined in the following way. 
Let q — r f a f a ) , . . . , ck(zk)). If q(LQ then c = q otherwise If a$A' and 
q£Q then r=y1 otherwise r=q. It is obvious that A and A 1 are equivalent. Elim-
inating surplus states and rules in a standard way we get a connected deterministic 
F-transducer B=(Tr(X„), B, Tc(Ym), B', ZB) where BQAXC, B'QA'XC and 
Z g Q Z 1 . I t is clear tha t B and A 1 are equivalent. 
We will show tha t B is an iVF-transducer. Take an arbitrary state fe=(o, c)(LB. 
By our construction it is clear tha t dom R A a = d o m Tb b and if p £ d o m then 
pkdom TJ, moreover, if then the equality TA(/>)=Tb(/>) holds, too. 
Assume that c = # . Then fo r each tree />€dom r ^ ( g d o m xaA) the inequality 
A ( 4 ( F ) ) > m a x (K, holds. It follows that there are t r e e s p l i p 2 , p 3 and a state 
a such t h a t p = p x -p2:p3, /> 3€domx%,p 2£dom x%tS, p^dom xaAt3 and h * « , 3 ( p 2 ) ) > 0 , 
TA,a(F3)€?c(rm ) . F r o m this we obtain that pk=pi-p\-p3£6omx"A ( £ = 1 , 2 , . . .) 
and the trees tA(pk) are pairwise different. Since range range x A \ g thus 
range Tg is infinite. Moreover , we have that for all trees | f d o m T B S and />£dom r ^ 
the equality X A ( J>) • * A , O ( P ) — T B ( / > ) - T b t ( p ) holds. F rom this we obtain tha t XA < A — 
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Furthermore, we know that if c£Q then range is a singleton and for each 
tree p £ d o m t B j ( i \ { # } , TBib(p)£TG(Ym). It follows that B is a deterministic AF-
transducer and condition (i) of Definition 5 holds for B. 
Then we have to prove that condition (ii) of Definition 5 can be satisfied. Take 
arbitrary states b,B£B and trees q,q£TG(Ym). Let b=(a, c) and E=(a,c). 
Assume that domxb = domxB, both r a n g e r 6 and r a n g e r 5 are infinite, moreover, 
for each tree p£dom xb the equality q • xb(p)=Q • TE(P) holds. In this case we have 
that c = c = | and domxa=domxs. 
It is sufficient to show that if a t least one of two trees q and q is higher than 
L then the following condition ( i i j ' holds. 
(iij)' There are trees r, TG ( Y m ) such that at least one of them is equal to 
the tree # and for each tree p£domxa{\R the equality r • xa(p) = r- xs(p) holds 
where R={p\pefF(X„),h(p)^4.\\A\n 
Now we prove this statement. First we show that h(q), h{q)Assume 
that h{q)>L = Lx +L2. It is clear that there is a tree p£dom xa for which 
A G 9 S 2 . M I I , A#(p)3=M| | and xa(p)dfG(Ymy Since h{xa(p))^L2 and q-xa(p)= 
=q • ?a(p) thus h(q • xa(p))>L and h(ci • Xn(p))^h(q) + L2. It follows that h(q)>Lx. 
Similarly, the inequality h(q)>L implies h(q)>Lx. 
We have that there is a tree p for which / ; ( p ) s 4 • ||^4|[2 and at least one of 
the trees xa(p) and x5(p) is in TG(Ym). In this case there exist an s£TG(Ym) and 
qi, •• -,qmlqj, • • 1 , 9 m € r c ( Y m U { S } ) ( m 2 d ) s u c h that the equalities xa(p)=s(q1,...,q„,> 
and xB(p)=s{q1, ..., qm) hold, moreover, for each index j ( l S / S m ) at least 
one of the trees and qj equals # . It means that q • qj=q • qj (./'= 1, ..., m). Since 
h(qj), hiq^Ly we get gJt q£ TG(Ym) ( . /=1 , ..., m). 
Let j be an arbitrarily fixed index ( l S y ' S m ) and let r=qs and f=qj. It 
follows that q-r=q-r. We show that for each tree p£dom xaf]R the equality 
r-T :a(p) = f - t a ip) holds. 
Take an arbitrary tree p£dom xaf]R. If both xa(p) and xs(p) are in TG(Ym) 
then r • xa(p) = r- xs(p) because of the equality q • xa(p)=q • xs(p). 
In.the opposite case the equalities xa(p)=s{q,, ..., qm) and xs(p)—s{ql,...,q„) 
hold where the trees s, qx, ..., qm, qY, ...zqm satisfy the above conditions. Similarly, 
we have that q . q j = q - q j and q j , q j £ f G ( Y m ) ( j = \ , . . . ,m) . 
Assume that / • = # , consequently, q=q-r. It follows that q-r-qj=q-qj 
(j—l,...,m). If r = S then q-q}=q-qj- Since h ( q a n d h(qj), h^q^^L^ 
thus qj~qj=% ( j ' = 1, ..., m). F rom this we obtain xa(p) = xs(p) i.e. r • xa(p) = 
= f-xs(p). We may suppose that Then qJ7i$, because in the opposite 
case .q • r-qj=q which is a contradiction (j— 1, ..., m). It means that for each 
index j ( l s y s m ) , <7j=# and q-f=q-q}. F rom this we obtain that r=q} 
( j = 1, ..., m). It implies that r • xa(p) — r • xs(p). 
From the assumption r— jf we arrive at the equality r • xa(p) = r- x3(p) in 
a similar way. 
Now we can prove that conditions (ii) of Definition 5 are satisfied. If 
h(q),h(q)^L then (ii2) holds because each tree of bo th ranger ' ' and r a n g e r 5 is 
higher than L. In the opposite case condition (i^) ' holds. We will show by induction 
that r-xa(p) — r-x3(p) for each tree p£domxa. 
If h(p)^4 • \\A\\2 then r • xtt(p) = f- xs(p) by (ih)'. Now let h{p)>4 • \\A\\2. 
We have that there are trees px, p2, p3, p4, p& and states a, a£A such that 
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P = P I • 2 P 2 -°-PZ - 2 P Í and /JjÉdom r u n d o m t | , /7,€dom r" . f l d o m t | ( / = 2 , 3 ,4) , 
/?6£dom T D > s ndom r ő j , where pi^TF(XnUZ2) ( / = 1 , . . . , 5 ) and the symbol z2 
occurs exactly once in the frontier of the tree pi(i=2, . . . , 5). 
Let 
<h = r • Taa(j>0, r, = f-Tas(Pl), 
= V a O 2). ''2 = Ts,a(p 2 ) . 
<7s = Va(i>3)> ''3 = ts,s(p3), 
q* = ?a,S(Pi), ri = ^S,B(PA), 
= Ta,a-(p5), r 5 = T 
By the induction hypothesis it is clear that the trees rh qt ( / = 1 , ..., 5) satisfy the 
conditions of Lemma 6. It means that •2 q2 •2 q3.2 qt .2 = -2 r2 -2 r3 -2 r4 -a r 5 
i.e., r-ia(p) = r-TB(p). 
We have that xa — ib and Ts = T£. I t follows that fo r each tree p£dom xb the 
equality r • TB(P) = F • XB(P) holds. It means that B is an JV/-transducer. Consequently 
the statement of this lemma is valid. 
Lemma 8. Let A = (TF(X„), A, Tc(Ym), A', IA) be a deterministic F-transducer. 
Then there is an superior yV/-transducer B which is equivalent to A. 
Proof. By Lemma 3 we can construct a superior F-transducer 
A = {TF(Xn),A,TG(Ym\A',IA) 
with r A = r A . F r o m the proof of Lemma 3 one can see that A is deterministic, 
too. Next we consider the A'/- transducer B = (TF(X„), B, TG(Ym), B', SB) con-
structed for A by Lemma 7. F rom the proof we have that for each state b£B if 
rangeTg is no t a singleton then there exists a state a£A such that r A a = TB>(,. 
It follows that T3 can not be increased by any tree qb, because in the opposi te case 
the t ransformation t a is increased by qb which is a contradiction. It means tha t B 
is a superior TV/-transducer equivalent to A. 
Definition 9. Let A = (TF(Xn), A, TG(Ym), A', l ) be a superior TV/-transducer. 
We say that the state a(£A) can be substituted by the state a(£A) if the condi-
tion (i) holds or there is a tree q(LTG(Ym) such that the conditions ( i i j—(i i 6 ) are 
satisfied. 
(i) xa — Ts, and if range t" is a singleton then range r a = range t s . 
(iij) dom t„ = dom ts . 
(112) range T° is infinite. 
(113) r a n g e r " is a singleton. 
(114) F o r each tree pi dom r a \ { $ } the equality q • Ta(p) = t 5 (p ) holds. 
(115) If a £ A ' then range x s = q . 
(116) If there is a state a ( £ / f \ { a , «}) fo r which dom xa — dom r§ and r a n g e r 5 
is infinite, moreover, there exist trees q,q£TG(Ym) such that fo r each 
tree pddom t„ the equality q • xa(p) = q • tg(p) holds then either q^q or 
T0(p) = Tg(p) fo r each tree p£domta. 
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We note that ra = rs if and only if dom Ta = dom rs and fo r each tree p£dom ra 
the equality ra(p) = rs(p) holds. 
Definition 10. A superior yV/-transducer A=(TF(X„), A, Tc(Ym), A', Z) is 
called a strongly normalized . /-transducer (SW/-transducer) if none of the states 
can be substituted by another state. 
Theorem 11. For each deterministic / - t ransducer 
A = (TF{X„\ A, Ta(Yml A', IA) 
an equivalent SW F-transducer can be constructed. 
Proof. By Lemma 8 we construct a superior iVF-transducer 
A = (TF(X„), A, Ta(Ym), A', IA) 
which is equivalent to A. Next we will show that by rewriting rules and eliminating 
states an equivalent SWF-transducer is obtained. 
Assume that the states a, a£A satisfy the condition (i) of Definition 9. Then 
we construct the F-transducer A 1 = (TP(Xn), / f \ { a } , TC(YJ, / l ' \ { a } , Z\) in the follow-
ing way. Let us eliminate the rules of ZA wherein the state a is in the left side. Then 
we replace the state a by a in each rule. It is clear that A1 is deterministic. More-
over, for each state a £ / 4 \ { a , a}, 1A,U = TA\3 a n d ^A — ̂ A1 hold. We have that 
dom t A i = d o m T^Udom and range t a I = range t ^ U r a n g e F rom this one can 
easily show that A1 is a superior / /F- t ransducer equivalent to A. It means that fo r 
A we construct an equivalent supej ior /VF-transducer B = (TF(Xn), B, TG(Ym), B', IB) 
such that there are no states b, b£B satisfying condition (i) of Definition 9. 
Next we assume that there are states a, a£B(QA) and a tree q£TG(Y„) for 
which the conditions (i^)—(ii6) hold . In this case we eliminate the rules containing 
the state a in their left side. Then we replace by aq the right side of rules wherein 
the state a occurs. Let B 1=(rF(A'n) , B\{a}, TG(Ym), B'\{a}, Z),) be the F-trans-
ducer obtained this way. By the construction it is obvious that B1 is deterministic. 
We have that for each state a£B\{a, a}, TBi,a = TB,5 and T|I = T | hold. More-
over, dom r J i = d o m t g U d o m t^ and range t b I = r a n g e r ^ U q . It is clear tha t B1 is 
a superior ^ / - t r a n s d u c e r equivalent to B. 
We will show tha t B1 is normalized. By the construction of B1 condition (i) of 
Definition 5 holds. Let b, E£B\{a} be arbitrary states of B1. Assume that domTBiift = 
= dom r B l j , both range t b I and range t b I are infinite, moreover, there are trees 
<h 5€7<;(Tm) such that for each tree p£dom tBiib, q • tBi,b(p) = q • rBij(p). If none 
of the states b, 5 is a then by the above connections it is obvious that condition 
(ii) holds. 
We may assume that b = a. In this case we know that for B condition (ii6) 
are satisfied by the states a, a, b and the trees q, q, q. Fur thermore, we have that 
the equality TB i 0(p) = TB g(p) does not hold for each tree p£domtB a. Indeed, in 
the opposite case r B a = r B j which is a contradiction. By condition (ii6) it means 
tha t q ^ q . F rom this we obtain that range x B i > 0 0 ^ = 0 and range T B i j f l 5 = 0-
Consequently, condition (ii) of Definition 5 holds for B1 thus B1 is a superior nor-
malized F-transducer. 
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_Apply ing this construction we can get an SiVF-transducer which is equivalent 
to A. 
Let A = ( T F ( X N ) , A , T C ( Y M ) , A ' , I A ) and H = ( T F ( X N ) , B , T C ( Y M ) , B ' , Z B ) be 
SWF-transducers such that A and B are equivalent. First we construct the inferior 
y4F-transducers A (B) and B(A) as in part I. Next we consider the superior / IF- t rans-
ducers A(B) = (F f(A rn), A X C , T G ( Y M ) , I A ) and 
B(A) = (TF(Xn), BxC, Tc(Ym), Fxc7, IB) 
which are constructed f rom A(B) and B(A) by L e m m a 3, respectively. We have 
tha t AxCQAxC, A'xC'QA'xC' and BxCQBxC, B'XC'QB'XC' where 
C=AXB and C' = A'XB'. F r o m Theorem 1.11 we know that A (B) and B (A) 
are isomorphic. By conditions (i)—(iv) f rom the proof of Lemma 3, it fol lows tha t 
A(B) and B(A) are isomorphic, too. I t means tha t t a = t a ( b ) thus b o t h of these 
t ransformat ions shall be denoted by (p. Similarly, •p can be used instead of r B 
and ^B(A) • 
The next lemmas are valid under the above notat ions . 
Lemma 12. F o r each state (a, c)£AxC (c = (a,b)) the following condi-
tions hold . 
(i) dom (pa = dom c = dom ij/bt c = dom ij/b. 
(ii) If range (pa,c is infinite then for each tree pddom <pa the equalities <pa(p) = 
= <pa,c(p) = ^ b , c ( p ) : = M P ) hold. 
(iii) If range<p"'c is a singleton then there are trees q,q£Ta (Ym) such tha t 
for each tree p£dom (pa\{$ } the equalities q • (pa(p) = <pa,c(p) = 4>b,c(p)=q • ^b,dp) 
hold, moreover q — (p"(p) and q=\pb(p) where />£dom (p"'c. 
Proof. Let (a,c)£AXC be an arbitrary state where c — (a,b). Let />£dom <p">c 
be a fixed tree. Then />€dom <pafldom ^ i , c n d o m \l/b. Let p£dom(pa. Since 
p-pidomcp the tree p is in dom<pa>c. Consequently, dom q>aQdom (pa c. In the 
same way one can prove the inclusions dom cpa Q dom q>a c g dom ij/b c Q dom \pb Q 
<^dom <pa. F r o m this we obtain tha t condition (i) holds . 
Assume that range (p"'c is infinite. It follows tha t range i¡/b,c is infinite, too . 
Then there are trees p , , / ? 2 € d o m (pa'c such tha t (pa'c(pi)7i(pa,c(p^). F o r each tree 
p£dom (pa the equality <pa,c(pi) • <pa,c(v) = V'ciPi) • ^b.dP) holds (/ = 1,2) . In a 
similar way as in the proof of Lemma 3, we can obtain tha t there exist trees r, f 
such tha t at least one of them equals the tree j? and fo r each tree p£dom (pa, 
r-(pa(p) = r-(pa,c(p)-
On the other hand we have tha t both A (B) and B(A) are superior F-trans-
ducers. It means tha t r = r = j ? i.e., for each tree p£dom(pa the equali ty <pa(p) = 
= <Pa,c(p) holds. 
Fur thermore we know that range ij/b'c is infinite. In the same way we get 
that for each tree p^dom t¡/b, 4/b,c(p) = 4/b(.p)- Since A(B) and B(A) are i somorphic 
it follows that condition (ii) of our lemma holds. 
Next we assume that range <pa,c is a singleton. Let /?£dom <pa,c be an arbi-
trarily fixed tree. We have tha t /?6dom <p". Let q=q>"(p). I t means tha t fo r each 
tree p£domcpa\{%} the equalities q • <pa(p) = (p(p • p) = <f>a'c(p) • <pa,c(p) = 'pa,c(p) 
hold. In this case range il>b'c is a singleton, too. It follows that if i p b ' c ( p ) = q then 
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for each tree p£dom \j/a\{$}, q •\l/b(p) = *lsb,c(p)- K is c l e a r tha t if a£A' then b, 
(a, c), (b, c) are final states. F r o m this we obtain q—q. It means that condition 
(iii) holds, too. 
Lemma 13. Fo r each state a£A there is exactly one state b(£B) satisfying 
the inclusion (a, (a, b))£AXC, and conversely, for each state b£B there is exactly 
one state a(£A) with (b, (a, b))£BxC. Moreover , if (a, c)£AxC (c=(a, b)) then 
for each tree pddom cpa the equalities (pa(p) = <pa,c(p) = 4>b,c(p) = {l/b(P) hold. 
Proof. Let ad A be an arbitrary state. Denote by Ba the set 
[b\c = (a, b), (a,c)£AxC}. 
It is clear that Ba is a nonvoid set. 
Firstly, we assume that range (pa is infinite. Then there are trees / ^ d o m tp" 
( / = 1, 2, ...) such tha t the trees (p"(pi) are pairwise different. Moreover , we know 
that there exists a state B J ( £ B A ) such tha t / ) ;£dom i/A (/ = 1, 2, ...). Since B A is a 
finite set of states there are indices k, I ( & < / ) satisfying bk=bt. Denote by b this 
state. Let c=(a,b). It is clear that neither range <pa,c nor range \pb'c are a sin-
gleton. By Lemma 12 we get tha t fo r each tree pddom cpa the equalities <pa(p) — 
= <P„.c(P) = ^b.c(p) = ^b(P) hold. 
Next we show tha t the set Ba is a singleton. Assume that there is a state h£Ba 
differing f r o m b. Let c = (a, 5). N o w there are three cases. 
First , suppose tha t range cp"^ is infinite. By Lemma 12 we have tha t (pa(p) = 
— <Pa,c(p) = lpB.c(p) = ^B(p) hold for each tree p£dom<pa. It means that the state 
B can be substituted by b which is a contradict ion because B is an .SWF-transducer. 
In the second case assume tha t bo th range (pa-e and r a n g e d 5 are singleton. 
Then we know that for each tree pddom <p„\{# } the equalities q • (pa(p) = <pa,c(P) = 
= *l>5,c(P) = xl/s(p) hold, where q = (p"(p) and p£dom (p"-s. I t is clear tha t 
q=ranged6 if B is a final state. F r o m this we obtain q • 4>b(p) = 4'b(p) fo r each 
tree p£dom ij/b\{#}. Since the state B cannot be substituted by the state b and 
condit ions (iii)—(ii5) of Definition 9 hold fo r the states b, B and the tree q con-
dition (ii6) can not be satisfied. It means tha t there is a state b£ B\{b, B} and a 
tree q£ TG( Vm) for which dom \\ib = dom i//'i and range i/^ is infinite, moreover, 
fo r each tree p£dom\l/b the equality q • ^b(p) = q • ^tiP) holds. One can see easily 
that there is a state a} such tha t dom <p= = dom ¡¡i% and for each tree 
p£dom ij/%, (pa(p) = il'b(p)- It implies that for each tree p£dom <pa, q • <pa(p) — q • (pz(p). 
Since A is an WF-transducer condition (ii) of Definition 5 has to hold. We have 
tha t ^ O r a n g e <pa^0 thus there are trees r, rd fG(Ym) such that r • q>a(p) = r- <Pi(p) 
fo r each tree p£dom <pa, where at least one of the trees r, r equals % . It is clear 
tha t r = r= # because A is a superior WF-transducer. It implies that for each tree 
p£doni(pa the equality <pa(p) = <p=(p) holds which is a contradiction. 
In the third case suppose tha t range cp"^ is a singleton and r a n g e d 6 is infinite. 
We have tha t for each tree p£dom ( p a \ { 8 } the equalities q • (pa(p) = (pa,c(p) = 
= ipB,c(p) =q • ̂ h(p) hold where q£range (pa and q£range i/*5. We have tha t if a 
is a final state then B is also a final state and q=q. It implies tha t for each tree 
p£dom\l/b, q • 4>b(p) = 4 ' 'As (ID- F r o m Definition 5 we obtain that either for each 
tree p£domij/b the equality ^b(p) = ^s(P) holds or range ip l C\q=Q. It contra-
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diets the above statements. It means that if range cp° is infinite then Ba i s ,a sin-
gleton. 
Similarly, we can show that for each state b£B if range iltb is infinite then 
there is exactly one state a£A satisfying the inclusion ( b , c ) £ B x C where c={a,b). 
Moreover, for each tree p£dom\pb the equalities (Pa(P) = <Pa,c(p) = 4'b,Ap) = 
= il/„(p) hold. 
Secondly, we may assume that range (pa is a singleton. It is clear tha t £ „ ^ 0 
and for each state b£Ba range i¡tb is a singleton, too. Let b£Ba be arbitrary. Then 
for each tree p£dom <pa the equalities <pa(p) = <pa,c(p) = ,l'b,c(p) = il'b(p) hold where 
c=(a, b). We have that b is a final state if and only if a is a final state. I t implies 
that range (p" = range ipb. F rom this and Definition 9 we get tha t Ba is a singleton. 
In a similar way we can see that for each b£B if range ipb is a singleton then 
there is exactly one state a£A such that (b, c)£BxC (c = (a,b)) and fo r each 
tree p£dom<pa the equalities (pa(p) — (pa,c(p) = *l'b,c(p):=*l/b(p) hold. This ends the 
proof of Lemma 13. 
Lemma 14. The SWF-transducers A and B are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let us define a mapping p: A—B such tha t p(a) = b if and only if 
(a, (a, b))£AxC. By Lemma 13 it is clear tha t p is a bijective mapping of A on to 
B, moreover, p(A')=B'. 
Next suppose tha t x-<-aq€ZA(x£Xn[J F0) and b = p{a). We have tha t x-*-br£ZB 
and for each tree p£dom q>a = dom\jjb the equality (pa(P) = ^b(p) holds. I t implies 
that q • (pa(p) = (p(x • p) = 4i(x • p)=r -ij/b(p). F r o m this we can obtain tha t q = r. 
It means that x—bq£ZB. Similarly, if x-~br£ZB and a=p~1(b) then x-~ar£ZA. 
Let / ( a l 5 ...,ak)-*a0q£ZA where f£Fk (k>0) and a,£A ( / = 0 , 1, ...,k). W e 
have tha t there is a rule of the fo rm f{bx, ...,bk)-*b0r in ZB where b~p(a,) 
( / = 0 , 1, . . . , k). Moreover , it is clear that d o m ^ " i - d o m i/ibi, and fo r each tree 
pi^domcp"', <pai(pi) = ipb<(pi) 0 = 0, 1, ..., k). F r o m the p roof of Lemma 13 we know 
that if range (pao is a singleton then q=range <pao = range \pbo=r. 
Next we may assume that range <p"o is infinite. In this case we have tha t there 
is a tree p£dom <pao for which <p0i)(p)€ TC{YJ. Let pfc&omqpt (i=\, ...,k) be 
arbi t rary trees and let j be an arbitrary index (1 Sj^k). We define the trees sh /,-
( / = ] , . . . , & ) in the following way. If i=j then ¿, = / ¡ = 1 , otherwise s ; = p ( and 
<i = <P"i(Pi) = yljhi(Pi) 0 = 1 , . D e n o t e by Sj, qj and f j the trees f { s i , ..., 
q(t1, ..., tk) and r(t,, ..., tk), respectively. By Lemma 13 we have tha t the equalities 
yj-<PaSp) = <Paj(Sj-p) = 4>bj(Sj-p) = fj-\l/bo(p) and (pa0(.P) = ^bo(p) hold . I t fol lows 
that q j = rj. Since j is arbi t rary we get r = q. It means tha t f(b1, ..., bk)-~b0q£ZB. 
Similarly, one can see that if / ( ¿ 1 ( ..., bk)-*b0r£ZB then / ( f t , . . . , ak)-~a0r£ZA 
where (/' = 0, 1, . . . , / : ) . Therefore, the SWF-transducers A and B are 
isomorphic. 
By this lemma we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 15. The SWF-transducers A and B are equivalent if and only if they 
are isomorphic. 
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Systems of linear equations over a bounded chain 
K . PEEVA 
§ 1. Introduction 
The equivalence, reduction and minimization are classical problems for the 
theory of abstract automata. They are completely studied for deterministic, non-
deterministic and stochastic automata (8). These problems are still open for fuzzy' 
automata because there does not exist a polynomial time algorithm for solving 
systems of linear equations over a bounded chain. 
Let L = ( L , V, A, 0, 1) be a bounded chain (5) with underlying linearly ordered 
set L, the greatest element 1 and the smallest element 0. We shall write L instead 
of L = (L, V, A, 0, 1). 
For a given set D we denote by \D\ its cardinality. 
Let L be given. Let / ^ 0 , / ^ 0 be sets of indices. We write B£LlxJ for the 
matrix B=(bij) where bij=b(i,j) is the (/,y')-th entry of a map b: IXJ-~L. 
Let J be finite set and A=(aij)£LI*J, B=(bjk)eLJxK be given. The matrix 
C=A -B=(cik) £LIxK is called a product of A and B if 
№ 
cik = V (aiphbpk) for each /€/, k£K. p=i 
Obviously cike{aip: p£J}U{bpk: p£J). 
Let A = (X, Q, Y, M) be a fuzzy automaton (7, 9) with input alphabet X, state 
set Q, output alphabet Y and set of the step-behaviour matrices 
M = {M(x/y): xdX,y£Y}. 
Each M(x/y) = (m(x/y)l!q,)£L^ *121 and m(x/y)qq, is the grade of membership of 
a transition to state q' under input x assuming the output is y and the start state 
is q. If X, Q, Y are finite sets then A is finite fuzzy automaton. 
For any set D we write D* for the free monoid on D with the empty word e£D* 
as the identity element. For (u, V)£X*X Y* we write (u/v) if the number of the 
letters in u is equal to that of the letters in v. 
Let A=(X, Q, Y, M) be a finite automaton. The expression 
M(u/v) = M(x1ly1)...M(xk/yk), u = Xl...XkiX*, v = y1...ykeY* 
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defines the operation of A for the pair of words (u/v). Let 
M(ulv) = (m(ulv)qq,). 
For the given automaton A let us consider its behaviour matrix 
B* = (b(ulv)q), q£Q, (u/v)£X*XY*, 
where b(u/v)q= V m(u/v)qq' is the grade of membership of the output v upon 
the input u when the start state is q. The matrix B* is semi-infinite with \Q\ rows. 
It is well-known (7, 9) that there exists a finite submatrix B of B* with linearly 
independent columns. For the problems of equivalence, reduction and minimiza-
tion of fuzzy automata the main question is how to compute B f rom B*. That means 
for any column in B* we have to answer whether it is a V—A-linear combination 
of the previous columns in B*. If we can solve systems of linear equations over a 
bounded chain then we can compute B f rom B*. 
In this paper the attention is concentrated on computing a solution of the 
system of linear equations over L. The main result is (see Algorithm 3 and the 
Theorem corresponding to it) that there exists a polynomial time algorithm for 
solving a system of linear equations over a bounded chain. An extension of this 
result for some semirings is given in (6). 
We would like to remark that the classical methods (5) for solving systems of 
linear equations over a field are not useful here because L is not a field. Since the 
conjugate matrix for a given matrix in L does not exist in general, the ideas of (1) 
can not be applied. As our problem is essentially different f rom the extremal linear 
programing (10) these results can not be implemented. 
Further we shall use without explicit explanation the concept of computa-
tional complexity as described in (3) and the properties of chains according to (5). 
§ 2. Linear equations over L 
In order to determine the general solution of the system we consider first a 
linear equation in L. 
By A • X=b we denote the following linear equation 
( A 1 A X 1 ) V . . . V ( A N A X „ ) = FE ( 1 ) 
with coefficients unknowns X=(xj)£LJxM and a constant b£L. 
Here {1} stands for the singleton set and we assume | / | = n £ N . 
The matrix X°=(xJ)£LJx{1) is a point solution of (1) if and only if A • X°=b 
holds. If there exists X° with A-X°=b then the equation (1) is called solvable, 
otherwise it is unsolvable. An «-tuple (X,, ..., X„) of intervals XtQL is called an 
interval solution of (1) if every «-tuple (xj, ..., x„) with x i £X i is a point solution 
of (1) and (X l t ..., X„) is maximal with respect to this property. 
Let the equation CI) be given and 
S = {j£J: aj < b}, E= {;€/: ai = b}, G = {jdJ: aj > b} 
Proposition 1. The equation (1) is solvable if and only if E U G ^ Q and the 
interval solutions are the n-tuples (Xu...,Xn) where for each j£J either 
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(i) there exists a k£ G such that 
> } if j = k, 
[0, b) if j£G\{k}. 
L if j£SUE, 
or (ii) there exists a k£E such that 
[6,1] if j = 
L if j£SUE\{k}, 
[0,b] if j£G. 
The number of the interval solutions for (1) is equal to the cardinality of the set 
EUG (which does not exceed «). We can compute the interval solutions of (1) in 
a polynomial time. 
§ 3. Systems of linear equations 
In this section systems of linear equations are solved by taking appropriate 
intersections of interval solutions of the single equations. 
By A • X=B we denote the system of linear equations of the form 
( a 1 1 A x 1 ) V ( a 1 2 A x 2 ) V . . . V ( a 1 „ A x „ ) = h 
(2) 
( a m l A * i ) V ( a m 2 A x 2 ) V . . . V ( a m B A x „ ) = 6 m 
with coefficients A=(aij)£LIxJ, unknowns X=(xj)£LJxM and constants 
B=(bi)£LIx{1]. We assume | / | = m € N , \J\=n£N. 
The matrix Ar° = (x5)eL J x { 1 } is a point solution of (2) if and only if A • X°=B 
holds. An «-tuple (Xr, ...,X„) with X{QL is an interval solution of (2) if each 
«-tuple (xj , ... ,x„) with xi£Xi is a point solution of (2) and the «-tuple (X1? ..., Xn) 
is maximal with respect to this property. 
The system (2) is solvable if it possesses at least one solution, otherwise it is 
not solvable or unsolvable. 
The computing method for obtaining the interval solutions of (2) consists of 
the following. 
For each i£I we denote by Et, (7, the sets 
S, = {./€/: au < b;}, Et = {j£J: atj = b,}, Gf = {j£J: au > b,} 
According to Proposition 1 we can form the set Vt of the interval solutions of the 
i',h equality in (2): 
V, = X1-'. = {Xi-\ ..., XM, rt ^ |£,U<7,|}. 
Let r , ^ | U C ; | be fixed for each i£I. We denote by X=(X]), j£j, an interval 
solution of (2) in which each Xj is the following nonempty intersection: 
Xj = n x}-', * 0 (3) 
¡6/ 
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Let y={X: X=(Xj), j£J} be the set of all interval solutions of (2). The 
elements of V are determined by (3). The cardinality of the set V is finite. 
Using the above symbols we propose the following algorithm for comput ing 
the interval solutions of the system (2) : 
Algorithm 1 
Step 1. For each / € / obtain the sets S f , Eh Gh V,. 
Step 2. According to the expression (3) obtain the set V. 
Proposition 2. The time complexity function of Algorithm 1 is exponential in 
the number of m equations. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that the cardinality of the set V does not exceed 
m 
the bound [ J | £ i UG i | s / 7 m . 
¡=1 
In many cases we do not need all of the interval solutions of (2). Fo r example, 
in fuzzy automata theory it is interesting whether the system is solvable or not and 
if the system is solvable — to compute one of its solutions. For this purpose we 
shall consider some of the properties of the system (2). 
Two systems over L are called equivalent if each solution of the first one is a 
solution of the second and vice versa. 
Proposition 3. If the system (2') is obtained f rom the system (2) after a permuta-
tion of the equations then the systems (2) and (2') are equivalent. 




We shall denote by (2') the system A' • X=B' : 
(ai1Ax1)\/...y(a'1„Ax„) = b[ 
(2') 
(a'mlAXl)y ...y(a'mnAxn) = b'm 
obtained f rom (2) after a permutation of the equations in such a way that b[^ 
The systems (2) and (2') are equivalent according to Proposition 3. 
Let A* be the matrix, obtained from the matrix A' by the rule 
0 if a \ i < b \ , 
b[ if ci, = bi, (4) 
.1 if 5 
Proposition 4. The systems A X=B and A* • X=B' are equivalent. 
Proof. According to Proposition 3 the systems A X=B and A' X=B' are 
equivalent. We shall prove that A' • X=B'oA* • X=B'. If A' X=B' then for 
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each 
3j£J: (fly = XJ = b'i) ^ 
3j£J: (a'ij 3s biAxj = ¿DV«- = bjAxj s b<) o 
3j£J: (afj = 1AXj = = b<AXj b<), 
i.e. for each / £ / there exists a jdJ such that afjAxj=b'i and hence A* • X=B'. 
Let B={b1, ..., bm} be the set of the distinct elements in the matrix B of the 
system (2), resp. (2'). Having in mind the expression (4), it is clear that the elements 
afj of A* and b\ of B' belong to the set 5 U {0, 1}. 
Propositlon5. Let X=(Xj) be an interval solution of the system A* X=B', 
where the components Xj, j£J, are deteimined by (3). Each component Xj is among 
the following intervals: L, [0, bpl), [bp2, bp3], [bpi, 1], where bp1, bp2, bp?, bpi£B. 
The proof follows f rom Proposition 1 and the expression (3). 
Corollary I. Each interval solution of (2) has all its components among the 
following intervals: L, [0, bpl], [bp2, bp3], [bpi, 1], where bpX, bp2, bp3, bpi£B. 
Let Bnm be the set of all «-fold variations with repetitions on the elements of 
the set B. 
Corollary 2. The system (2) is solvable if and only if there exists an X0£B" t 
such that A • X°=B holds. 
Proof. If there exists an X0£B^, with A • X° = B then the system (2) is solvable. 
Conversely, if the system (2) is solvable, then each component X j of an interval 
solution has the interval form determined by Corollary 1. Hence we can choose each 
component x°j of a point solution of (2) to be equal to an element of B, i.e. X°£B"„. 
Having in mind Corollary 2 we propose the following algorithm for computing 
a point solution of the system (2), or for establishing its solvability. 
Algorithm 2 
Step 1. Find the set B. 
Step 2. Compute the set Bnm. 
Step 3. For each check whether it is a point solution of the system (2). 
Step 4. List all point solutions determined in Step 3. 
Step 5. If there exists no Xn£B"m with A • X° = B then the system is unsolvable. 
Otherwise it is solvable and a set of point solutions is given in step 4. 
Proposition 6. The time complexity function of Algorithm 2 is exponential 
in the number of « variables. 
Proof. We can check whether X°€BZ, is a solution of (2) in a polynomial time, 
but in a search problem manner. The set B"m is finite and \Bnm\ = \B\"^m". Hence 
the Algorithm 2 is finite with exponential in the number of « variables time com-
plexity function. 
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§ 4. A polynomial time algorithm 
We propose a polynomial time algorithm for computing a. point solution of 
the system (2) if it is solvable or for listing the numbers-of the contradictory equa-
tions if the system is unsolvable. 
In order to simplify the problem we introduce a symbol-matrix A with symbol-
coefficients obtained f rom those of A* if for each afj we put the corresponding type 
letter S, E or G (without index): ! ' 
S if afj = 0, 
E if atj = b\, (5) 
G if afj = 1. 
The set of the solutions of the system (2) remains unchanged after this reduction 
step (5). 
Let the system (2) be given and X=(Xj) denote an interval solution of (2). 
Let the system (2') and the matrix A be obtained. We assume j£J to be fixed in A. 
In the following we denote by r the smallest number of the row with ¿T-type coeffi-
cient in its jth column and by k the greatest number of the row with G-type coeffi-
cient in its jih column in A. 
In order to find a point solution of (2) we are interested in finding a point XJ£XJ 
with aijAxj^bi for each /£ / . Especially we mark the itb equation in a marker 
vector IND if aijAxj=bi holds. 
Having in mind the above notions we obtain the following 
Proposition 7. Let the system A X=B be given. 
i) if the jtb column in A contains a G-type coefficient then xj=b'k implies 
a'ijAxj — b'i for i=k and for each i>k with ; 
ii) if the / h column in A does not contain any G-type coefficient but it con-
tains an E-type coefficient then XJ=b'r implies a'iJAxJ=b'i for i=r and for each 
z > r with a'lj—b'i; 
ill) if the f b column in A does not contain neither G-type nor £-type coefficients 
then a'ijAxj—b'i for each Xj£L. 
Proof, i) if Xj=b'k and i = k then aij A Xj = akJ Abk=bk since a'kJ>b'k; if 
Xj = b'k, i>k and a'u = b\ then according to the order in (2') implies a'^Axj — 
=b\Abk=b\\ 
ii) if XJ—b'r and i=r then a'ijAxj=a'rJAb'r=b'rAb'r=b'r; if XJ=b'r, i>r and 
a'ij—b'i then according to the order in (2') implies a'iJAxJ=b'iAb'r—b'i; 
iii) if the7 t h column in A contains only 5-type coefficients.then a'i}Ax^a'ij-^b'i 
for each i(Ll and arbitrary x}£L. 
On this base we propose the following algori thm: 
Algorithm 3 
Step 1. Enter the matrix (A :B). 
Step 2. Form the matrix A. 
Step 3. Erase the marker vector IND. 
Step 4. 7 = 0 . 
Step 5. 7 = 7 + 1 . 
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Step 6. If j>n go to 10. 
Step 7. If the / h column in A does not contain any G-type coefficient then go 
to 8. Otherwise XJ—bk. Put a mark in IND for i=k and for each i>k with 
a'i^b'i- Put a mark in IND for each / </c if a[j s b\ — b'k. Go to Step 5. 
Step 8. If the jth column does not contain any is-type coefficient then go to 
step 9. Otherwise XJ=b'r, put marks in IND for i=r and for each / > r with 
a'u^b'i. Go to Step 5. 
Step 9. xj = 1. Go to Step 5. 
Step 10. If there exists at least one unmarked row in IND then the system is 
unsolvable and the unmarked equations are in contradiction with the marked ones. 
The marked equations form a compatible system. If all rows in IND are marked 
then the system is compatible and the components of the point solution X—(xJ) 
are determined in Steps 7, 8, 9. 
Theorem. The following problems are algorithmically decidable in polynomial 
time for the system (2) : 
i) whether the system is solvable or not ; 
ii) computing a point solution if the system is solvable; 
iii) obtaining the numbers of the contradictory equations if the system is 
unsolvable. 
The proof follows f rom Algorithm 3. 
The program realisation of Algorithm 3 is available at the Center of Applied 
Mathematics in the Higher Institute for Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. 
We shall consider two examples as a simple illustration of Algorithm 3. 
Example 1. Solve the system 
(0 ,3A* 1 )V(0,5A* î )V(0,4A*a)V(0,7A* 4 ) = 0,2 
(0,8 A V (0,2 A x2) V (0,7 A x3) V (0,5 Ax4) = 0,5 
(0,2Ax1)V(0,7Ax2)V(0,5Ax3)V(0,3Ax4) = 0,3 
The (')-system is 
(0,8 A x ^ V (0,2A x2) V (0,7 A x3)V (0,5Ax4) = 0,5 
(0,2 A V (0,7 A x2) V (0,5 A x3) V (0,3 A x4) = 0,3 
(0,3 A xx) V (0,5 A x2) V (0,4 A x3) V (0,7 A x^) = 0,2 
The matrix (A :B') and the marker vector IND are 
G S- G E: 0,5 ' 0 
(A: B') = S G G E 0,3 IND = 0 
G G G G: 0 , 2 . . * , 
The system is unsolvable. The contradictory equations have 0 in IND. 
Example 2. Compute a point solution of the system 
(0 ,2A^)V 0,5Ax2)V(0,7Ax3) = 0,4 
(0,8 A Xi) V (0,2 A x2) V (0,1A x3) = 0,2 
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T h e m a t r i x ( A : B ' ) a n d t h e m a r k e r vec tor IND a r e 
(A: B') = ( 
S G G : 0,4 
G E S: 0,2 ) '»-o 
T h e c o l u m n v e c t o r X=(0,2 0 , 4 0,4) ' is a p o i n t s o l u t i o n o f t h i s sys tem. 
I w o u l d l ike t o express g r a t i t u d e t o p r o f . V . T r n k o v a a n d D r . S. I v a n o v f o r t h e 
v a l u a b l e d i s c u s s i o n s a n d t h e in te res t in my w o r k . 
Abstract. A p o l y n o m i a l t i m e a l g o r i t h m f o r c o m p u t i n g a p o i n t s o l u t i o n o f a 
sys tem o f l i nea r e q u a t i o n s o v e r a b o u n d e d c h a i n is g iven. 
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Metric representations by v,-products 
B y F . GECSEG 
The purpose of this paper is to compare the metric representation powers 
of the product and v rproducts introduced in [1]. It is shown that a class of automata 
is metrically complete with respect to the product if and only if it is metrically com-
plete regarding the v'x-product. It is also proved that the v3-product is metrically 
equivalent to the product. 
We start with some basic notions and notations. 
An alphabet is a nonvoid finite set. The free monoid generated by an alphabet 
X will be denoted by X*. An element p=x3 ...xn£X* (xt£X, i—1, ..., n) is a word 
over X, and n is the length of p, in notation, \p\=n. If n = 0 then p is the empty 
word, which will be denoted by e. For arbitrary integer «(=s0), X^n> will stand 
for the subset of X* consisting of all words with length less than or equal to n. 
An automaton is a system "21 == (X, A, <5), where X is the input alphabet, A is 
a nonvoid finite set of states and the mapping <5: AXX—A is the transition func-
tion of 91. We extend 8 to a mapping <5: AXX*-<-A in the following way: for 
arbitrary a£A, 8(a,e) = a and 8(a,px) = 8(8(a,p), x) (p£X*, x£X). 
Take an automaton 91 = (X,A,8), a state a£A and an integer 0). We 
say that the system (91, a) is n-free if 8{a,p)Ti8{a, q) for arbitrary p, q£X("> 
with p ^ q . i 
If we add an output to an automaton then we get the concept o f ' a sequential 
machine. More precisely, a system 9l = (X, A, Y, 5, X) is a Mealy machine, where 
(X, A, is an automaton, Y is the output alphabet and the mapping X: AxX—Y 
is the output function of 91. We can extend X to a mapping X : AxX* — Y* in the 
following way: for every a£A, X(a,e) = e and X(a,px) = X(a,p)X(8(a,p), x). 
A mapping p: X*-*Y* is called an automaton mapping if there exist a Mealy 
machine 91 = (X, A, Y, S, X) and an at A such that p(p)=X(a,p) (p£X*). If this 
is the case then we say that p can be induced by 91 in the state a. 
Take a Mealy machine 91 = ^ , A, Y, 8, X), an automaton mapping p: X* — Y* 
and an integer n ( s O ) . It is said that 91 induces p in length n if for some a£A, p(p) = 
=X(a,p) (pex^y 
Let 91 j = (Xj, Aj, Sj) 0 ' = 1, . . . , / ) be automata, X and Y alphabets, and 
(p: AiX-.-XA,XX X1X...XXt, 
ifr: AiX.-.XA^X Y 
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mappings. Then the Mealy machine 9i=(A^, A, Y, d, / ) is the product (arproduct, 
vrproduct) of 91j 0 = 1, ...,t) with respect to X, Y and (p, if the au tomaton 
(X,A,S) is the product (a.-product, v f-product) of 9 t ; ( j = l , . . . , t ) with respect 
to Z a n d (p, and for arbitrary a = ( a , , ..., a,)£A and x£X, A(a, x) = \j/(a1, ..., at, x). 
A class K of automata is metrically complete with respect to the product (<*,-
product, v.-product) if for arbitrary automaton mapping //: X* — Y* and integer 
« ( ^ 0 ) there exists a product (a ;-product, v r produc t ) 9 1 = ( X , A, Y, 5, ?.) of auto-
mata f r o m K inducing fi in length n. Moreover, the v,-product is metrically equiv-
alent to the product provided that for every class K of automata and non-negative 
integer n an automaton mapping p : X* — Y* can be induced in length n by a 
vrproduct 9I=(A r, A, Y, <5, A) of automata f r o m AT if and only if it can be induced 
in length n by a product 23=(A-, B, Y, 3', A') of au tomata f rom K. 
Let 91; = (Xi, Ai, (5f) 0 = 1 , ..., t) be automata, and take a product 
W = (X,A,S) = { j A,[X,<p). 
i = l 
Then for arbitrary z=(a1, ..., a,)£A, p£X* and i ( 1 ^ / S i ) define <p;(a,/?) in 
the following way: <p,(a, e) = e and <P;(a, qx) = (pi(a, q)(pi{5(2i, q), (q£X*, x£X). 
For notions and notations not defined here, see [3] and [4]. 
Now we are ready to state and prove 
Theorem 1. A class K of automata is metrically complete with respect to 
the product if and only if K is metrically complete with respect to the v, -product . 
Proof. The condition is obviously sufficient. 
To show the necessity assume that K is metrically complete with respect to 
the product. We prove that for every alphabet Y and integer there exist 
a Vj-product 1>=(Y, D, §") of automata f rom K and a state d£D such tha t the 
system (£>, d) is k-free. This obviously implies that K is metrically complete with 
respect to the v s-product. 
It is shown in [2] that K is metrically complete with respect to the product 
if and only if for arbitrary integer k(^0) there exist an 91 = (X, A, 5) in A' a state 
a0£A and a word p£X* with \p\ = k such that d(a0,p) is ambiguous, tha t is 
8(a0,px)?id(a0,px') for some x,x'£X. Let us distinguish the following two 
cases. 
Case 1. A"contains an 91 = (X,A,5) such that for certain pairwise distinct states 
a 0 , a j , ..., a„_], a'x and inputs x0, xy, ..., xn_x, x[ we have 
d(a0, x,) = ax, S(ai;x2) = a2, ..., d(an_2, x„_t) = an_j, 5(a„_},x0) = a0 
and S(a0, x[) = a[. 
Let £ ( > 0 ) be an integer, and take two words p=y1...yryr+i.. ys, q=yx ••• yrzr+i ••• 
...z,eY(k> (yt, ...,ys, zr+1, . . . , z , 6 Y ) with t^s, and yr+1^zr+1 if t^r, where 
Y is an arbitrarily fixed alphabet. Consider the v3 -product 
s+l 
SB = (Y, B, <5') = II »« [ r , <P, v] 
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given as follows. 
SB,. = 91 (i = 1, . . . , 5+1) . 
v ( l ) = 0 and v(/) = z - l (i = 2, . . . ,5+1) . 
<f>iiflj,y) = xj ( /=2 , . . . , i + l ; / = 0 , . . . , « —1; y£Y). 
fx, if i = r + 2 and v = z r + 1 , 
Otherwise ( / = 2 , . . . . , + 1 ; ^ y ) . 
In all other cases (p is given arbitrarily such that the resulting product is a vx-product. 
Take the state b=(b1,b2, ..., 6 S + 1 ) € 5 with bx=a[, ¿»¡=a„_(,_2) ( / = 2 , . . . ,¿ + 1), 
where the indices of as are taken modulo «. One can easily show by induction on j 
that for every j{=1, ..., s) 
<5'(b, y^-.yj) = (c1; ..., cJ+1, Cj+2, ..., c s + 1) 
where cj+1 = a[ and ci = an_(i_2)+j (i=j+2, ..., s+1 ) . Moreover, for every 
j(=r+1, ...,/) 
<5'(b, j 1 . . . jvz r + 1 . . . z J ) = (c1; ..., c J + 1 , ..., c s + 1) 
where c ;=a„_ ( ,_2)+j ( / = / + 1 , . . . , ¿+1) . (The indices of a's are considered modulo 
n in the latter two cases, too.) 
Therefore, the last component of <5'(b,/?) is a[, and the last component of 
<5'(b, q) is in the set (a0, ax , ..., a„_i}- Thus <5'(b,/;)?i<5'(b, q).. 
Case 2. K does not satisfy the conditions of Case 1. Then for every integer 
0) there is an 9 1 = ( X , A,5) in K with pairwise distinct states a0, ... 
•••,ak,ak+1,a'k+1 and inputs xx , x2 , ..., xk, xk+1, x'k+1 such that <5(a;, x 1 + 1 ) = a ( + 1 
( / = 0 , ...,k) and 8(ak, xk+1) = a'k+1. Again take the alphabet Y and the words p, 
q of Case 1. Consider the v5-product 
K = (Y,B,5') = h*ilY,<p, v] 
¡=i 
given in the following way. 
©,. = 9i (i = 1, . . . ,s) . 
v(l) = 0 and v; = i - l (i = 2, . . . ,s). 
<Pi(yi) = xk+1 (and (p^z^ = x'k+1 if r = 0 and t ^ 0). 
if i = r +1, j = k +1 and y 
otherwise 
(/ = 2, ..., j ; j= 1, . . . , k+ 1). 
9M+i,y) = A+i 0 — 2, ..., s). 
In all other cases q> is given arbitrarily in accordance with the definition of the vx-
product. 
Take the state b = (a t , ak_l, ..., ak_s+1)£B. Again it is easy to show that for 
every ; ( = ! , - , s ) 
<5'0>, yx-.-yj) = (ci, ..., c}, ..., cs), 
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where c i = a J t _ ( i _ 1 ) + ; (/=7, ..., j). Moreover, for every j( = r+1, ..., s) 
<5'(b, y1...yrzr+1...zJ) = (c l 5 ..., Cj, ..., cs) 
with Cj = a'k + 1 and C; = a fc_ ( l_1)+J. (i=j+1, ..., 5). 
Therefore, the last component of <5'(b,p) is a* + ) . If s—t then the last com-
ponent of <5'(b, q) is a'k+1. Moreover, if then the last component of <5'(b, q) 
is a f c_ ( s_1 ) + ( . In both cases we have 3'(b,p)?±3/(b, q). 
To end the proof of Theorem 1 take an integer and an alphabet Y. 
Moreover, set I— {(p, q)\p, q£ Y<k\ p^q}- As it has been shown for every pair 
(p,q)£I there exist a -product 1)lPiq)=(Y, Dipq), <5(Pi?)) of automata f rom K 
and a state diPiq)€D{Prq) such that Sip^q)(dip_q), p)UdiPtq)(diPtq), q). Form the direct 
product T)=Il(T)(p q)\(p, q)£l), and take the state d £ D with prM(A) = d(p_q), 
where pr(p q) denotes the (/?, q)lh projection. Obviously, (D, d) is a k-tree system. 
Since the direct product of va-products of automata is isomorphic to a v,-product 
of the same automata this completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let us note that the vt -product used in the proof of Theorem 1 is also an a 0 -
product. 
Next we prove 
Theorem 2. The product is metrically equivalent to the v3-product. 
Proof. Let K be a class of automata. If K is metrically complete with respect to 
the product then, by Theorem 1, for arbitrary integer 0) every automaton mapp-
ing pi: X*-~Y* can be induced in length k+ 1 by a vx-product 21 = (X, A, Y, 3, A) 
of automata from K. Thus we assume that K is not metrically complete with respect 
to the product. Therefore, none of Case 1 and Case 2 holds for K. This implies 
that either there is no ambiguous state in any of the automata from K or there is 
a maximal positive integer A: such that for some 1l = (X, A, 3)£K, a£A and p£X* 
with \p\—k— 1, 3(a,p) is ambiguous. In the first case every product of automata 
from K can be given as a quasi-direct product of the same automata. Thus we sup-
pose the existence of the ahove k. 
Let 
91 = (X, A, 3) — f j %[X, <p) (9I; = (X;, Ait SdeK, i = 1, ..., s) 
i i 
be a product and a = (a l 5 ...,as)£A a state. We shall prove the existence of a v3-
product 
23 = (X, B, 3') = ]J <*>', v] (B, = (AY, B„ 3D, i = 1, ..., t) 
i= 1 
with a state b = ( 6 j , ..., b,)£B such that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) ( S l 5 6]) is k-free, X{~X, q>{ is the identity mapping on X and 231 is a 
vt -product of automata from K. 
(ii) ©2 is a vx-product of automata from K, X'2 = X and for any two words 
p,q£X* with \p\<k and \q\^k, 3'2(b2, <p'2{b, p))^3'2(b2, <p'2(b, q)). 
(iii) (/ = 3, . . . , / )• 
(iv) For arbitrary two words p,q£X* with \p\ = \q\ = k and integer i (1 ^i^s) 
there is a j (1 S y ^ / ) with ©, = 91;, b — a,, 3'^b), (p'j(b,p))=3i{ai, <p,(a,/>)) and 
5j(bj, <p'j(b, q)) = 5i(ai, <p;(a, q)). 
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This will imply that the subautomaton of 91 generated by a is a homomorphic 
image of the subautomaton of © generated by b. Indeed, take two words p, q£X* 
with <5(a, p) ^<5(a, q). It is enough to show that <5'(b, p) ^ ¿ ' ( b , 9). Let us distinguish 
the following cases. 
(I) \p\,\q\^k. Then 5'(b, p)^5'(b, q) since they differ at least in their first 
components. 
(II) \p\<k and \q\>k. Then 5'(b,p) and <5'(b, q) are different at least in 
their 2nd components. 
(III) \p\, \q\^k. First of all observe that, by the maximality of k, for arbitrary 
automaton &=(Y, C, 5")£K, state c £ C and words r,r1,r2£Y* with \r\=k and 
M = N, <5"(c, rr1) = d"(c, rr2). Let p=pjp2 and q=qiq2(\Pl\ = \ql\=k). Moreover, 
let/' ( 1 ^ / S s ) be an index for which ¿¡¡(a,-, (p,(a, p))^«?^«,-, <p;(a, q)). Take the index 
j given by (iv) to this i and px, ft. Then by our remark above 5](bj, <p'j(b, p1p2)) = 
=d'j(bj,(pj(b,p1)p'2) = di(ai,(pi(ii,p1)p'2) = di(ai,(pi(a,p1p2)) where p2iX* is a word 
with \p'2\ = \p2\- Similarly, 8j(bj, (p'j(b, q1q2))=Si(ai, ^¡(a, ft ft)). Therefore, 
<3'(b, p)^S'(b, q) since they differ at least in their / h components. 
The A>free automaton in (i) can be constructed by using the same method as 
in the proof of Theorem l (according to Case 2). 
To give © 2 take an automaton £ = (Y, C, S")£K with pairwise distinct states 
c0> c,, ..., ck_1, ck, c'k and inputs , ..., yk_1, yk, y'k such that 5"{c0, y1) = ci, ... 
••;8"(ck-2,yk-1) = ck^l, 5"(ck_i,yk) = ck and 5"(ck^, y'k) = c'k. Form the single 
factor vx-product 
©2 = K[X, cp", v'] 
where v'(l) = l and <p"(c;, x)=yi+1 (/ = 0, ..., k— l ; x£X). Moreover, in all other 
cases (p" is given arbitrarily. Since K is not "metrically complete © 2 satisfies (ii). 
Next we show that for arbitrary words p,q£X* with \p\ = \q\=k and integer 
i there are a v3-product 
S> = (X,D,6")= fj(¿¡[X, (p", v'] 
i = 1 
(e ; = (yi , C i , 8 " ) £ K , / = 1, ...,r) and a state d = (d,, ..., dr)£D such that = 
dr = at, S'r{dr, <p'r'(d, p)) = 5i(ai, <p,(a, p)) and d'r'(dr, ip'Xd, q)) = 5i(ai, <?,(a, q)). Then 
taking the direct product of S l s S 2 a n d these automata X) the resulting automaton 
© with a suitable b£B will obviously satisfy (i)—(iv). 
Since the case 
( * ) ¿¡(«i, <P/(a> P)) = «)) 
is trivial we may assume that ( * ) does not hold. Then p^q. Let p=x, .••xmxm+1... 
...xk, q~x1...xmym+1...yk, xm+1^ym+1, (pi(n,p)=p = u1...umum+1...uk and 
<pi(a,q)=q = u1...umvm+1...vk. Moreover, set/7 — ...Xj; pj = u1... wy (y"=0, 1, . . . , k ) 
and 
_ f x 1 . . . x j if O ^ j S m , 
qj ~ \x1...xmym + l...yj v if m S k , 
_ _fu1...uJ if Q ^ j ^ m , 
q j ~~ 1 u1...umvM+1...VJ if m ^ j s k . 
Denote a,- by c0 . Let /, be the smallest integer u for which there is a v with u-'-v==k 
such that <5;(c0, p„) = <5,(c0, pv). If there are no such u and v then let / , = £ . Sim-
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ilarly, let l2 be the least integer u such that for some v (u<v^k), ¿>i(c0,qu)=di(c0, qv). 
Again if there are no such u and v then let l2=k. Assume tha t / , S / 2 . Final ly , 
denote by w the maximal number with <5,(c0, />„) = <5,(c0, qw) (O^w^k). Since 
<5;(co> P)?i8i(co><]) the inequality / 2 > w holds. Moreover , w ^ m . Let us in t roduce 
the notat ions dt(c0, Pj) = Cj (y '=0 , ..., /,) and ¿¡(c0 , = ( 7 = 0 , ..., l^. Then the 
elements c 0 , ..., cw, c w + 1 , c'w+1 are pairwise distinct, and so are the elements of 
the sets {c0, . . . , c ( l } and {cj, . . . ,c , ' J . We cont inue the proof by dist inguishing 
the following two cases. 
Case I. w = m. Then let r = 2 and e ^ C ^ S f , . . Moreover , v ' ( l ) = 1, v'(2) = 
= {1,2} and 
rf(cj, x) = Mj + 1 ( j = 0, . . . , h-1; x£X), 
(p'i(cj, Cj, xJ+1) = uj+1 ( j = 0, ..., /1-1), 
(p'iifij, c'j, >'_, + ,) = vj+1 ( j = m, ..., /2-1). 
In all o ther cases <p" is given arbitrarily. q>" is well defined. It is obvious tha t <p'{ 
is a funct ion. Assume that (Cj , Cj, xJil)=(cJ, Cj,yj+1) holds for some j ( m < / < / 2 ) . 
But this would imply w > w . 
It is seen immediately that by taking d = (c0, c0) the equalities 
5"(d,pj) = (cj,cj) ( ; = 0, ...J,) 
and 
<5"(d ,qj) = (cj,cj) ( ; = 0, . . . , / 2 ) 
hold. Since K is no t metrically complete with respect to the product , by the choice 
of / j and /2 , this implies 
<5"(d, p) = (c, <5,.(c0, p)) (c£Ad 
and 
«5"(d, q) = (c\ St(c0, q)) (c'tA;). 
Case 2. w>m. Let r = w—m + 2 and (Ej = . . . = (Er = . Moreover , v '( l) = l , 
AJ)=j-Hj=2, ...,r-2), v ' ( r - l ) = r - l and v ' ( r ) = { r - 2 , r-1, r). Fu r the rmore , 
< P i ( c w - m + l> * / + l ) = ">v-m + ( + 1 0 = 0 , . . . , m ) , 
<Pl(CH» J W l ) = "» + 1. 
(Pj(c^-m-j+2+i,xl+1) = w„,_m_j + 2+1 0' = 2, ..., r - 2 ; / = 0, ..., m +j — 1), 
<P;(Cw-m-j + 2+i, J(+i) = + 2+/ 0' = 2, ..., r - 2 ; / = m, ..., m+j-2), 
<Pj(c'w+i, ym+j) = K+i 0 ' = 2, . . . , r - 2 ) , 
« ¡ C i ( c / , * / + i ) = W/+i (/ = 0, . . . , / i - 1 ) , 
Vr-i(.ci, yl+1) = ul+1 (/ = m, ..., / 2 - l ) , 
<Pr(c, + i, c,, c,, *)+1) = ul + 1 (/ = 0, ..., w), 
<Pr(ci+1, C/» c,, j>1+1) = M/+i (/ = m, ..., w - 1 ) , 
"Pr (CW + 1> CW5 C »! Jw + l) ~ VW + 15 
<Pr (c, Cw + l, cw + i, Xw + I + 1) = «„ + , + ! I = 1, ..., ^-(w + 1)), 
' c w + ( , <4 + ( , y w + / + 1 ) = »„,+, + 1 I = 1, ..., / 2 - ( w + l)). 
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In all other cases <p" is given arbitrarily in accordance with the definition of the v3-
product. cp" is well defined. This is clear in all cases except when 
(c, cw+i, cw+i, xw+l+i) = (c , cw+i, cw+t, yw+t+i) 
for an / (l (w+1)) . But this would contradict the choice of w. 
One can easily show by induction on / that for d = ( c w _ m , cw_m_1, ..., c l 5 c0 , c0) 
the following equalities hold. 
<5"(d> Pi) = (cw-m+/, cw-m-i + i, •••» c1+/, c„ c,) (I = 0, ..., m), 
& (d> Pm + l) = ( C 1 ' • • • ' C l - 1 ' Cw +1, C » i •••> Cm + / + 1 , C m + f> Cm + l ) 
(сГ, . . . . c f - ^ , ; I = 1 , . . . , w - w ) , 
^ (d> Чт + l) ~ (Cl> c / - l > cw + l5 •••> cm + l +1> cm + / , cm + / ) 
(ci, cr_i6/íí; / = 1, w - w ) , 
<5"(d, p,) = (cí, ..., c,"_8, с,, с,) (CÍ, ..., / = w + 1, ..., /,), 
<5"(d, 9 f) = (с?, ..., c;'_2, c„ с,') (cí', ..., l = w + 1, ..., /2). 
Since /С is not metrically complete with respect to the product, by the choice of l l 
and /2 , the last two equalities imply 
<5"(d,/>) = (ci, <5,(c0, p)) and <5"(d, q) = (c1; . . . , c r _ , , <5,(c0, q)) 
(c l5 . . . , c r _ l 5 Cj, . . . , cr-i £ A,) 
- which ends the proof of Theorem 2. 
Let us note that the v3-product © in the proof of Theorem 2 is also an a , -
product. 
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A partial solution of the finite spectrum problem 
P . ECSEDI-TOTH 
1. Introduction 
Let <p be an arbitrary first order sentence. By the finite spectrum of <p, Sp (p, 
the following set is meant: 
Sp <p = {n£a>\(3A) (card A = n and A t= <p)}. 
The finite spectrum problem, due to Scholz [9], can be paraphrased in some dif-
ferent. ways. Here are four 'possibilities: 
FSP1 ([3], p. 512). Given <P arbitrarily, is there a first order sentence ip such 
that (V« € co) (n g Sp (p<=> n $ Sp \p) ? 
FSP2 ([7], p. 269). Given (p arbitrarily, characterize Sp cp as a set of positive 
integers. -
FSP3. Let Nam be arbitrary. Is there a first order sentence cp such that 
Sp (p = N1 
FSP4. Characterize those subsets of &> which are the finite spectra of first 
order sentences. N 
The finite spectrum problem, beyond its historical interest, is closely related 
to some recent problems in theoretical computer science concerning NP complete-
ness [5], [6]. Albeit a solution would be very useful, no general answer is known 
at the moment. For many interesting partial solutions, expecially for FSP3, see 
[2], [8]. As far as we know, however, no syntactically characterized non-trivial class 
of first order sentences has been given for which the finite spectrum problem is 
solvable. The purpose of the present paper is to provide one such class, the class of 
equality-free first order sentences, and to give answers to all of the four questions 
FSP 1—4 for this particular class. 
We hope, that our considerations can help to attack the general problem by 
indicating where difficulties arise. 
The class of equality-free first, order sentences is by no means trivial. Indeed, 
it is known that computability can be formalized in a fragment of equality-free 
sentences (by equality-free universal Horn sentences, cf. [1], for a proof) , which, 
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in turn , play an essential role in P R O L O G programming and thus, in the fifth-
generat ion computer projects. Hence, the results presented here can have some 
impacts on the problems of complexity theory connected to the finite spect rum 
problem too. 
2. Notations 
Structures will be denoted by underlined capitals A, B; the corresponding 
capitals without underlining A, B s tand for the universes of A, B, respectively. 
Cons tan t , relation and funct ion symbols are written in the lower case letters c, 
r,f ; while their realizations in a structure, say in A, will be denoted by C ( / l ) , R(A> 
and F<A\ 
We may suppose tha t there are only finitely many symbols in the first o rder 
language since our part icular topic concerns simultaneously only finitely many 
sentences. F o r the sake of convenience, we shall assume that there are cons tan t 
symbols, relation symbols and funct ion symbols in the language. Thus , the universe 
of any structure is nonvoid. Therefore, we shall be interested in the variants of 
F S P 1—4 where co is replaced by [<w] = {l, 2, ...}. In the sequel, we shall always 
mean these versions when we are speaking on the finite spectrum problem. 
3. An upward Lowenheim—Skolem theorem 
Theorem 1. Let A be any structure of cardinali ty to]. Then, there is a 
s t ructure B such tha t the cardinality of B is « + 1 and B is elementarily equivalent 
to A in the equality-free sense. 
Proof. Let b be a new element and define B=A U {¿>}. Let h: B-+A be any 
on to mapping such that the restriction of h t o A is the identity. Define by the 
following items. 
(i) For every constant symbol c, let C(B) = C(A>. 
(ii) For every funct ion symbol / of arity m and for arbi t rary elements 
bi,...,bm£B, put 
F™(b1,...,bm) = F<A\h(b1),...,h(bm)). 
(iii) F o r every relation symbol r of arity m and elements blt ...,bm£B, let 
( b l t . . . , b m ) ^ iff </»(*!), . . . . / » ( ¿ J K * ™ . 
It is easily seen, tha t h is a homomorphism f r o m B on to A in the algebraic 
sense and h preserves relations. I t follows, tha t the kernel of A is a congruence on 
B which is invariant over relations; hence B is correctly defined. 
W e shall prove by a straight-forward induction tha t B is elementarily equiv-
alent to A in the equality-free sense. More precisely, we prove : 
F o r arbitrary equality-free formula (p and assignment k: V—B (where V is 
the set of variables) 
Bt=<p[k] iff (1) 
where kh: V-*A is defined by kh(v)=h{k(v)). 
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First we notice, that for any term t, 
h(t(B)[k}) = t^[kh], (2) 
(Here, e.g. tiA)[k^[ stands for the familiar notion " the value of t in A at kh".) Indeed, 
if / is a variable or a constant symbol, then (2) trivially holds by definition. Let 
t be of the form f ( t l t ..., tm) and assume that (2) is true for tt (1 Si^m). Then, 
h(tW[k]) = h(FW(tiBnk],..., /<«[*]) = 
(where the equalities denoted by (*) and (**) hold by the induction hypothesis and 
since h is the identity on A, respectively). Hence (2) is true. 
Turning to the proof of (1), if cp is an equality-free prime formula of the form 
r(t 1 ; . . . , / m ) , then 
£ t = r ( / l 5 . . . , 0 [ f c ] iff > < N r ( ( „ . . . , O W 
is easily seen by using (iii) and (2). . 
The induction trivially passes over negation and conjunction. 
Let (p be an equality-free formula of the form 3 vij/, and suppose, that (1) 
holds for ij/. Then, 
B\=3vtl/[k] iff 
There is an assignment k': V—B such that (3) 
k(w)=k'{w) provided w^v and B\=il/[k']. 
Similarly, 
A]=3vip[kh\ iff 
There is an assignment k'h : V—A such that (4) 
k„(w)=k'„(w) if w^v and A)=^/[k'h]. 
By the induction hypothesis, (3) implies (4) for the assignment k'h, defined by k'h(v) = 
=h(k'(v)), k'h(w)=h(k(wj) if w^v. Similarly, if (4) holds, then, since h is onto, 
there is an assignment k' such that k'(w)=k(w) if v^w and h(k'(v)) = k'h(v) and 
B\=^\k']. Hence (3) and (4) are equivalent and thus, 
5 ( = 3 # [ k ] iff At=3v<p[k„]. 
This completes the induction. It follows, that B is elementarily equivalent to A in 
the equality-free sense. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 2. Let A be any structuie of cardinality n ( n £ M ) . Then for every 
- TM6[CO], nt=7i, there exists a structure B such that B has cardinality m and A if 
elementarily equivalent to B in the equality-free sense. 
5* 
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Proof. Iterate Theorem 1 m—n times. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Corollary 2 can be considered as a sharpened version of the (finitary) 
upward Ldwenheim—Skolem theorem for equality-free languages. For some gen-
eralization see [4]. 
The following assertion indicates, that the downward Ldwenheim—Skolem 
theorem has no similar sharpening. Besides, it has an application in the next section. 
Theorem 3. (i) For every «£[«], there exists a set T„ of equality-free sen-
tences such that Tn has a model of cardinality m iff m^n. 
(ii) There exists a set Tw of equality-free sentences such that Ta has only infinite 
models. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that there is a unary func-
tion symbol / and there is a unary relation symbol r in the language. Let c be a 
constant symbol. 
(i) We shall use the following notation: for / c€a ) , /<°>(c )=c , f^ + 1 \ c ) =/(/<">(c)). 
Let «€[«]. We set 
Tn = M < ) } U { H , ( / ( « > ( C ) ) | l ^ k < « - l } U { r ( / ' " - « ( c ) ) } . 
A trivial induction shows that if l S m < « then no model of T„ exists with 
cardinality m. On the other hand, it is easy to construct a structure A such that 
A has cardinality n and A\=T„. It follows by Corollary 2 that for each m S « , 
T„ has a model with cardinality m. 
(ii) The following additional notations will be used: for k£co, ~i0 is the empty 
sequence, _ i ( i +i=( — l , (~>*)); and |log2&| = max {m\m£a> and 2 m ^ k ) . Let 
r„ = {-i | l og !k ,rC/< t-"(c))|fce[a)]}. 
Aga'n, it is easily seen by induction that Ta has no finite models, but a model 
of Tm with cardinality co is easy to obtain. 
Q.E.D. 
4. The finite spectrum of equality-free sentences 
Corollary 4. Let <p be an arbitrary equality-free first order sentence. Then, 
(i) For every «€[<«], if n£Sp<p, then for all m£a>, m ^ n implies that 
m£Sp (p. 
(ii) For any equality-free first order sentence i//, if Sp (p^Q and Sp 
then Sp (pflSp 
(iii) For any equality-free first order, sentence ij/, if Sp <p7±0 and Sp tp^Q, 
then either S p i p c S p i / ' or S p i ^ c S p . ^ . 
Proof, (i) is immediate by Corollary 2. (ii) and (iii) are entailed by (i). 
Q.E.D. 
According to this corollary, the answer for FSP 1 is in the negative for any 
equality-free <p if we restrict ourselves to searching for equality-free ip, only. For 
FSP 1, however, we also have the following positive result. 
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Corollary 5. Let cp be equality-free. Then there exists a first order sentence 
such that for any n£[a>], n£Sp ip iff n$Sp<p. 
Proof. If Sp<p = 0, then we may choose 4/—(\/x) (x = x). Obviously, 
Sp ij/—[(o]. If Sp < p t h e n , by Corollary 4 (i), there exists a least number «Od[co] 
such that 
Sp (p = {n\n£co and n S n0}. 
Then, [ c o ] - S p < p = { l , 2 , . . . , w 0 - l } and we may choose for ip the sentence 
(3fi ...3yno_iVy) (v = ul...v = v„0_1). 
Q .E .D. 
Let Ncco. We say that N is a final segment of co iff there exists an n0£[co\ 
s u c h t h a t N= {n\n£co and n^n0}. 
For F S P 2, we have by Corollary 4, that, given the equality-free sentence <p 
arbitrarily, the finite spectrum of (p is a final segment of co or else Sp <p = &. 
For the remaining two questions F S P 3 and FSP 4, we obtain: 
Corollary 6. Let jVc[co], Then, the following two assertions are equiv-
alent : 
(i) N is the finite spectrum of an equality-free first order sentence. 
(ii) N is a final segment of co. 
Proof. (i)=>(ii) is immediate f rom Corollary 4 by definition. 
(ii)=»(i) Let N be a final segment of co, N¿¿0. Then there is a number /J0€[CO] 
such that N={n\n£u> and n = «0}- Consider the set T„o for w0 constructed in the 
proof of Theorem 3 (i). Obviously, T„0 is finite, hence <p = ATno is an equality-free 
"sentence. By Theorem 3 (i), Sp <p = N. 
Q.E.D. 
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The analysis of signal flow graph containing sampled-data elements 
IMRE PÁVÓ 
Summary 
In this paper the author reduces the input-output analysis of a signal flow 
graph containing sampled-data elements to the analysis of a signal flow graph 
consisting purely of basic (linear) elements. By this reduction, the algebraic for-
mula of the output signals known f rom the literature can be substantially simpli-
fied. The new formula can advantageously be used to calculate the response signals 
by computer as well as by topological methods. 
Introduction 
The input-output analysis of a linear system excited by continuous and sampled-
data signals is possible by calculating the output signals of a signal flow graph 
consisting of basic and sampled-data elements [1]. In practice, the methods for 
these calculations adopt algebraic [5] or topological apparatus [4]. The main advan-
tage of a topological apparatus is in its graphic quality, but the application is recom-
mendable in special cases only, for it is complicated in respect of computer tech-
nique. The algebraic method presented in [5] can be used in more general cases but 
the formula of the output signals is still complicated. 
In this paper, a procedure is introduced which gives a simpler algebraic for-
mula of the analysis. Hence, on the one hand, the earlier method [5] can be reduced 
from the point of view of computer implementation, on the other hand an effective 
topological procedure can be designed for more general cases. The present procedure 
is applicable to signal flow graphs containing sampled-data elements working syn-
chronously, however there is no limitation either for the number of the elements 
or for the number of the input-output vertices. 
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The new algebraic formula of the analysis 
Consider the signal flow graph G containing sampled-data elements of num-
ber r. Let the number of input vertices be m and that of the output vertices n. Associ-
ate with each edge of G a transfer function as a parameter, and excite the system 
at the input vertices by the vector X=(x1, ..., *m) the components of which are 
Laplace transforms of the exciting signals. Due to this excitation, the response 
vectoi Y=(yx, ...,yn) appears at the output of G, the components of which are 
Laplace t ransforms of the output (response) signals. For example Fig. 1 shows a 
signal flow, graph with one input and one output and with two sampled-data ele-
ments. Oh Fig. 1 the sampled-data elements are marked by dotted lines and the 
transfer directions are also indicated by arrows. The task is to calculate the output 
vector Y. 
X• • r 
Let B be the vector of (the Laplace transform o f ) the signals appearing at the 
starting points of the sampled-data elements and denote by K the vector the com-
ponents of which are (the Laplace transform o f ) the signals at the endpoints of the 
sampled-data elements. 
Vector B and K are of size r. 
For the calculation, we transform G as follows. Delete all sampled-data ele-
ments f rom G and consider as the exciting vector of the remaining graph 
and let | y J be the response vector. As the remaining graph is linear we can write: 
= (1) 
where W denotes the transfer matrix of the remaining graph. Moreover, the con-
dition 
K = B* (2) 
must be fulfilled. The star in (2) refers to the sampling operation. During the trans-
formation neither the topology nor the signals of the original graph change, par-
ticularly the vector Y remains the same. 
Fig. 2 derived from Fig. 1 illustrates the transformation. Observe that now the 
input and output vectors of the remaining graph are of size 3. After partit ioning W, 
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(1) can be written in the following fo rm: 
B] rw n W12lpM 
Y J lw21 w 2 2 J k J ' 
and hence the system of equations 
(B = w u *+w i a x: 
\Y = w21;r+w22K ' 
follows. 
Let us consider the sampled form of the second equation of (3). Taking into 
account (2), we can write: 
B* = ( W n A 0 * + W i 2 5 * . (4) 
Hence we obtain: 
( l - W i o ) « * = ( W n - A T , (5) 
where 1 is the unit matrix of size rXr. If det ( 1 — W ^ ^ O , f rom (5) 
^ ( l - W ^ - M W n * ) * (6) 
follows, where the upper index —1 refers to the inverse matrix. Finally, substituting 
the right-hand side of formula (6) into the second equation of (3), and taking (2) into 
consideration, we have: 
y = w 2 1 l + w 2 2 ( l - w a - 1 . ( w u . i r . (7) 
Notice that the practical application of the formula (7) requires the calculation 
of the transfer matrix of a linear signal flow graph, which is possible by the method 
elaborated in the reference [5]. 
Computer implementation 
Comparing the response vector (7) with the transfer matrix formula of a signal 
flow graph consisting of basic elements only given in [5] it can be observed that 
both of these calculations require the same matrix operations (i.e. partitioning, 
substraction from the unit matrix, calculation of the inverse, multiplication). Since 
the application of (7) also requires the calculation of the transfer matrix of a signal 
flow graph with basic elements, there is a possibility to construct a common program 
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for the analysis of signal flow graphs without as well as with sampled-data elements. 
Such a program gives either the transfer matrix (first case) or the output vector 
(second case). Fig. 3 shows the scheme of the program mentioned above. 
The input data of the program are as follows: m and n denote the numbers of 
the input and output vertices, r is the number of the sampled-data elements while 
v stands for the number of the internal vertices. The basic elements are given by 
Input data of the program 
signal flow graph: 
m, n. r, v, parameters; 
input and output points 
Exciting vector: X 
I 





partitioning of W: 






W : = W 2 2 W 1 2 W n 
1 i 
0 
yes [ no 
L 
l o u t : W 
C stop ) 






( stop ) 
W12 := WÎ, 
WX1 := ( W u A1)* 
Fig. 3. 
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their endpoints. For the calculation of the transfer matrix, the components of vector 
X can be chosen arbitrarily. The program is executed in one cycle if the task is 
to determine the transfer matrix, or in two cycles if we wish to calculate the output 
vector Y. The program parameter k counts the necessary cycles and W, denotes the 
node matrix of the original signal flow graph. 
For the sake of comprehensibility we summarize the calculation of the transfer 
matrix on the left side of Fig. 3 (case r = 0 ) . If sampled-data elements are also 
present ( r^O) , the calculation proceeds on the right-hand side of the scheme and 
the second cycle starts. For performing the iterative steps, the program returns 
to the appropriate blocks on the left-hand side of Fig. 3. The location of the nec-
essary sampling operations can also be easily seen in the scheme. 
A topological procedure 
Notice that matrices W u , ..., W^2 occuring in (3) can be obtained by topologi-
cal formulas f rom the signal flow graph without sampled-data elements, namely 
each of them can also be regarded as a transfer matrix belonging to a special excita-
tion. (For example to determine W31 let the input vector be ^ J , the output one 
B'; in case of W12 the input vector the output one B"\ because of the linearity 
B=B' + B", and so on). For determining Y by topological method it is enough to 
show that K can also be produced by a topological formula. 
For this purpose, let us introduce the .nota t ions S ^ S ^ ..., S r )=(W u .Y)*. 
Taking (2) into account, we have: 
K = S + W t 2 K (8) 
.Now, let us consider the signal flow graph G M associated with the linear system 
of equations (8) in the usual manner (MASON graph, [2]). In the general case, 
Fig. 4. 
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GM arises from the directed full graph with r vertices, the edges of which are para-
metrized with the elements of Wjf2, namely using the notation W 1 2 =(w u ) r x r the 
parameter of the loop coinciding to the z'-th vertex is ivi, while the parameter of 
the edge directed from the z'-th vertex to the y'-th vertex is w*\ (i,j= 1, ..., r) . This 
full graph has to be supplemented by r edges, each of which has a parameter 1 as 
transmission. The starting points of the supplementary edges are the inputs of G M , 
the endpoints are the vertices of the full graph which are at the same time the out-
puts of G M . Exciting GM by S at the inputs, the vector K appears as the response 
vector in the outputs. 
Fig. 4 indicates a part of GM in a general case. From G M the vector K can 
be obtained by a topological formula, and finally, the first equation of (3) gives the 
vector Y. 
Application 
Let us consider the signal flow graph with sampled-data elements given in Fig. I 
and let our first task be the calculation of the response vector Y by formula (7). 




B2 = w Ki 
Y K2 
Using the method described in [5] the transfer matrix is: 
1 -Wi w2 -vv3w2 
w = 0 WiW2 w3w2 
0 Wx w2 W3w2 
(10) 
In (10) the dotted lines indicate the partitioning of W. After some calculation 
L - K w 2 ) * l - ( w 3 w 2 ) * J 
1 I 1 — (w3W2)* - (w3VV2)* 
! _ w * = [ l + O i 1 ^ ) * (w3w2)* 
arises. Finally we get: 
( L - W J Y - ^ I 1 - (w3 W2)* + K w2)* L (M>! W2)* 1 + (uvv 2 ) ' (11) 
Taking into account (10) and (11), from (7) we can write for the output vector: 
1 
Y = K vv2 w3w2] • [ ~(w3w2)* (»V, w 2 y 1 ~(w3w2)*+(}»№)* 
Wj w2 - w t tv2 (vv3 W2)* + W3 W2 (Wi w2)' 
l - i w s W ^ ^ + O ' V i W a ) * 
- ( w 3 w 2 ) * 
I +(vv1vv2)+ 
- • X* (12) 
As a second task let us determine Y in the previous example by topological 
procedure. Using the MASON formula, from Fig. 2 the matrices W n , ..., W22 
can immediately be read. Then it is sufficient to determine A" by topological formula. 
Taking into account the elements of \Vi2, the signal flow graph GM associated 
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w i t h t h e s y s t e m o f e q u a t i o n s (8) can b e given. G M is d r a w n o n F ig . 5. A p p l y i n g the 
M A S O N f o r m u l a d i rec t ly t o F ig . 5 
a r e fu l f i l led . 
j r * ( l - ( w 3 w 2 ) * ) 
l + ( w i w a ) * - ( w a w , ) * ' 
X*{\Vx w2)* 




Fina l l y , by (10) a n d (13) w e ge t f r o m t h e first e q u a t i o n o f (3) 
X * ( l - ( w 3 w 2 ) * ) 
v r n l + ( w 1 w 2 ) * - ( w 3 w 2 ) * y = [ W l W 2 w 3 w 2 ] . x * ( W i W 2 r (14) 
l + ( w 1 w 2 r - ( w 3 w 2 r 
A f t e r c a l c u l a t i n g t h e p r e sc r ibed o p e r a t i o n s in (14) t h e resu l t is i den t i ca l w i t h (12). 
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Network design problem: structure of solutions 
and dominance relations 
E . BURATTINI*, G . MARRA**, A . SFORZA** 
Abstract 
The network design problem (NDP), in its simplest form, is that of designing 
a connected subnetwork of an n node network, by selecting from the set of all edges 
a subset which minimizes the sum of user's shortest path costs between all node 
pairs of the networks, being subjected to a budget constraint which limits the num-
ber of edges that may be included in the optimal network. 
In the present paper, remembering the complexity of the N D P (10) and the 
branch and backtrack (B&Bt) procedures applied to it, we point out the opportunity 
of reducing the total number of operations, required to solve it, using some domi-
nance relations existing among its solutions. An algorithm which uses such rela-
tions is also proposed. 
Introduction 
The network design problem (NDP) is a well defined subject of transportation 
planning. In its general form it can be defined as follows: given a connected graph 
G=(N, A) with n nodes and m edges; a subset of edges which can be invested in 
(improved or constructed); a set of investment costs on these edges; a set of user's 
costs on the edges with and without investments; a set of origin-destination (o/d) 
pairs on the graph; a set of demanded flows between o/d pairs: find the set of 
edges which minimizes the total user's 'cost with a budget constraint on the total 
investment cost. This problem is interesting since its solution may be relevant in 
the design of transportation networks. In all these applications the network design 
is obviously subjected to many more constraints than those considered in this paper, 
* Istituto di Cibernética — C.N.R. Via Toiano, 6 Arco Felice, Napoli, Italy. 
** Facoltá di Ingegneria di Napoli, Cattedra di Ricerca Operativa Via Claudio, 21, Napoli, 
Italy. 
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but the solution of the N D P may be used as a measuring standard for the efficiency 
of applicative designs, and this justifies the study of the NDP. 
. Under the hypothesis that the demand flows are equal to 1 for all the o]d 
pairs on the graphs and that the subset of edges which can be invested in is equal 
to the set of all edges, it is possible to define a simplified version of the network 
design problem, i.e. to find the set of edges which minimizes the sum of the shortest 
path costs between all pairs of nodes with a budget constraint on the total invest-
ment cost. 
This combinatorial problem is expressed by a binary programming model 
whose variables are associated to the edges which can be included in the network. 
It belongs to the NP-complete class and then it requires exponential computa-
tion time (10). 
Branch and bound techniques are generally used for its exact or approximate 
solution (3, 4, 5, 6, 7). The structure of these algorithms are substantially the same. 
It is based on two tests, lower bound test and feasibility test, applied to the partial 
problem Pt, generated during the procedure of separation and progressive evalua-
tion of the B&B. 
The lower bound test generally used is not powerful enough to exploit the 
aspects of the problem structures which are useful to improve the computation 
efficiency of the algorithms. It is possible to define a dominance relation D among 
the subproblems P t of the N D P such that if P iDP s then the objective function 
value f(Pt) is not greater than f(Pj). If it occurs, and Pt has already been evaluated, 
then we can exclude from consideration the subproblem Pj. 
The use of suitable parameters associated to the nodes of the B&B arborescence, 
allows us to evaluate the "goodness" of a solution and to define a bounding strategy 
useful to reduce the objective function evaluations number. 
An algorithm which uses the dominance relation and this bounding strategy is 
proposed. 
Mathematical formulation 
Let G=(N, A) be a connected undirected graph, with 
N = {vj, ..., v„} set of nodes, 
A = {<*!, ..., am} set of all possible edges, 
T = {(a), 5)£NXN, co^S} set of origin-destination (o/d) pairs. 
We define the following functions: 
C: A— R+; C = {c t, ..., c„,} set of user's costs on the edges, 
H: P-~R+-, H = {h1; ..., hm} set of the investment costs on the edges. 
Let B £ R + be the budget. 
We can state the following problem: 
Find a subgraph 
G' = (N, A') (A' i A) 
I 
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such tha t U(X)= 2 ^ a W m i n ! 
<0), ») € r 
m 
¡=i 
where lmii(X) is the shortest pa th cost between a> and 5 with X= {x^ ..., xm} i.e.: 
{1 if the edge i is included in the ne twork, 0 otherwise, 
and 
L.si^O = 2 cixi 
where q is the shortest pa th between co and 5. 
This p rob lem was proved by Johnson et al. (10) t o be NP-comple te and by 
Wong (15) t o be N P - h a r d i.e. it is quite unlikely t o find an a lgor i thm for it such 
that its running t ime be a polynomial funct ion of the input size. Then , if we want 
to solve such a problem in an optimal way using the classical B&Bt techniques, it 
may happen tha t it would take too much time. F o r this reason, it is useful to apply 
branch and backtrack algorithms with some funct ions able t o reduce at the min imum 
the branching on the B&Bt arborescence. 
Branch and Backtrack Algorithm and Dominance Relations 
The B&Bt is a computat ional principle which has been proved useful in solving 
various combinator ia l optimization problems encountered in opera t ions research 
and combinator ia l mathematics. The underlying idea of a B&Bt procedure is to 
decompose a given problem into smaller and smaller part ial p rob lem. Two types 
of tests are applied to each partial problem to see if it can be solved or, on the con-
trary, be concluded that no opt imal solution is obtainable f r o m it ; in bo th cases, 
the partial p rob lem is terminated and n o t decomposed any fur ther . These tests are 
called lower bound (for minimization problem) and feasibility tests. The computa-
tion terminates when all nodes are either decomposed or te rminated . In the N D P 
the feasibility test is done verifying if the best solution of the subproblem Pi sat-
isfy the constraint of the budget B. The lower b o u n d g(Pt) of the opt imal value 
f(Pt) of a part ial problem Pi is generally f o u n d evaluating the objective funct ion 
value of the best solution of Ph obtained setting to 1 the f ree variables of Pt. 
If g ( P , ) ^ z where z is the current op t imum, tha t is the value of the best feasible 
solution of P0 (the given minimization problem) obtained so far , we conclude tha t 
Pi does not provide an optimal solution of P0, and Pt is terminated. A generaliza-
tion of this lower bound test can be done using a binary relation D, called dominance 
relation. 
Let P={Plt ..., Pp) be the set of part ial problems generated by a B&Bt pro-
cedure. A dominance relation D is a partial order relation over P which satisfies 
the following condit ions (7). 
1) D i s : 
transitive PpPj & PJDPk^PiDPk, 
reflexive P i D P h 
antisymmetric PiDPj & PjDPi-*Pi = Pi\ 
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2) P¡DPj & P^Pj-fiP.^fiPj) and 
Pi is not a proper descendant of Pj\ 
3) P i D P j & P t ^ P j imply that some descendant 
Pv of Pi satisfies P^DPj, & P^^Pj, for any descendant Pr of P}. 
It is obvious that Pj need to be solved if Pi is already generated and PtDPj 
holds; thus Pj can be terminated. A dominance relation D may be interpreted as 
an embodiment of the information on optimal solutions of partial problems obtain-
able without actually solving them (that is computing J(Pj)), and can be regarded 
as a generalization of the lower bound test. 
For the N D P we can assert that the total cost function U(X) is a monotone 
non-increasing function of the decisional variables {*,}. Consider two solutions XJ 
and XK, best solution of the partial problems Pj and Pk. 
We say that 
XJ = XK if \/ixf & x f . 
The following statements hold: 
i) XJ ^ XK & XK S XM XJ = XM, 
XK S XK, 
Xs ^XK & XK XJ - XK = X1, 
ii) XJ ^ XK - U{XJ) S U(XK). 
Consider an edge / such that xf^xf (that is x{ = 1 and x f = 0 ) ; 
the flow unit between each pair (a>, 5) using through XJ a shortest path con-
taining ut, will use through XK another path of cost /aJ,a(A'к)^í t l)>¿(A'• ,), 
iii) XJ^XK & XJ?±XK-
MK': XK' ^ XK3J': X1' ^ XJ & X1' S XK\ 
If we consider the solutions XJ and XK as best solutions of the problems Pj and Pk 
we can state that 
X1 ^ XK PjDPk. (a) 
In Fig. 1 the complete arborescence of an N D P with 4 variables is represented. 
In Fig. 2 a sequential graph which takes care of all dominance relations among 
the solution is shown. To each level of this graph the solutions with the same num-
ber of variables set to 1 belong. Generally, the known B&B algorithms use only 
partially the dominance relation. The thick line represents the dominance rela-
tions implicitly considered in B&Bt algorithms, the sharp line, the other dominance 
relations. 
A more readable version of the graph of Fig. 2 is reported in Fig. 3. It can be 
remarked that: 
a) none of the solution is dominated by any other of the successive level, 
b) none of the solutions dominated by at least one solution belonging to the 
previous level, 
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c) solutions belonging to the same level are not comparable using the D relations. 
Obviously the number of level is equal to m + 1 and for each level there are 
different solutions, (1=0, 1, ..., m). 
If a problem P¡ is dominated by another P¡ already solved with U(XJ)^z 
(current upper bound) we do not need to solve P¡, that is to compute the relative 
objective function value. 
We underline that applying the dominance relation does not reduce the num-
ber of the generated partial problems but only the number of the solved problems. 
Some remarks on the structure of the solutions 
The graphical representation of Fig. 3 enables us to identify quickly the sub-
sets of feasible and infeasibie solutions. In fact the "border" between these two 
subsets can be defined as the subset of those feasible solutions, dominated by the 
infeasibie ones. 
If the investment costs h¡ ( /=1 , . . . ,m) are all equal to h the border is rep-
resented by the level [B/h\. If the h¡ costs are not equal, the border can be rep-
resented by solutions belonging to different levels. In this case, arranging the h¡ in 
non-decreasing order, the level I satisfying the conditions 
m+l-l m+2-l 
2 h¡ S B and 2 h¡ = B 
i=l ¡=1 
is the first level with border solutions, that is the level with border solutions having 
the highest number of 1. The remaining feasible solutions of the border belong to 
successive levels ( /+1 , . . . ,m) and can be identified starting from the infeasibie 
solutions of level I. 
The optimal solutions of the problem belong to the border, on which all solu-
tions are not comparable and altogether dominate all the other feasible ones. 
Using the dominance relation without solving the problems P¡, whose best 
solutions are infeasibie, we must solve all and only those belonging to the border. 
If we do not use the dominance relation, the classical criteria applied in B&Bt algo-
rithm does not prevent us from analyzing solutions not belonging to the border 
and then obviously not optimal. 
The proposed algorithm 
The algorithm we propose here is a classical B&Bt algorithm with the addition 
of the dominance test and of some heuristic devices for the bounding strategy. 
A more general scheme of our algorithm is reported in Fig. 4. 
Some detailed steps are the following 
— The algorithm realizes a preliminary arrangement of the variables to speed-up 
the procedure. 
— A feasibility test verifies if the available budget allows us to set u p an other 
variable to I. 
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begin 
j _ si={P0}; z —<*>; W~<P 
end 
begin 
2 — while do 
3 — P,=s(si) 
4 — if PjQPi for some Pj^P, belonging to the set of nodes currently generated then 
begin 
5 — stf=s4-{Pi) 
end 
else 
6 — if Pi can be solved or proved to be infeasible then 
begin 
7 — if z >/(/>,) then 
begin 
8 — 0=0(P t); z=f(Pi) 
go to 11 
end 
else 
9 — if z =/(?,) then 
begin 
10 — 0 = 0 U0 (Pd 
end 
11 — st=s4-{Pi} 
end 
else 





14 — generate sons P,t,..., P,k of P,\ ..., P,k}-{.P,} 
end 
begin 
15 — if z = °° then 
begin 
16 — print "P0 is infeasible" 
end 
else 
17 - O(P„) -0 ; / ( P „ ) - z 
end 
Fig. 4. 
— A first test on budget left compares the minimum value of the free variables 
investment costs with the remaining available budget. 
— The dominance test compare the best solution of the current subproblem 
with the list of the not-yet dominated solution. 
— A second test on budget left compares the sum of the free variables investment 
costs with the remaining available budget. 
— A solution "goodness" test compares the value of a solution "parameter" 
with the parameter value of the current upper bound solution. 
The algorithm has been tested on small dimension networks (6 nodes, 13 edges) 
varying user 's and investment costs. 
The results showed that the dominance relation effect is relevant when many 
U(X) values must be evaluated, that is when the budget is approximately the 50% 
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of the 2 It is useful to define some conditions about the number of requested 
ht£H 
operations. 
Let TA be the number of solved problems, tA the operation number to solve 
each partial problem, tD the average operation number for the dominance test, 
TD the number of generated and dominated problems. With good approximation 
we can state the total operations number T', using the dominance test, is 
T' = t„(TA+TD)+TAtA 
and the total operations number T' without using the dominance test, is 
T" = (TA + TD)tA. 
Introducing dominance test is useful until T'<T", i.e. 
' A 
Finally, it seems useful to introduce the dominance relation in B&Bt procedure 
for N D P , also if the running time to conclude the arborescence remain relevant 
in some cases. The optimal solution, with a good arrangement of the variables 
is fastly found, before the end of the procedure. This considerations allows us t o 
use the algorithm as heuristic, stopping it before the end, and getting the last feasible 
solution (current optimum). 
Conclusions 
In this paper we developed some considerations on the structure of the 
solution set of the problem, identifying a border of feasible solutions between the 
two subsets of feasible and infeasible solutions. 
We have also shown the opportunity of introducing a dominance test, regarded 
as a generalization of the lower bound test, in the basic structure of the B&Bt algo-
ri thm for the N D P . 
The principal effect of this introduction is to improve computational efficiency 
of the B&Bt procedure. In fact in this way a larger number of partial problems 
can be terminated without evaluating the objective function value. 
The first results suggested the fitness of using the dominance test in a 
quite well defined range of the investment costs. Moreover the considerations on 
the solutions set structure, suggested to construct an "ad hoc" algorithm which 
examines directly the sei of feasible solutions of the border and the set of the infeasible 
solutions which dominate the border. 
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R. Gleaves: Modula-2 for Pascal Programmers, X+14S pages, Springer-Verlag, New York, 
1984 
"Modula-2 is a general-purpose law? uage designed primarily for writing software systems. The 
name Modula is short for modular language. 
Modula-2 is the third in a family of languages created by the Swiss computer scientist Niklaus Wirth. 
The first language, Pascal, was conceived as a teaching language, but achieved widespread use. The 
second, Modula, was a special-purpose language designed for programming small real-time control 
systems. Modula-2 emerged as a synthesis of the systems programming capabilities of Modula and 
the general utility of Pascal." 
This book is written for people who know the Pascal language and who wish to learn Modula-2 
in terms of their knowledge of Pascal. The book does not offer a complete description of the language; 
it is intended to give an overview of the language by focussing on the differences from Pascal and by 
introducing new concepts unique to Modula-2. A major strength of the book lies in its practical 
approach. The book is divided into three parts and the appendices. The appendices include syntax 
diagrams and a glossary of Modula-2 terminology. Part 1 introduces language concepts which are 
unique to Modula-2. These are modules, separately compiled modules, program and subprogram 
modules, utility modules, module library, low-level programming coroutines and interrupts. Numer-
ous example programs are provided to illustrate the new language concepts. Part 2 discusses the 
differences between Pascal and Modula-2, Part 3 presents a set of utility modules which are not part 
of the Modula-2 language. These modules provide the basic programming facilities used by most 
Modula-2 programs and are part of an existing Modula-2 system. 
People who are familiar with Pascal can use this book as a good overview of the language 
Modula-2. 
Gy. Horváth 
Machine Learning. An Artificial Intelligence Approach. Edited by R. S. Michalski, J. G. 
Carbonell, T. M. Mitchell (Symbolic Computation) XI+ 572 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin— 
Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1984. 
We may start with a brief outline of the book. 
In Chapter 1, Carbonell, Michalski and Mitchell give an overview of Machine Learning (objec-
tives, taxonomy, historical sketch). 
At the Carnegie-Mellon Machine Learning Workshop in July, 1980, Herbert Simon was asked 
to deliver the keynote address, where he chose to play the role of devil's advocate and ask the ques-
tion "Why Should Machines Learn?" After dispelling some common myths, Simon concluded with 
a clarified and more appropriate set of reasons why one ought to pursue machine learning research. 
Chapter 2 is based almost entirely on that rather controversial keynote address. 
In Chapter 3, Dietterich and Michalski analyze some well-known work in concept acquisition 
from a unified perspective. This part provides a general framework for the comparison of different 
concept-acquisition systems. 
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In Chapter 4, Michalski describes a general theory and methodology for the inductive learning 
of structural descriptions from examples. Various generalization rules are presented and discussed. 
The methodology developed is illustrated by a problem from the area of conceptual data analysis. 
In Chapter 5, Carbonell examines the issue of learning from experience. A general planning and 
problem-solving paradigm is proposed, based on a computationally-effective model of analogical 
reasoning. 
In Chapter 6, Mitchell, Utgoff and Banerji investigate the issue of acquiring and refining 
problem-solving heuristics by examining solutions to symbolic integration problems. Like Carbo-
nell's approach, learning is based on past problem-solving experience, but Mitchell at al focus on 
acquiring heuristics for applying known strategies, rather than generalizing recurring behavior into 
reusable plans. 
In Chapter 7, Anderson examines human problem-solving in the context of providing justifica-
tions for geometric proofs. He relies entirely upon a production system framework to encode domain 
knowledge, learning heuristics and problem-solving strategies. 
In Chapter 8, Hayes—Roth investigates the issue of improving flawed or incomplete theories 
that quide plan formation in a given domain. He presents five heuristic methods and applies them to 
problem-solving in playing the card game hearts. 
In Chapter 9, Lenat focusses on methods for learning from observation and discovery. He 
analyizes three domains in which heuristics plays a dominant role in guidLng a search through the 
space of possible concepts or processes one may acquire. 
In Chapter 10, Langley, Simon and Bradshaw discuss their BACON system and its application 
to rediscovering some basic laws of chemistry. BACON applies the principles of scientific inquiry 
first elucidated by Sir Francis Bacon to find the simplest numerical relations that are invariant across 
sets of measurements. Although not able to design its own experiments, given the unanalyzed results 
of appropriate chemical experiments, BACON has rediscovered such laws as Guy-Lussac's law 
and Proust 's law of definite proportions. 
In Chapter 11, Michalski and Stepp investigate the problem of the automated construction of 
taxonomies of observed events in a manner that is meaningful to a human. They present an algo-
rithm that implements the "conceptual clustering" operation and demonstrate its utility for the 
tasks of formulating descriptions of plant diseases from obsereved symptoms and taxonomizing 
Spanish songs in a manner meaningful to a musicologist. In contrast with statistical clustering tech-
niques, the conceptual clustering algorithm produces characteristic descriptions of the concepts de-
fined by each cluster. 
In Chapter 12, Mostow discusses the process of learning by taking advice. Declaratively stated 
advice must be transformed into operational procedures effective in a given task domain. Mostow 
focusses on the general issue of providing advice for a heuristic search mechanism, as applied to 
playing the game of hearts. 
In Chapter 13, Haas and Hendrix investigate the issue of automatically extending a natural 
language interface by acquiring domain semantics, dictionary entries and syntactic patterns from 
the user. The most significant aspect of their KLAUS system is that the user need not be a computa-
tional linguist, but rather is guided by the system into providing exemplary information that is later 
transformed into effective grammar and dictionary representations. 
In Chapter 14, Rychener provides a retrospective analysis of the instructable production system 
project, in which many different instructional techniques for learning by being told were tried, differ-
ent organizations of the knowledge were considered, and different problem-solving strategies were 
investigated. He concludes his chapter with an analyzis of the organizational and instructional prin-
ciples that a production-system based instructional learner should adhere to in order to maximize 
his chances for successful knowledge acquisition. 
In Chapter 15, Quinlan presents a method for generating efficient decision trees for classifying 
given exemplars, and applies his method to the analysis of king-and-rook versus king-and-knight 
chess endgames. 
In Chapter 16, Sleeman investigates the application of machine learning to inter models of 
students learning algebra. An interesting aspect of Sleeman's work is that the teacher, in order to be 
effective, must learn to adapt to the student's needs, indicating that machine learning can help to 
make computer-assisted human education more effective. 
This is a very well-written book. The chapters have a unified style and progression. From the 
first few chapters the reader not familiar with this field may acquire a general understanding. The 
second part of the book gives an excellent state of the art of machine learning. 
J. Csirik 
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Model Program Committee, of the IEEE Computer Society, "Model Program in Computer 
Science and Engineering", Committee Report, VI+154 pages, IEEE Computer Society Press, 1983. 
"In late 1981 the Educational Activities Board of the IEEE Computer Society reviewed the 
curriculum recommendations made in 1977. This evaluation clearly indicated that major changes 
had taken place which were not included in the earlier curriculum recommenlations and that a major 
revision was needed. The committee established to consider this problem not only recommended 
that the 1977 model curriculum report be updated, but that it be expanded to cover all areas defining 
an exellent-caliber undergraduate program in the computer area. Therefore, in addition to the curri-
culum, this report addresses guidelines for the development of faculty, administration, and material 
resources. » 
The Model Program has the following goals: 
— to provide an overview of the desirable features of undergraduate academic programs in 
computer science and engineering; 
— to provide a standard of comparison that can be used to guide the development of new 
programs or the modification and upgrading of established programs; 
— to provide an interpretation of Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) 
criteria for minimum program standards, particularly for departments seeking ABET ac-
creditation; 
— to establish a set of standards that can be used to define 'Target of Exellence' programs; 
— to define the computer science and engineering aspects of a curriculum in a way that allows 
flexibility to meet the requirements of individual institutions; 
— to provide guidance to academic administrators concerning the level of commitment needed 
to support a program." 
The report consists of five sections, appendices and references. Section A is the introduction. 
A set of program criteria specifies requirements for computer science and engineering, discussed 
in Section B. Section C deals with all aspects of an undergraduate program in computer science and 
engineering. The main part of the report is the description of those 28 subject areas that constitute 
the core of a computer science and engineering curriculum: Subject areas are organized as collections 
of modules. Each module includes: 
— the specification of the teaching purpose, 
" " •— the indications of the prerequisite modules, 
— the concepts relevant to the module, 
— references. 
From the collection of subject areas, many different curricula can be generated. Subsection C. 4 
shows several curricula implementations and how subject aieas map into specific courses. The sub-
ject areas are the following: lecture component: fundamentals of computing, data structures, system 
software and software engineering, computing languages, operating systems, logic design, digital 
systems design, computer architecture, interfacing and communication; laboratory component: 
introduction to computing laboratory, software engineering laboratory, project laboratory; advanced 
subject areas: software engineering, digital design automation, theory of computing, database 
systems, advanced computer architecture, design and analysis of algorithms, fault-tolerant computing, 
performance prediction and analysis, computer graphics, VLSI system design, translator writing 
systems, computer communications networks, system laboratory, artificial intelligence, advanced 
operating systems. Section D provides faculty conciderations for computer science and engineering 
programs. Section E discusses computing, laboratory and library resource requirements of computer 
science and engineering programs. There are more than 400 entries in the references. 
This report is recommended for those people engaged in educational activities in computer science 
and engineering. 
Gy. Horváth 
Ada: ©Language, compilers and bibliography. Ed. by M. W. Rogers (The Ada Companion 
Series), Cambridge University Press, 1984. 
Ada is a programming language designed in accordance with requirements defined by the 
United States Department of Defense. It is a modern algorithmic language with the usual control 
structures, and with the ability to define types and subprograms. It also serves the need for modular-
ity, whereby data, types and subprograms can be packaged. It treats modularity in the physical sense 
® Ada is a registered trademark of the U.S. Government, Ada Joint Program Office 
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as well, with a facility to support separate compilation. In addition to these aspects, the language 
covers real-time programming, with facilities to model parallel tasks and to handle exceptions. It also 
covers systems programming; this requires precise control over the representation of data and 
access to system-dependent properties. Finally, both application-level and machine-level input-output 
are defined. 
This book is divided into two sections differing in the colour of the pages. The white section 
contains the reference manual for the Ada programming language (ANSI/MIL—STD—1815A— 
1983). Some helps are added to facilitate reading of this section, which are not parts of the standard 
definition: Glossary, Syntax Summary, Implementation-Dependent Characteristics and Index. For 
example, the Index includes an entry for each technical term or phrase that is defined in the reference 
manual. « 
Guidelines for Ada compiler specification and selection are given in the green section. The pur-
pose of this guide is to list the characteristics of an implementation that should be taken into account 
in the specification or selection of an Ada compiler. The section ends with a selective bibliography 
for Ada, with 20 aspects, including more than 460 items. This well-structured bibliography lists the 
principle works on Ada, covering all aspects from the history and evolution of the language to the 
latest thinking on the many features combined for the first time in Ada. 
This book is a member of the Ada Companion Series. "This definitive new series aims to be the 
guide to the Ada software industry for managers, implementors, software producers and users. It 
will deal with all aspects of the emerging industry: adopting an Ada strategy, conversion issues, 
style and portability issues, and management. To assist the organised development of an Ada-orien-
tated software components industry, equal emphasis will be placed on all phases of life cycle support." 
This is a reference volume that should never be far from the workbench of the se rous software 
engineer or programmer using Ada. 
K. Dévényi 
Kurt Melhora, Data Structures and Algorithms, Vol. 1: Sorting and Searching, XII+ 336 pages, 
Vol. 2: Graph Algorithms and NP-Completeness, XII+ 260 pages, Vol. 3: Multi-dimensional 
Searching and Computational Geometry, (EATCS Monographs on Theoretical Computer Science), 
Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York—Tokyo, 1984. 
The rapid development of computer architectures and the ever increasing complexity of computer 
applications have produced a revolution in mathematics. The concept of an efficient algorithm has 
become the centre o f investigations in a large part of computer science. These 3 volumes not only 
give a collection of efficient algorithms, but explain what efficiency means and what principles are 
used to construct and analyse efficient algorithms. 
Volume 1 consists of 3 chapters. Chapter I starts by introducing a machine model of computa-
tion and complexity measures. This is followed by a discussion on basic data structures: queues, 
stacks, lists, etc. Chapter II gives an extensive treatment of sorting algorithms. General sorting 
methods include heapsort, quicksort and mergesort. Specific sorting methods are presented for 
sorting words and reals. Chapter III is devoted to one-dimensional searching techniques, such as 
digital search trees, hashing, weighted and balanced trees. 
Volume 2 contains 3 chapters. In Chapter IV graph representations and various graph algo-
rithms are dealt with. The algebraic interpretation of path problems on graphs leads to efficient 
matrix multiplication algorithms in Chapter V. Chapter IV provides a study of NP-completeness. 
After a series of well-known NP-complete problems, methods for solving them are investigated. 
Volume 3 has 2 chapters. Chapter VII deals with multi-dimensional searching, and Chapter 
VIII explores computational problems and their solutions in geometry. 
Chapter IX, which is included in all 3 volumes, gives an orthogonal overview of the main algo-
rithmic paradigms. 
The volumes are written in a readable and lucid style. Except for Chapter IX, each chapter ends 
with exercises and bibliographic notes. 
The material is self-contained. Thus, the books can be recommended to everyone interested in 
the subject. A large proportion of the discussion is about very recent results, which ensures that even 
experts will find them interesting reading. 
Z. Esik 
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Interactive Programming Environments (Editors: D. R. Barstow, H. E. Shrobe, E. Sandewall), 
XII+ 610 pages, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1984. 
This book provides a collection of selected papers on interactive programming environments. 
Some of the papers have been published previously. The papers are divided into five sections. "The 
first section includes papers which describe the motivations and characteristics of interactive pro-
gramming. The second section includes papers dealing with specific environments for particular 
languages and situations. The third section is concerned with specific issues which arise in many 
different environments. The fourth section includes descriptions of experimented systems which test 
the role of artificial intelligence in interactive programming environments. The final section includes 
papers concerned with the future of interactive programming environments." 
The contents of the book are the following: 
Section 1: Perspectives on Interactive Programming Environments. T. Winograd: Breaking the 
Complexity Barrier (Again); B. A. Sheil: Power Tools for Programmers; E. Sandewall: Programming 
in an Interactive Environment: The Lisp Experience 
Section 2: Modern Interactive Programming Environments. W. Teitelman, L. Masinter: The 
Interlisp Programming Environment; T. Teitelbaum, T. Reps: The Cornell Program Synthesizer: 
A Syntax — Directed Programming Environment; J. Wilander: An Interactive Programming 
System for Pascal; V. Donzeau-Gouge, G. Huet, G. Kahn, B. Lang: Programming Environments 
Based on Structured Editors: The MENTOR Experience; A. Goldberg: The Influence of an Object-
Oriented Language on the Programming Environment; B. W. Kernighan, J. R. Mashey: The UNIX 
Programming Environment; T. Cheatham, J. Townley, G. Holloway: A System for Program 
Refinement 
Section 3: Aspects of Interactive Programming Environments. W. J. Hansen: User Engineering 
Principles for Interactive Systems; W. Teitelman: Automated Programmering: The Programmer's 
Assistant; W. Teitelman: A Display-Oriented Programmer's Assistant D. R. Barstow: A Display-
Oriented Editor for Interlisp; R. M. Stallman: EMACS: The Extensible, Customizable, Self-
Documentine Display Editor; R. D. Greenblatt, T. F. Knight, Jr., J. Holloway, D. A. Moon, 
D. L. Weinreb: The LISP Machine; T. A. Dolotta, R. C. Haight, J. R. Mashey: UNIX Time-
sharing System: The Programmer's Workbench; A. 1. Wasserman: Software Tools in the User's 
Software Engineering Environment; I. P. Goldstein, D. G. Bobrow: A Layered Approach to 
Software Design; J. W. Goodwin: Why Programming Environments Need Dynamic Data Types; 
E. Sandewall, C. Stromberg, H. Sorensen: Software Architecture Based on Communicating Resi-
dential Environments. 
Section 4: Artificial Intelligence in Interactive Programming Environments. 
C. Rich, H. E. Shrobe: Initial Report on a Lisp Programmer's Apprentice; R. C. Waters: The Pro-
grammer's Apprentice: Knowledge Based Program Editing; E. Kant, D. R. Barstow: The Refine-
ment Paradigm: The Interaction of Coding and Efficiency Knowledge in Program Synthesis 
Section 5: The Future of Interactive Programming Environments. 
T. Winograd: Beyond Programming Languages; J. N. Buxton, L. E. Druffel: Rationale for Stone-
man; S. E. Fahlman, S. P. Harbison: The Spice Project; D. E. Barstow, H. E. Shrobe: From Inter-
active to Intelligent Programming Environments 
The book covers a broad field of interactive programming environments. The focus is mainly on 
interactive programming, environments, and the related traditional areas of computer sciences are 
also discussed (software engineering, programming languages, artificial intelligence). The book 
presents a clear picture of the experiments performed in the 1970s, and all people working in this 
fiedl may benefit from these papers. 
J. Csirik 
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